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: SUMMARY

A studyhusbeenperformed to assessboth the future usesof hydrogen and the hydro-

gen production processesthat can meet the demandfor hydrogenin the comingdecodes. To

_, do this, a projection wasmade of the market for hydrogen,as a fuel and as a feedstock_through
the year 2000. Four hydrogenproductionprocesseswere selected, from amongwater eleatrol-

:. ysis, fossilbasedand thermochemicalwater decompositionsystems_andevaluated1 iUS nga

,. consistentset of groundrules_in termsof relative performunce_economics,resourcerequire- , ."
ments, and technologystatus.

,.. Market Projection <

"_ The market projection showsthat a substantialdemandfor hydrogencurrently exists

., and-that the requirementgrowsdramatically_with time. The United Statescurrently usesabout
8 x 1010 standardcubic meters(3 x 1012SCF)of hydrogenper year, with a growthrate

' that is approximately six percent per year. As one look to the future, and the growing markets

for merchant hydrogen that do not now exisb e.g._ coal gasification and liquefaction, or_ re-
ductlon, fuel, etc., the projection for the year 2000 hydrogen market becomes1.3 x t0
standard cubic meters (4.8 x 1013 SCF)per year. This is equivalent to an average annual

growth rate in excessof 11 percent compared to the historical six percent rate.

HydrogenProductionProcesses

The hydrogen production processesselected for evaluation were water electrolysis,
using the Teledyne HP eleetrolyzer modulesl coal gasification, using the Bi-Gas two stage

,, pressurizedgaslfier to representdeveloping coal gasification technology; coal gasification,
i the Koppers-Tot-zekatmosphericgasifier to representcommercially available coalus ng

gasification technology;and water decomposition,using the WestinghouseSulfur Cycle

thermoehemlcalhydrogenproductionprocessin combination with a very high temperature
nuclear reactor (VHTR) heat source.

The technologyof water electrolysis is well knownandelectrolyzers are available

commercially from manymanufacturers. The thermalefficiency of the water electrolysisplant
is 81 percent, not including the efficiency of producingthe electric power required for the

process. When the electric generation efficiency is includedat 34 percent, typical of the
light water nuclear reactor powerplantscapable of producingthe lowestcost electric power

currently available, the combinedoverall processefficiency dropsto about 28 percent. The
l cost of producinghydrogenfrom this plant, basedon utiLity ownershipand costsin effect in

mid-1974, is estimated to be approximately 8.47¢/std mL¢($2.27/MSCF) when operating at an

l 80 percent capacity factor andsuppliedwith power froman adjacent nuclear powerstation, _ 6
with a fuel cost of t9.9¢/GJ (2,¢/10 Btu).

J The Bi-Gas gaslfler is a two stage pressurizedsystemwhich representsdevelopingtechnology in cool gasificctlon. The overall thermal efficiency of the plant, relaling the
higher heating value of the product gasto the total energy input to the plant, was ccflculated

1
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to be 46 percent. The cost of the production facility included, as in all the processes,equip-
ment and facilitiesr suchas cooling towers and flue gascleanup systems,to assurethat the

plants would meet the appropriate environmental standardscnd regulations. The cost of pro-

ducing hydrogen from th_splanb under base case economic conditions, is 4.46¢/std m3
($1.20 MSCF). The base caseconsidered coal at 2.2¢,/kg ($20/ton).

Koppers-Totzekgasification is a commercially available process. Gasification ' "-
plants usingthesegaslflers are in existencearoundthe world. The gas[tier, which operates

at approximatelyatmosphericpressuretcan handle any kind of coal and, with appropriate

downstreamprocessing,producea hydrogenproductstream. Compressionstageswere in-
cluded in the plant to result in the productgas being available at a pressureof 6895 kPa

(1000 psi), as for the other hydrogenproductionsystems,for off-slte distribution. The overall
thermal efficiency of the process_including the energyconsumedin gas compressionand

other plant services, is evaluated to be 49 percent. Thebase economicevaluation resulted
in a hydrogenproductioncostof 5¢/std m3 ($1.34/MSCF).

The water decompositionsystemusedfor evaluation is the WestinghouseSulfur

Cycle two-step thermochemlcalprocess. In thisprocess,hydrogenandsulfuric acid are pro-
ducedelectrolytlcally by the reaction of sulfurdioxide and water. The processis completed

by vaporizing the sulfuric acid and thermally reducing,at higher temperatures,the resultant
sulfur trioxide into sulfurdioxide andoxygen. Followingseparation,sulfur dioxide is re-

cycled to the electrolyzer and oxygen is either vented or sold.

As in conventional water electrolysis_hydrogenis producedat the electrolyzer
cathode. Unlike water electrolysis, sulfuric aci._, rather thanoxygen, is producedat the

anode. Operation in this fashionreducesthe theoretical power required per unit of hydro-

gen productionby more than85 percent over that requiredin water electrolysis. This is
partially offset, however,by the needto add thermal energy to the processto reduce the
sulfurtrioxide. Evenso, this hydrogengenerationprocessprovidesoverall thermal effi-

clencles approximatelydouble thoseattainable by conventional electrolytic hydrogenand

oxygenproduction technology. The developmenteffort on the water decompositionsystem
has, to date, been privately fundedand hasverified, by laboratory testing, that the electro-
lytic and chemical reactionsproceedaswritten and at ratessufficient to insure an efficient

and economichydrogenproductionplant°

Theenergy sourcefor the water decompositionsystemis a very high temperature
nuclear reactor (VHTR) producingboth electric powerand a high temperaturehelium stream
to the process. TheVHTR is a graphite moderatedhelium cooled nuclear unit that is pre-
dicated on the integration of the technologiesfrom the NERVAnuclear rocket engine pro-

gramand land basedgascooled reactor programsinto an advancedvery high temperature
nuclear heat and powersource. The conceptual designof the VHTRwassponsoredby ERDA
and isdescribedin Reference1.

x_i
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The integrated plant requiresa VH6TRrated at 3220 MW(t) to result in the produc-
tion of 10.1 x 10 std m3/day (379 x 10 SCFD)of 999 percent pure hydrogen. The

VHTRprovidesall of the energy - heat and electrlclty - required for the operation of t'_e
water decompositionplant and for the auxiliary power requirementsof the nuclear syst,_m.The
overall thermal efficiency of the integrated processis calculated to be 47 percent, for the
base economiccase, nuclear fuel costsof 24.75¢/GJ (26.1¢/106 Btu), and no credit :or the "

oxygen producedin the process,the hydrogenproduction cost is 5.4¢/std m3 ($1.45/MSCF). .-

Conclusions

_. There is a market for hydrogenthat exists today that is being met primarily by
fossilbasedhydrogenproductionprocesses.Thismarket is expectedto growsubstantially

over the next severaldecades. Simultaneously,the growingunavailability and/or escalating
costsof the fossilfeedstocksusedin today%hydrogenproductionmakesimperative the devel-
opmentof alternative hydrogengeneration systems.Thesesystemsmustmake useof our most

plentiful resources,i.e., they mustbe nuclearor coal basedsystems.

Theevaluation of the nuclear Sulfur Cy:le water decompositionsystemindicates
that it is superiorto water electrolysis in both thermalefficiency and costof hydrogenpro-

duced, regardlessof whether the water electrolysis plant is poweredby nuclear-electrlc or
fossil-electrlc plants. Nuclear water decomposition is on a par with coal gasification systems
in respect to thermal efficiency and holdsgreat promiseof lower hydrogen production costsas
reasonable escalation of future nuclear and coal costsare considered. The nuclear water de-

composition systemhas a lower potential environmental impact than other systems. It also

provides the opportunity for more effective resourcemanogemenbsuchas making possible
the utilization of all the carbon in coal for its chemical value, as opposedto converting it
to carbon dioxide while extracting only its thermal value.

It is concluded that the nuclear water decomposition systemshowssufficient tech-
nological and economic promiseto warrant aggressivedevelopment of the processand further
definition of the conceptual design.

xiii
i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

" The objectives of the "Studies of the Useof Heat from High Temperature Nuclear
! Sourcesfor HydrogenProductionProcesses"are:

' d• To survey existing an advanced processesfor the production of hydrogen

by use of fossil, nuclear_ and other er.ergy sourcesor appropriate combina-
tions thereof.

• To analyze and evaluate these various processesin termsof cost, energy

supply, environmental impacb critical materials, and other factors; to assess
,: _ b 6

.__ ,, the statusof technology for the promisingprocesses;and to specify the R&D
needed to-make the promising processespract'cal.

' • To prepare a conceptual designof a hydrogen-production plant based on one

of the most promisingprocesses;and for this process,to prepare program plans
for the needed R&D and demonstrationat the p_lot-plant scale.

To achieve theseobjectlves_ a _copeof effort hasbeen undertaken which is divided

into three major technical tasks. Thesetasks are summarizedbelow:

• TASK I - Identification of CandidateProcessesfor Productionand Market

Surveysfor Usesof Hydrogen

The results of this task will be a comparative evaluation of various hydrogen

generation processessupport'rig the selection of the electrolysis, coal gas_fi-
cation_ and water decompositionprocessesto be studied in more detail; pre-

liminary technicab environmental, and sociological information pertinent to
the selected hydrogen generation processes;and projections, to the year 2000,
of the market demand for hydrogen as a fuel, feedstock, or reagent.

• TASK II - Technical Analysesand EconomicEvaluationof Hydrogen

ProductionSystems

This task will result in a more detailed evaluation of the four hydrogen pro-

duction processesselected in Task I, i.e., electrolysis using the Teledyne HP
modules_coal gasification using the Koppers-Totzek atmospheric gaslflet_ conl

gasification using the Bi-Gas pressurized gasifier, and thermochemlcal using
the WestinghouseSulfur Cycle. The evaluation will consider the economics,
technical status, R&Drequirements, resourcerequirements, environmental

impacts, and other factors that bear on a recommendationof a hydrogen pro-
duction processthat can best meet the requirementsof the manketidentified
in Task Io

1-1
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• TASK III - _1 Designof a Plant for Hydro_genproduction
t

The results of this task will be a conceptual design of an integrated nuclear- _]
hydrogen production planb using the Westinghouse Sulfur Cycle hydrogen '_
production process,including an evaluation of the economics, envlmnmental I

effects, benefits, end the program, in respeot to technical areas, costs, and

schedules,neededto develop the hydrogen production systemto the demon-
i stration stage.

This report documentsthe resultsof Tasks I and II. The resultsof Task III are reported
"_" ;n a separatedocument.

j_ in performing this work, it was recognized that ERDA-Nuclear Energy is conducting
studios to assessthe potential for development of nuclear systemsto provide processhe,_tat

temperaturesin the range of 922 to 1366K (1200 to 2000°F). TheseERDAstudiesare also con-

cerned with identifying and evaluating presentand projected industrial processesthat can
utilize high temperature nuclear heat. NASA is participating in the ERDAevaluation through
the assessmentof processesfor hydrogenproductionusing nuclear, as well as fossil, heat sources
as reported herein.

In order to make the resultsof this work most useful to ERDA, the hydrogen production
capacity of the systemsinvestigated wasestablished ¢onslstentwith the size of nuclear heat

sourcesbeing conslder_edin the ERDAevaluation. This resultsin a nominal hydrogen genera-
tion rate of 9.6 x 10" standard cubic meters per day (360 x 106 SCFD) (1). Moreover, the

methodology and format for estimating capital, operating, and production costsare consistent
with thoseusedby ERDA-Nuclear Energy in their studies of the very high temperature nuclear
heat sources.

(1) Throughout this report, the standard cubic meter is defined as a gas volume at normal
atmosphericpressureand a temperatureof 273K (32°F). The standardcubic foot is

defined as a gas volume at normal atmosphericpressureand a temperature of 289K (60°F),

1-2
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I, 2o. oRoGENMA,KETP,O,ECT.ON
2.1 GENERAL

i In this study, both the total market for hydrogenas a fuel or feedstock and the
sector of the market that could be filled by nuclear driven hydrogen productlon systemswere
examined. The nuclear sector is of primary concern because it introduces new options, e.g.,
the shift to a nuclear energy basewith its accompanyingeconomicand environmental advan- ,._

toges. The basic projection is related to the growth of the hydrogen market through the year
2000, although indications of the expected growth beyond that point are also shown.

, f

,m

In many respects,the current production of hydrogen is not really a true market for

hydrogen per se, since mostof the processesinvolved, e.g., ammonia production, do not pur-
_. chase hydrogen externally but are designedaround a hydrocarbon reforming process. Although

hydrogen-consumingprocessescould be supplied from an external hydrogen process,in today's

cllmete this approach would appear to be lesseconomical and less thermally efficient than
existing processeswhich integrate both functions.

2.2 PREDICTEDTOTAL HYDROGEN MARKET

The United Statescurrently usesabout 80 x 109 std m3 (3 TCF*) of hydrogen per

year. Production is growing today at 6 percen_a yea_, and is expected to grow even more

rapidly. This studypredicts about 1298 x 107 std m"/year (48 TCF/yem) _s a base case for
the year 2000. Equally plausible predictions by others range to 1660 x 109 std m3/year

(62 TCF/year). Continued expansion at the presentrate of 6 percent/year would result in
402 x 109 std m3/year (15 TCF/year) by the year 2000. Table 2.2.1 summarizessomeof

theseestimates,basedon interpretations of published work. Noteworthy are the differences
between forecastsas to the size and composition of the A.D. 2000 market.

The largest oetential market in view is the synthetic hydrocarbon fuel market, con-

sisting of the produm'ionof substitute natural gas (SNG) and oil from coal. Similarly, large
manketsin all refining and ammoniaproduction can be anticipated, but the magnitude of these
markets in uncertain. Direct-reduction steelmaking is not seen to be a relatively large market,

primarily becauseof the slow growth projected for the United Statessteel industry.

Hydrogen for fuel useswill be a relatively small market, at least through 2000 A.D.,

but one that will grow rapidly thereafter. However, hydrogen will not be a "universal fuel"
even in the nuclearera commencingin the next century, although ;t is destined to be increas-

ingly important. The basis for thls judgment is predicated on the assumptionthat hydrogen will
not be made from coal for useas a fuel because the advantages of SNGt in production cost and

* TCF_or Trillion Cubic Feeb isdefined as 1 x 1012 standard cubic feet

m..
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pipeline transportcost, outweighany identified advantageof hydrogenin end use, either in
' ' economictermsor in theconservationof coal resources,

Table 2.2.2 showsthe nuclear hydrogenproductioncapacity predicted to exist by

the year 2000 A.D. The central value of 104.3 x 109 stdm'_/yecr (3.6 TCF/year) represents

.. a fairly likely combinationof the first commercialuse, in 1995, of the very high t:;mperature
nuclear heat source(VHTR) and a water decompositionsystem,coupledwith a moderate rate

! of captureof the new plant market. Therapidly growingfuel synthes'smarket _sexpectedto ,..
_ be the dominantapplication of nuclear hydrogen,followedby hydrogenproductionfor aircraft

fuel and possiblydilution of methaneill natural gasdistributionsystems•Thebaseestimateof

nuclear driven hydrogen productionprocesseswould require t5-30 3000 MW(t) VHTR'sby ,
., 2000 A.D.

.... 2.3 MARKET FOR HYDROGEN IN FUEL SYNTHESIS

• Almost all fuel hydrocarbonprocessinginvolves the transformation of low hydrogen

_ content materials,e.g., crude oil at 11 - 14 percent hydrogen or coal at 5 percent hydrogen, by

we|_chbto more volatile, more useable and more valuable materials suchas gasoline (C8H18),
• at 16 percent hydroger_andmethane (CH4b at 25 percent hydrogen. Closely related processes

• generate methanol (CH3OH) and ammonia(NH3), also useableas fuels becauseof their hydro-
gen contentand consequenthigh heat of combustion.

Theamountof hydrogenusedin the productionof fuels is highestfor methane(SNG)
and lowest for shaleoil productionandoil refining. In this section, three marketsare consid-

ered: coal gasification, coal l lqueflcation, and shaleoil production. All three are substitute

fuels, but the extent to which hydrocarbonsare transformedand the amountof hydrogenre-

quired are greater for the two coal conversionprocesses."Fable2.3.1 summarizesthe projected
United Stateshydrogendemandfor fuel synthe_;sin the year 2000°

2.3.1 HydrogenMarket in GaseousFuel Synthesis

The _olumeof future syntheticgaseousfuel productionin the United Statesis uncer-

tain in the long term. Estimatesfrom the literature have indicated that year 2000 production

of substitutenatural gas(SNG) rangesfrom 80 to 160 x 109 std m3/year (3 to 6 TCF/year),
(Reference7).

It wasassumedfor both baseand high estimatesthat the year 2000 annual production
of SNG fromboth coal andml is 169 x 109std m3 (6.3 TCF) increasingto 482 x 109 std

m3 (18 TCF) of SNG in the year 2020. Thisestimate is consistentwith the Project Independence
. II A II • • • •ccelerated scenar,oprolectron (Reference7). Assuming1.56 standardvolumesof hydrogen

i_ required per standardvolumeof SNG0 the associatedhydrogendemandis 265 x 109 std m3/
year (9.9 TCF/year) m 2000 and 752 x 109 std m3/year (28 TCF/year) in 2020. For a low

I estimate, 161 x 109 std m3 (6 TCF) of hydrogen wasused.

|,
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TABLE 2.2.2

NUCLEAR HYDROGEN INSTALLED CAPACITYI 2000 A.D.

UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS

i

Nuclear ProcessCommercial Avoilabiilty i."

Late Intermediate Earl), !

20O0 199,'i 1990 _,I

109 Std m3/yr 109 Std m3/yr 109 Std m3/yr
t

Slow Capture Rates

Oil Refining 5%,/Yr 0 4.6 19.9

I 27.3 118
Fuel Synthesis I

Chemical 3.0 12.3

Steelmcking r 0.7 3.1

Direct Fuel 1%/Yr _ 17.._2 74,3

Total 0 52.8 227.6

Moderate Capture Rotes

Oil Reflnlng 10%/Yr 0 9.2 39.8

Fuel Synthesis 54.4 235.8

Chemical 5.7 24.7

Steelmoklng r 1.4 6.2

Direct Fuel _/o/Y r I 33,6 1_..__....._

Total 0 104.3 454.5

(Base Estimate)

_FastCapture Rates.

011 Refining 20%,Afr 0 18.5 61.1
I

Fuel Synthes;s 108.8 371.9

Chemical 11.6 37.7

k" 2.9 9.6Steelmo mg

Direct Fuel 5°/o/_Yr 1 84,4 367

Total 0 226.2 847.3

(High Estimate)
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TABLE 2,3.1

UNITED STATESHYDROGEN DEMAND FOR FUEL SYNTHESIS, 2000 A.D.

ProductDemand HydrogenEnergy H),dro_enDemand ,._

.,, Product 1018 J/Year ProductEnergy 1018 J/Year 109 Stdm3/Year

Low EsHmc_t_
_o

SNG 4.2 0.491 2,06 161

Syncrude 9.5 0.392 3.72 291

• Shale Oil 10.5 0.073 0.77 60

" Total 24.2 6.55 512

BestEstimate 1

SNG 6.9 0.491 3.39 265

Snycrude 19.0 0.392 7.45 582

Shale Oil 10.5 0.073 0,77 60

Total 36.4 11.61 907

High Estimate

SNG 6.9 0.491 3.39 265

Syncrude 29.5 0.392 11.6 907

• Shale O11I1)'" - -
t

Total 36.4 14.99 1172

1

J _I)

For the high estimate, shale all is assumed no-vlabJe, and hs enerqy contribution is

J replaced hy additional Syncrude.

i
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2.3.2 H_ydro_enMarket in Liquid Fuel Synthesis

Thebaseyear 2000 market for synthetic liquid fuels from coal wasassumedto be
about 3.1 billion barrelsof oil, and that production of all fromshale amountsto an addi-

tional 1.7 b1111onbarrels oil. Thesenumbersapproximatethe upper limit estimatespublish-

ed by the Bureauof Mines in 1970 (Reference2). The associatedtotal annual hydrogen ,."

demandsare 188 st<lm3/barrel (7000 SCF,/barrel)and 35 st_m3/barrel (1300 SC.F,/barre/),
yielding 582 x 10_ stdm3 (21.7 TCF) and 60 x 10y std mJ (2.2 TCF), respectively. The

unit hydrogendemandin all shale production is muchlessthan in fuel synthesisfromcoal;

thusthe total hydrogenmarket wouldbe lessif shaleall is very successful. On the other
-'='_ hand_if shaleall fails to becomeviable in thls century (e.g., due to its wasteproduct

volume)and the United StaJ_eselects to limit all imports,the hydrogendemandwould in-
creaseto 907 x 109 stdm'_ (34 TCF), given the sametotal energy demandof 4.8 billion
barrels of syntheticoil. Thevalue wasusedas a high estimate. Thehydrogenrequirement

of the syncrudeindustryis the largestpart of the fuels market and in fact constitutesover
60 percentof the basecaseprojection. The total A.D. 2000 basefuel synthesisindustry
assumedhere amountsto 36.4 x 1018 J/year. Project Independenceinvestigatorsutilized

a base demandof 33.7 x 1018 J(32 quads*)(Reference7).

2.3.3 HydrogenMarket in the Projectionof Other.SYnthetlc Fuels

While it seemsunlikely that ammoniawill replace methane, methanol produced from

coal is nat unlikely as a liquid synthetic fuel candidate. The efficiency of conversionof coal
to methanol is poorer than for SNG production, since methanol production from coal involves
first producing hydrogenand then combining it with carbon monoxide.

If methanol replaced gasoline as the basisof transportation energy, the hydrogen
requirementwould be tripled. This studyd_dnot considerthe scenario in which a high con-

sumptionlevel of Ilquid fuels is met with methanolfromcoal. Thehydrogenestimatesmade
previously are intendedto include all synthetichydrocarbonfuels.

_ 2.3.4 Nuclear.HydrogenMarket in Fuel Synthesis

The rate at which nuclear-modlfied processescan enter th_smarket dependsupon
the new hydrogen capacity added each year. It was assumedthat plants will not be retro-

fitted and existing plants would not be retired. Since the nuclear systemis assumedto be
avail_le in 1990 or later, only the new plant additions after 1990 are accessible to a

nuclear-drlven process. Table 2.3.2 develops an estimate of this nuclear hydrogenpene-
tration of the SNG market. The table showsthe growth in installed SNG production

capacity and new capacity additions in successiveflve-year intervals through the year 2030
Also shownare the cumulative nuclear processaddltlons computedfor a nuclear process

entering the market in 1990 or 1995 and thereafter capturing 5, 10, and 20 percent per year

1 quad _ quadrillion Btu _ 1015 Btu
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I TABLE 2.3.2

Ii'_- ESTIMATED TOTAL SNG CAPACITY AND SNG CAPACITY

Ii BASED ON NUCLEAR-HYDROGEN

1
s,_"

]i Pro_ected SNG Market Cumulative Installed Nuclear SNG(10'8 J of SNG./Yeor) (1018 J of SNG _Year)

• Year Installed Capacffy M_rket Penetration Rate Market Penetration Rate

li SNG Capacity Addltions In for 1990 Entry for 1995 _:ntry!_ at Start 5 Years S%/Yr 10%/Yr 20%/Yr 5%/Yr 10%/Yr 20% 'Yr

'985 '.48 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 158990 306 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.68

1995 4.74 0.17 0.34 0.67 0 0 0

2.11

ii I 2000 6.85 0.91 ,.8l 2.78 0.2l 0.42 0.842.22

2005 9.07 2.24 4.03 5.00 0.99 , .98 3.06

'! 2,73
2010 ,l.8 4.56 6.76 7.73 2.63 4.71 5.79

3.502015 15.3 8.06 10.3 11.2 5.60 8.2T 9.29

4.20

i! 2020 ,9.5 12.8 14.S 15.4 9.80 12.4 ,3.54.30

2025 23.8 17.1 18.8 )9.7 14.1 16.7 17.8

J 4.40
2030 28.2 21.5 23.2 24,1 '8.5 21.1 22.2

I

I

I

I
m-
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of new plant additions. For the 5 percent/year trend, tho nuclear hydrogenprocessis assumed
to capture noneof the market {n tho first year, 5 percent of the new plant additions the second,
and so on.

If the calculation were done on a yearly basis, one would simply, Jltlply the new

plant additions in the years 1990, 1991, 1992, . . . by the fractions 0, 0.05, 0.10, . . .
to obtain the annual additions and then sumthese to find the installed nuclear capacity.

Since this would require a lengthy table, flve-year intervals were used instead. The series

of annual market captures for the 5 percent/year trend wasconverted to average captures ' "
over successivefive-year intervals, giving 0.10, 0.35, 0.60: 0.85, 1.0, 1.0, ........
The five year average capturesfor the 10 percent/year trend are 0.20, 0.70, 1.0, 1.0, . ..,

and for the 20 percent/year trend are 0.4, 1.0_ 1.0, ......

Taking 1990 VHTRavailability and the slowestrate of market penetration as an

example, the nuclear processcaptures10 percent of the 1.68 x 1018 J of new SNG capa-
city built between 1990 and 1995. In the next five year interval, 35 percent of the 2.11 x

10i'8 J of new plant capacity, or 0.74 x 1018 J addit;_,t_l nuclearcapacity are built,
bringing the total nuclear capacity in 2000 to 0.91 x 10'° J. Th_samountsto 13 percent

of the year 2000 SNG productioncapacity of 6.85 x 1018 J.

In Table 2.3.3 a proieeted coal Iiqueflcation industryreaching 19.0 x 1018 J per
year of synthetic liquid fuel by 2000 A.D. is usedasa basis. The samecurve of market
growth hasbeen assumedas for the gasification industry. As a result, the installed process

capacity for a given nuclear processentry date and capture rate is the sameasbefore.
For example, the 1990/5 percent per year combinationachieves2.51 x 1018 J/year capa-
city by 2000, or 13 percent of the total liquefication industry.

Table 2°3°4 summarizesthe coal gasification and liqueficafion market volumes
in termsof annual hydrogenproductioncapacity in the year 2000. Theportion of that mar-

ket that can be satisfiedby nuclear driven hydrogenproductionprocesses,as a function of
time of entry into the market and rate of market penetratlon, is alsoshown.

2.4 HYDROGEN MARKET IN STEELMAKING

In contrast to other markets, the useof hydrogen in steelmaklng dependsupon the
reducing property of hydroqen rather than its propensity to bond with carbon. Very little

hydrogen is used in rh[_ way tuday --- the United Statesproducesabout one million tons
of steelannually by the direct red_*ctlonprocess,using hydrogen obtained by cracking meth-

ane. At about 820 std rn3//kg (20,000 SCFhydrogen per ton) (Referor_ce2), the hydrogen
produced for thls application is currently only about 54 x 106 std m (0.02 TCF) annually.

Worldwide direct reduction capacity asof December, 1974, was4.7 x 109 kg/year
(5.2 million tons/year) with 1.3 x 109 kg/year (14 mflllun tons/year) on order. _

* World total steel production is 7.1 x 1011 kg/year (785 million tons/yem).

2-8
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r TABLE 2.3.3 J

* ESTIMATED TOTAL SYNCRUDE MARKET AND SYNCRUDE CAPACITY

BASED ON NUCLEAR-HYDROGEN PROCESSES
J

.... Installed Licjuefication Capacity Cumulative Installed Nuclear Llcl_eficotlon Capacity

• (1018 J/Year) Synerude (1018 J/Year) Syncrudo
Year

_', Installed Capacity Added 1990 Ent_ 1995 Entry

.... Capacity Next 5 Years 5%/'Yr 10%/'Yr 20%/Yr 5%/Yr 10%/Yr 20%/Yr
I-

_" " 1985 4.11 0 0 0 0 0

" 4.32

1990 8.43 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.77

' _ 1995 13.2 0.48 0.95 1.9 0 0 0 J

5.80

2000 19.0 2.51 5.0 7.7 0.58 1.16 2.32

6.1

2005 25.1 6.17 11.I 13.8 2.72 5.43 8.42

, 2.6 !

2010 32.7 12.6 18.7 21.4 7.28 13.0 10.0

9.5

2015 42.2 22.1 28.2 30.9 15.4 22.5 25.5

11.6

2020 53.8 33.7 39.8 42.5 27.0 34.1 37.1

11.6

2025 65.4 45.3 51.4 54.1 38.6 45.7 48.7

, 12,6

2030 78.0 57.9 64.0 66.7 51.2 58,3 61.3

_ , 2-9
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Roughlyone-tlllrd of the energy requirementof a present technology staelmaking

plant is in the coklng coal usedfor reducing the iron ore, while the remainh_genergy is
supplied as heat or alectrlclty (Reference 8), for a total of 1.9 x 107 J/kg (16.3 x 106 Btu/

ton). The yield of finished steel per ton of raw steel ingot is only 69 percent; thus about
2.7 x 1010 J (26 x 106 Btu) of energy are required per 909 kg (tan) of re,shodsteel, con-

,, slderlng only the energy inputs to steelmaklng. Most of the fossil energy is supplied today as
COOl.

" 2.4.1 Market for Hydrogenin Direct-ReductlonStee.lmaking ,.-

The United Statessteel industry in 1967 consumed3.55 x 10]8 J (3.37 quads)or

about 6 percent of the total United Statesenergy consumption.At the projected annual
growthof about 2.5 Rercent/year, the A.D. 2000 annual energy demandof the industry

.J_ would reach 8 x J (7.6 quads),equivalent to the heat production of over one hun-
1018

dred 3000 MW(t) nuclear plants. For comparison, the year 2000 nuclear electric genera-

] tlon is expected to require about 1000 nuc!ear plants of similar size (Reference 9). Thei size of the market is encouragingand the energy requirementsof a large steelworksfit the
thermal and electric yield of a 3000 MW(t) hlgh-temperature nuclear plant. Thesefactors,

1' plusgrowing pressureto control the pollution causedby urban,slted steel plants, favor theuseof nuclear heat in steelmaklng. The cost of energy for steelmaklng constitutes a substan-

tial part of the product price (manufacturing value added) (Reference 10). If the average

energy coat is $.95/GJ ($1.i0/I06 Btu), about 20 percent of the value added comesfrom
I fuel _ost.

I

[ Direct reduction (DR) using natural gas is exciting worldwide interest. Ir, the under- _,
developed countries, new capacity may increasingly utilize DR, but the changeover may be
slower elsewhere. A_a basisof the market projection, it wasassumedthat the United States

will have 2.7 x kg (29 million tons)of direct reduction steelmakingcapacity installed
10IU

by the year 2000. This value wasusedby the Bureauof Mines (Reference2) to obtain an

upper limit hydrogenprojection. Table 2.4.! developsthe trend of new DRplant installations

in a slightly different way, but still normalizedto the Bureauof Mines estimate for the year
2000. Total United Statescapacity is estimatedto grow at 2.5 percent per year per the usual

l indu:try projection, ylefding the first two columnsof Table 2.4.1. Retirementsof existingplants are added in column 3 since the new capacity replacing these plants is a market also
available to the DRprocess. A constant fraction of new plant installations is taken to be

the DR type, giving new DR installations _neach flve-year period. Theseare accumulated inthe fourth column. In the final columnit wasassumedthat DRadditionswere twice the rate

projected by the Bureauof Mines.

I 2.4.2 Market !or Nuclear Hydrogen in Direct ReductionSteel_._ njaklng

In Table 2,4.2, an estimate of how muchof the DRcapacity could be captured bysteelmak_ngprocessesusTngnuclear processheat _smade, If the _equhed t(;chnolo_ly be-

comescommercially viable by 1990, from 2.6 to 8.0 x 109 kg (2.9 to 8.8 milllm_ tons) per

i year of nuclear D_ steelmaklng capacity might be operating ;n 2000. A 1995 entry date is

I 2-11
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TABLE 2.4.1

PROJECTEDSTEELPLANT CONSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES

UNITS: 109 kg Steel/Year

Stael Plant Installations installed Direct Reduction Cap,Sly

Year Projected Trend Fit Double -

Installed Copacity New Plants To BOM 70(3) BOM 70(3)

_" Capacity( I ) Growth Installed Prediction Capacity
(109 kg) In 5 Years In 5 Years(2) For 2000 For 2000

198,5 184 11 21

23 26

1990 207 15 30

27 30

1995 234 20 40

31 34

2000 265 26 52

36 39

2005 301 32 64

39 42

2010 34O 38 75

45 48

2015 385 45 90

50 53

2020 435 54 I 0I

58 61

2025 493 63 124
64 67

2030 557 73 144

(I) Basedon 136 billion k(j (150 million tons) in 1973, 2.5% annual growth in c(spacity.

(2) Includes allowance [or replacement of retired units,

(3) Reference 2.
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•, ,1_ TABLE 2,4,2

• ESTIMATEDDIRECT REDUCTION IRONMAKING CAPACITY

BASIS: Bureauof Mines Estimate of 26 Billion kgV'Year In A,D. 2000

(Nuclear and Non-Nuclear)

_i_ (Units: 109 kg RawSteel/Year)

i

,_ _1.; New Direct Nu_.:,:'_"SteelrnaklngCapaclty
Reductlon Plant

Capacity N_rkct Penetrationfor 1990 Entry Market Penetrationfor 1995 Entry

_. Installatlons Slow Mad Fast Slow Mad Fast

, (BOM 70)(I) 5%/YeQr I 0%/Year 20%/Year S%/Year 10%/Year 20%/Yea[

1985 0 0 0 0 0 0

4

1990 0 0 0 0 0 0

S

1995 0.5 I.O 2,0 0 0 0

6

2000 2,6 5.2 B,O ,6 1,2 2.4

ji ,
2005 6.2 11.2 14.0 2.7 5.4 8,4

6

2010 11.3 17.2 20,0 6.3 I 1.4 14.4

7

2015 18.3 24.2 27.0 12.3 18.4 21.4

9

2020 27.3 33.2 36.0 21,3 27.4 30.4

9

2025 36.3 42.2 45.C 30.3 36.4 39.4

10

2030 46.3 52.2 55.0 40.3 ,%.4 49.4

(11 Reference2

i
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more likely to occur, however, rosultlng in only 0.6 to 2.4 x 109 kg (0.7 to 2.6 million

tons)/year. These results are included in Table 2.4.3, which also shows the results of more

rapid market penetrations, up to 100 percent of all new plant construction. The ruble

indicates that in spite of optimistic assumptions,the calculated a_nountof nuclear hydrogen

production in steelmaklng processescould not exceed 13.2 x 107std m° even if direct

reduction processesreplace competitive methods at twice the total rate implied in the Bureau

of Mines estimate. For both base and high estimates, a total hydrogen demand correspondin.q

to twice the Bureau of Mines projected DR capacity was adopted. For example, for the base

number, this studX takes a 1995 VHTR process and 10 percent/year penetration rate, yielding

1.4 x 107 std m'_/year. The.high estimate assumesaga,n a 1995 process entry but a 20 per-
cent/year penetration rate, yielding 2.9 x 109 std mS/year.

2.5 MARKET FOR HYDROGEN IN THE PRODUCTION OF AMMONIA

Since ammonia production is the principal chemical useof hydrogen, it is used here

as a proxy for all chemical markets.

2.5.1 Present Trends in the United States Ammonia Market

Currently about 32.2 x 109 std m3 (1.2 trillion SCF) of hydrogen are consumed

annually in the United States in the production of ammonia by the I-Jaberprocess. About

four times this may be projected for A.D. 2000. This hydrogen has not been purchased exter-

nally in the past, but was obtained by reforming natural gas (chiefly CH4) or naphtha. ]

United States ammonia production in 1973 was about 14.5 x 109 kg (16 x 106 tons)

(Reference 11). Production capacity is not currently increasing rapidly in the United States;

the rate of increase to 1980 is projected to be only 0.7 percent (Reference 12). United States

consumption, 14.3 million tons in 1973, (Reference 13), is rising at 12 percent/year. When

natural gas is reformed to obtain the hydrogen for ammonia production, methage is decomposed

to yield two moles of hydrogen per mole of methane, so that about 2065 std m"_(77,000 SCF) of

hydrogen is required _er 909 kg (ton) of ammonia. Thus, 1972 United States production amounted

to 32.2 x 10x std m's (1.2 x 10Iz SCF) of hydrogen use. At 15 percent per year this could
increase to 125 x 109 std m3 (4.66 x 1012 SCF) _n A.D. 2000.

2.5.2 The World Ammonia Market

The world market for nitrogen fertilizers is inm_asing much more rapidly than the

North American market. It is doubtful whether the United States will be able to export great

quantities of ammonia, however, since the consuming countries are rapidly increasing their

production capacity. Moreover, since the economics strongly favor the use of natural gas as a
feedstock, tl,e OPEC nations are in an excellent position to export fertilizer synthesized flora

their abundant natural gas and o_1 reserves. Saud_ Arabia has already announced a five-year

plan irvolvlng the construction of a $5 million gas-gathering system to feed two fertilizer

plants, desalination plants, and a steel mill (Reference 14).
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TABLE 2.4.3

J YEAR2000HYDROGENPRODUCTIONDIRECTREDUCTIONSTEE,MAK NO

J, PROCESSESUSING NUCLEAR-DRIVEN HYDROGEN PROCESSES

1, "
Total Nuclear Steelmaklng Capacity Nuclear Hydrogen Demand (11

Year ,--

_', Nuclear Nuclear BOM Twice Limiting BOM Twice L+mitlflg
Process Penetration Estimate(3) BOM Est. Cala(2) Estimate (3) BOM E:t. Case(2J

'_* Viable %/Year 109 kg/Year of Iron | 09 Std m3/Year of Hydrogen

1990 5% 2.6 5.2 15.1 1.6 3.1 9.1

10% 5.2 10.4 30.3 3.1 6.2 18.2

20% 8.0 16.0 46.5 4.8 9.6 27.9

33% 8.8 17.6 51.2 5.3 10.6 30.7

100% I !.0 22 64.0 6.6 13.2 38.4

1995 5% 0.6 1.2 3.4 0.36 0.12 2.0

10% 1.2 2.4 6.8 0.72 1.4 4.1

20% 2.4 4.8 13.6 1.4 2.9 8.2

33% 3.6 7.2 20.4 2.2 4.3 12.2

100% 6.0 I 2 34 3.6 7.2 20.4

2000 0 - 100% 0 0 0 0 0 g

(I) At 0.6 std m3 /kg of primary iron (raw steel).

(2) Assuming 100% of annual steel plant additions (Table 2.4.11 <_redirect reduction pie,its.

(3) Reference 2

i

i

I
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2.5.3 Total HydrogenMarket in AmmoniaPre_'ction

Table 2.5.1 showsthe total hydrogenmarket [n fertilizer production (equatedto
ammonia)° As a baseease, it is assumedthat the United Statesproduction rises at the recent

trend of increase in consumptlont5.3 percent/year. Thisprojection lead._to an installed

capacity in 2000 A.D. of about 56 x 109 kg (62 million tons) per year of ammonia. At

2.27 std m'_/kg (7_000 SCFper ton) (Reference2!_ the assoc,atedhydrogen demand is about
129 x 109 std m /year (4.8 TCF/year). In the high est=mate,the higher trend of world m- "
crease is used;as noted previously, it appears rather unlikely that the United Statescan

capture much of this growing market wffh conventional fossil-based processes.

2.5.4 Market for Nuclear Hydrogen in Ammonia Production

As the basis for the assumedutillzationof nuclear processesin ammoniaplants,
Table 2.5.2 showsthe new capacity additions and various market penetration rates.

For a base nuclear projection, the 1995/!0 percent per year combination is used.
Thisamounts to a yearly nuclear hydrogen production of 5.68 x 109 std m3/year. The
high estlmate usesa 20 percent per yecr penetration rate, leading to a nuclear hydrogen
useabout twice as high.

The small magnitude of this hydrogen demand, computed under very optimistic

assumptions,suggeststhat the nuclear market in ammoniaand fertilizer production is
relatively unimportant in 2000 A.D._ but increasing rapidly thereafter.

2.6 MARKET FOR HYDROGEN AS A FUEL

In all of the markets dlscu:sedprevlouslyt hydrogen has already found application;
indeed its use is intrinsic to syntheslz_ngliquid or gaseoushydrocarbon fuels from coal. The
position of hydrogen as a fuel itself is much r.lore speculative. However, it is this market

which has the largest ultimate potential. If all United States natural gasand SNG were

replaced by hydrogen, the year 2000 demand would be 2.8 x 1012 std m3/year (105 T(2F/
year)*. Even 10 percent of this market would be an enormou: .'narket for hydrogen compared
to today's use.

* Basedon 34 quadsof natural gasconsumption(Reference15).
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TABLE 2.5.1

PROJECTED A.D. 2000 HYDROGEN CAPACITY

REQUIRED FOR AMMONIA PRODUCTION
I

109 Std m3/year TCF/Year
m

Low 67.1 2.5 1

Base ] 29 4.8

High 188 7.0

i
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TABLE 2.5.2

POTENTIAL MARKET FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR

DRIVEN PROCESSFOR AMMONIA SYNTHESIS

Nuclear Driven Hydrogen Production Capac|ly

Projected NH3 Market 109 Std m3,/Year

109 kg NH3/Yeor 1990 Nuclear Entry 1995 Nuclear Entry
Year Installed Capacity Market PenetrationRate Market Penetration Rate

NH3 AddiHonsIn 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Capacity 5 Years _'ea"_" Yea'--'_- e_ar _ _ Tear

1973 13.9

................................................-1 ,.i _,1

1985 25.8 0 0 0 0 0 0

7.6

]990 33.4 0 0 0 0 0 0

9.8

1995 43.2 2.27 4,54 8.85 0 0 0

12.7

2000 55.9 12.3 24.7 37.7 2.95 5.68 I 1.6

16.4

2005 72.3 34.7 62.0 74.9 15,9 31.2 48.8

21,1

2010 93.4 75.4 110 123 44.7 79.7 96.7

27.6

2015 121 138 173 185 97.8 142 159

36

2020 157 220 254 267 180 224 241

45

2025 202 322 356 369 282 326 343

6O

2030 262 458 493 506 418 462 479
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!
Potontlally the largest market for hydrogen is tha: of a "universal fuel" supplanting

Ii llst advantages often quoted for hydrogen as a fuel includes:
conventional fossil fuels. A of

I. A non-pollutlng fuel_

1
2. An energy carrier with superior economics and aesthetics (using buried

,[, pipelines),
$ ,"

3. An effectively non-deplorable energy resource if derived from nuclear or
solar sources,

t

4. Favorable overall efficiency Fromresource to end use,

5. Favorable economics,

6. A storable energy form

-- improving load-factor and hence economics of nuclear, plants

-- improving reliability of energy supply to user.

Some hydrogen enthusiasts leap directly from a contemplation of these attractive

qualitative characteristics to the conclusion that hydrogen is the inevitable energy carrier
of the future. This kind of thinking avoids the knotty problems of how and when the United

planning. Furthermore, statement number 3, above, has no real validity since hydrogen, like
electricity is not a primary energy source.

The key to objectively determining the value of hydrogen as o fuel is to quantify

its characterist|cs in comparison with the alternatives in each app!ieafion. Although this

is beyond the scope of this studyr the following questions should be adressed to assessthe

future potential fol hydrogen as a fuel in a particular application:

1. What alternatives will be available: This includes two

subquesfions_ namely:

Will an alternaHve fuel technology be available to

accomplish the same result?

Is the end result itself essential, or can it be

replaced (e.g., if fuels for air travel become vmy

costly, ultra hl.qh speed ground travel may replace

short-haul a_r transpo_'t).

2-19
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2• Wlll a hydrogensystembe superior to the alternative fuel
systemconsidering the total sequence of production, delivery,
and use in a specific application? "Superiority" here may
denote an envlre_mental resourceconversation or economic

advantage.

Note the usehere of "will be" rather than "is•" This study is not concerned

primarily with present-day economics(which would preclude hydrogenuse asa fuel), nor .-
with competitive technologies as they exist today, but as they will exist 25, 50, and 100

years hence. Also the study cannot focus on somedistant "asymptotic" future in which all
fossil fuels may be imagined to be depleted, so that the question of what fuels to use reduces

by default to nuclear energy as the primary sourceand hydrogen as an energy carrier, at
least in many applications. Theserealities have the effect of multiplying the number of

possibilities that should be considered and therefore increasesuncertainties.

2.6.1 Market for Nuclear Hydrogenas a Fuel

As the basis for estimating the fuel markeb the total year 2000 consumptionof energy

for usesother than electric generation, fuel synthesis, or non-fuel usesof ,_ergy is taken.
Using the pre-embargo forecast of Dupree (Reference15) about 1.03 x 10 v j (98 quads)of

en_y in 2000 A.D. is obtained. The 1971 energy consumptionin this category was5.02 x
10"--J (47.6 quads). Assuminga geometric increase from this historical value, at 2.3 percent/

year, additions of new fuel-uslng "plants" (in this case including automobiles, trains, heating
furnaces, and so on) can be computed. As shown in Table 2.6.1_ this will amount to about a
total of 98.2 x 1018 J/year in the year 2000. As before, the nuclear capture of this market
is estimated at several rates. Becauseof the scope and diversity of this sector and the luke-

warm performance estimated for hydrogen in most applications except aviation, the rate of
implementation is expected to be lessthan for the industrial usesof hydrogen. The base estl-

mate is the 1995 nuclear systemcoupled with a 2 percent/year penetratron of the n w plant
market, yielding 0.43 x 1018 J/year of hydrogen use ,n 2000 A.D., or 33.6 x 10":std m3,,'

year. For a high estimate, the 19.9_5nuclear availability entry and a 5 percent/year pene-
tration rate, yielding 1.08 x 101UJ/year or 84.4 x 109 std m3/year is used,as shown in
Table 2.6.2.

2.6.2 Market for Solar Hydrogenas a Fuel

In this section, constderatlon is g'ven to hydrogen production by the solar-thermal,

temperature .rradlent and wind plants, collectively describing them assolar planl_. It is
assumedthat oil solar hydrogen will be used asa fuel•

Tk,e combination of solar energy production and hydrogen asen enemy ca,rlet hcIs_l

strong appeal to the ecology-minded, and continues to be much discussedby proponents of

both solar power and hydrogen energy t,ansmlss_on.
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TABLE 2.6.1

POTENTIAL MARKET FOR NUCLEAR-DRIVEN HYDROGEN

PRODUCTION CAPACITY AS A FUEL

/ UNITS: 1018 Joules/Year
I

Installed Nuclear-Driven HydrogenCapacity_hnnuoJU.S.

Non-Electric 1990 Entry 1995 Entry
Year Energy Market Penetration Rote Market Pe_trat{on Rate

Consumption l% 2% 5% 10% I% 2% 5% 10%

, Total Added Year Yea* Yea* Year Yea'-'-T_ _ Year

1980 61.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7.6

1985 69.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8.5

1990 77.9 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0

9.5

1995 87.4 0.19 0.38 0.95 | .9 O 0 O 0

10.8

2000 98.2 0.95 1.89 4.7 9.5 0,22 0.43 1.0B 2. 16

t 2.0

20005 110,2 2.39 4.77 11.9 21.5 1.06 2. _I 5.28 I g.b

13.5

2010 123.7 4.68 9.36 23.4 35.0 2,68 5.35 13.4 24.1

15.2

2015 138.9 8.03 ¢6.1 38,6 50.2 5.26 10.5 26.3 39.3

17,1

2020 156.0 12.6 25.3 55.7 67.3 9,02 18.0 43.4 56,4
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TABLE 2.6.2

POSSIBLENUCLEAR-DRIVEN HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FOR

USEAS A FUEL IN THE YEAR 2000

' Rateof Nuclear-Drlven Hydrogen ,.-
Year Hydrogen Productionfor Fuel

Technology Market In 2000 A D.

Implemented Penetration 1018j/yr l_/Yr

1% .95 74.3

]990 2% ] .89 148

5°/:, 4.7 367

10% 9.5 743

1% 0.22 17.2

2°/0 0.43 33.6] 995

5% 1.08 84.4

] 0% 2.16 169

2000 0-100% 0 0
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The potential for solar hydrogen production is enormousin theory. Projectionsof
up to 0.93 bilHon kWh of solar ele.:trlcHy by 1985 and 1089 billion kWh by 2000 have been

made (Reference 16). If all of this electricity were generated at 50 percent efficiency, using

hydrogenftom solar plant_, the implied hydrogen production in the year 2000 would be

617 x 109 std m3 (23 TCF). Th_stype of speculation restson two assumptions;first, that
substantial solar central power will come into being by 2000 A.D. and second, that solar

energy will be storedor marketed as hydrogen.
t,

The l lkellhood of significant solar hydrogen production by A.D. 2000 is smalJsince
it is, in effect, the product of the probabilltles that: (1) significant solar power electric

generation will occur and (2) that substantial energy storage will be required and will favor
• hydrogen. In the near term, it is expecte'] that energy from solar-thermal plants will be

: storedin the collected Form;i.e., heat. Forenergy storage after conversionto electricity,
the electrolytic hydrogenschememustcompetewith a numberof technologiesunder develop-
ment. Large-scale solar hydrogenproductionseemsespecially dependenton the successof

the trop|c-slted sea water solarpowerplant producinghydrogenasa product, a conceptwhich

will be relatively expensiveto develop. If a smallprototypeof this plant is built in the early
1980'sand a 300 MWe commercialplant by 1990, with a doublingof installedcapacity in

each bienniumthereafter, by A.D. 2000, there would be about 30 suchplantswith a capacity
-" of 9000 MWe. Assuming50 percent efficient conversionto hydrogen,the systemmight pro-

duce 1.34 x 106 stdm3 (50 million SCF)of hydrogenannually. If this is increasedfourfold

"T to account Forwind andother solar technologies capable of producinghydrogen, there might
be 5.3 x 106 std m3 (0.2 bilHon SCF)annual production of solar hydrogen by A.D. 2000.

All of this hydrogen would be used asa fuel, as usually suggestedby the proponentsof the
approach.

This studycontendsthat the estimatescited above are overly optimistic and musi be
viewed as "upper-llmlt" estimates rather than best estimates. An estimate which is felt to

represent a reasonable projection of the potential for United States solar hydrogen production
is shown in Table 2.6.3.

2.7 MARKET FOR HYDROGEN IN OIL REFINING

This section considersboth the total United Stateshydrogen market for all refining

and the portion of that market which nuclear processesmay capture.

2.7.1 Projected Total Hydrogen Use in O!1 Refining

With rising fossil fuel prices, refineries are increasingly using hydrogen processing

techniques to increase the oullout of gasoline andother h_ghhydrogen-content, h_gh-vulue
products. The total useof hydrogen in United States oil refining processesis projected to

I 2-23
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TABLE 2.6.3

PROJECTEDHYDROGEN PRODUCTION USING SOLAR ENERGY

' Solar Hydrogen Production ,,-

; 109 Stdm3 ,year-/ hnnuaJ Growth2000-2020

i Year 2000 Year 2020 a/a/Year
!

i Low 0 0 0
F

Base 0.005 0.21 20

High 16.1 147.5 12

increaseat a rate between 5.9 percent and 8.9 percent/year over the remainingyearsof this
century (References4, 17). Since the total refining capacity is increasingat only 3 percent/

year, this implies that the year 2000 hj drogenuseper barrel of productwould be at least
twice the current useof about 8 std m3 (300 SCF)per barrel

For the baseestimateof hydrogendemand,a predictedconsumptionof 16.3 stdm3
of hydrogenper barrel of all (610 SCF//bbl) is used(Refer_ce 2). For the assumptionthat the
year 2000 will see an all use, in the United States, of 13 billion buli_els(Reference15), the

hydrogendemandwill be 212 x 109 std m3/yeor (7.93 TCF/year). Thisproiectlon implies,
of course,the useof e combinationof domesticallyproducedand importedcrudes.

The low estimateof hydrogendemandfar all refining reflects the considerationthat

our national interestsmay llmlt the United Statesto the useof domestically producedoil. In
this case, the year 2000 all productionwouldbe about 3.1 billion barrels per year (Reference18).

The needfor hydrogen,at the sameunlt rate asfor the baseestimate, wouldbe 50.5 x 109 std
m3 (1.89 TCF) per year.

Becauseof the uncertainty of all availability and cost, andthe national effort
directed towardsthe production of synthetic liquid fuels fromcoal, it is imprudentto assume

a high estimatefor hydrogenneedsin all refining that is greater than that usedfor the base.
Therefore, both the baseand highestimatesfor the oli refining hydrogenmarket are

212 x 109 std m3/year (7.93 TCF/year) of hydrogen.
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2,7.2 Nuclear HydrogenUsein 011 Refinin_

I
The basisof the estimateof nuclear driven hydrogenproductioncapacity for usein !

oil refining is shownin Table 2.7.1. New plant additionsbetween 1985 and 2000 are assumed .i;|to equal the postulatedgrowthplus replacementof the retired refining capacity. Beyondthe ,,
year 2000, it is predicted that the need for new refining capacity disappearsas synthetic fuels _'|
meet an increasingproportion of the United Statesenergy requirements. Retirementsof refin-

ing capacity will ultlmately reducethe total need for hydrogen. Theconsiderationsof econo- i
mics and resourcemanagementwill result in the nuclear poweredhydrogen processesbeing i
operatedpreferentlally over fossll fuel driven systems.

_t

As can be seenin Table 2.7.1, the passiblepenetrationof the all refining industry _ "i

by nuclear processesappearsto be small. This is in contrastto the productionof synthetic
fuels fromcoal, an industrywhich is expected to growsubstantially in the sametlmeperiod.

2.8 AREAS OF UNCERTAINTY

The emergenceof the United Stateseoa! llquefication and gasification markets
dependsan the attitude of private investors. A return to cheap foreign orl would threaten

this capital-lntensive industry. The viability of the fuel synthesis industry may thus depend
an government financial backing.

The relative cost and technological maturity of hydrogen production processesas a
function of time appears to be principal areasof uncertainty. The investigation, of which

this market projection is a part, is well directed toward answering this problem, but further
work is neededboth in processdesign and market analysis.

One particular area of further work which could significantly improve the reliability
of the market projection is the more realistic definition of the potential for the useof "mer-

chant" hydrogenin _ndustrialprocesses.To accomplishthis, conceptual designsfor steel-
making, ammonia,and fuel synthesisplantsshouldbe made. Theseshouldconsidercomparable

plants using"merchant" hydrogendelivered by pipeline, integrated hydrogenproduction/user
facilltlest and "conventlonally" fueled plants. Usingthesedesignsandcost estimates,the

market projection shouldbe extended to derive a likely cost-beneflt for each of the major
hydrogenapplicationsand a resulting potential for market penetration. Realistic ratesof
industryexpansionin the varioushydrogen-usemarketsshouldbe developed with regard to

ratesof capital formation, foreign competition, and soon. A similar evaluation, for the pur-

poseof better definition of the energy market for hydrogenshouldbe undertaken. Thisnew
evaluation shouldinclude not only direct firing of hydrogenin, for example, aircraft, but

the useof hydrogenas an energy storageand/or transmissionmediumin competition with

electricity, pumpedhydro storage,and synthetic hydrocarbon energy transmissionsystems.
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TABLE 2.7.1

POTENTIAL _RKET FOR NUCLEAR HYDROGEN IN OIL REFINING

(In 109 Std Cubic Meters of H2/Year)

Cumulatlvo NucJear

H2 Use in Oil Refining Driven H),drogenProduction for Umein OH Reflnin_

Year 1990 IntroducHon 1995 Introduction

Installed Capaclty Capacity Added Market Penetration Rate Market Penetration Rate
Next 5 Years(I)

5%/Yr IO%/Yr 20%/Yr 5%/Yr lO%/Yr 20%/Yr

1975 41.3 0 0 0 0 0 0

1985 104 0 0 0 0 0 0

28,2

1990 131 0 0 0 0 0 0

37.2

1995 167 3.72 7.44 14.9 0 0 0

46.2

2000 212 19.9 39.8 61.1 O 0 0

0

2005 212 19.9 39.8 61.1 4.62 9.?4 18.5

0

2010 212 19.9 39.8 61.1 4.62 9.24 18.5

0

2015 212 19.9 39.8 61.I 4,82 9,24 18.5

_ o

2020 172 19.9 3%8 61,I 4,82 9.24 18.5

0

2025 137 19.9 39.8 61.) 4.62 9.24 18.5

0

2030 91 19 9 39.8 61.1 4.62 9.24 I8.!s

n

(I) hlcludes additional ccipclclty to dccount fo_telhetm_nts.
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3.0 SELECTION OF HYDF_,.GEN PRODUCTION SYSTEMSFOR EVAkUATION

3.1 GENERAL

The selection and development of a hydroger, generation processthat will have

wide applicability in the period 1985 and beyond should be an important national objectlvu.
The choice of such a processshould be carefully madeand involve an a,.sessmentof the hydro-

gen production technology - bath current and emerging - which will be providing the short
term as well as the longer term solutions.

To conduct such on assessment,it is necessaryto look not only at spec!fic processes

and their current economics, but also to factor into the analysis the required chemlcaT
_. feedstocks and their long-range availability. Currently, the demandfor natural gas is run-

nlng well ahead of supply and experts agree that this imbc_ancewill never be corrected in
the United States. Similarly, recent actions by the OPEC countries demonstrate the econo-

mic burdenswrought by ever-_ncreasing importations of foreign o_1. Consequently, the
country is examining - quite properly - methodsby which our abundant coal and nuclear

resourcesmight most judiciously be applied to our energy problems.

Between now and the end of the century, the world is expected to react to the fast
dwindling suppliesof natural gasand oil. It is believed that there will be far-reaching

changesas the nation converts to a nuclear-coal energy economy. Thesewill be eccom -
plished by significant changes in hydrogen generation technology. Coal gasiflc_tlon will
emerge as the dominant fossil-based hydrogen production technology, while n,cleor processes

which decomposewater - both electrochemically and thermochemically - will arise as com-
plementary technologies• Accordingly, the selection of hydrogen producHon systemswill be

madefrom the three molar hydrogen production methodswhich will receive extensive atten-
tion to the year 2000°

The first of these, water electrolysis, will serve as a comparative baseline for the

study, Since the major cost of electrolytic hydrogen is related to power costs,,it is important
tochoosean electrolyzer capable of Qchlev_nghigh current densities(and therefore compact

• "m° indesigns)while m_nl iz g the cell driving voltage. The cholc_ of the advanced electrolysis

system,using the Teledyne IsotopesHP seriesmodules, is discussedin Section 3.2.

The secondmajor hydrogenproduction technology is based on the use of fossil fuels•
Section 3,3 discussesthis and presentsthe reasonsfor limiting fossil basedprocessesto coal

gasification. A preliminary assessmentof the economicsof hydrogen production by coal
gasification involves specification of the coal feedstock, plant location end battery limits,

and the purity and pressureof the product hydrogen• Tobe a useful planning tool, H should
include not only present gasific,ltion technology, but anticipate and estimate the impac.t of

developing technology aswell. The justification for the selection of the currently available
Koppers-Totzek gasification processand the developing Bi-Gos _qasifleris also glw_n ;_

Section 3.3,

3-1
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The third major hydrogen production technology is the thermochemlcal decomposl-
tlon of water. Several water decomposition processeshave been proposedin the literature

and hundredsexist which have not yet been disclosed. Varying degreesof information arc

available on each - many are conceptual processeswith no substantiating verification.
Others have had somekey reactions confirmed in the laboratory. None have been demon-

strated on a prototype or pilot basis. Many possessseriousdeficlencles which would preclude .'
thelr use in any large scale industrial process.

I Section 3.4 discussesthe technology of water decompositionand provides the basis
for the selectionof the WestinghouseSulfurCycle for evaluation. The Westinghouseprocess

was h,vented to operate with a gas-cooled nuclear reactoron one side and a hydrocarbon
-_ processon the other and, as a result, it possessesinterfaces compatible to both systems. The

processcan also provide hydrogen for other end uses. The recycling chemicals are inexpen-
sive and substantially non-toxlc, the process is capable of aahTevlnghigh thermal efficiency,

and a large baseof applicable process technology exists to expedite processdevelopment.
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3.2 WATER ELECTROLYSIS HYDROGEN PRODUCTION SYSTEM

. 3.2.1 State-of-the-Art

Hydrogen has been_ and is, produced commercially in large quantities at low cost

by the action of steam on iron or coal or by reforming hydrocarbon feedstocks, Only in

areas of cheap electrical power and where large quantities of hydrogen are used locally has

water electrolysis been economically justified. Smaller units, however, are attractive where

the high purity (>99. 80/0)of electrolytic hydrogen is required. On-slte hydrogen generation ,.*

reduces the hazards associated with the storage of large quantities of hydrogen, saves costs

associated with malntenance and resupply, and reduces dependency on outside suppliers.
i : Available sizes range from portable units generating less than I liter per minute to units pro-

duclng several tonnes per day.

These small production units provide the required quantities of hydrogen by employ-

ing multiples of the same basic cell, i.e., a container with an aqueous caustic solution as

an electrolyte and |mmersedanodes and cathodes. The anodes and cathodes are separated by

a d_aphragm to prevent mixing of the hydrogen and oxygen produced. A schematic represen-

tation of this gas generation processesfor a typical unit of a filter presseleetrolyzer is shown

in Figure 3.2. I.

3.2.2 Theoretical Background

The theoretical aspect_of water electrolysis can be found in a number of references

(References 19, 20, 21, 22) and need not be discussed in detail. Basically, the energy re-

quired for the reaction H20 (liquid) = H2 (gas) + 1/20 2 (gas) to proceed is the enthalpy
of formation of water, 285.9 kJ/mole at 298K and 101.3 kPa (I atmosphere) and corresponds

to 1.482 volts/cell. Only 237.9 kJ/mole has to be supplied electrically; the remainder _s

required as heat and is normally supplied from electrical losses within the cell.

The energy supplied for water electrolysis is usually measured in terms of the voltage

across the electrodes and the direct current passing between them. The theoretlcal energy is

shown as a function of temperature in Figure 3.2.2. In practice, more energy is required to

overcome electrode polarizations and internal resistance and is supplied as increased amper-

age per unff of electrode area. A ratio of the theoretical voltage to the operating voltage

rs a measure of the thermodynamic efficiency of the cell. The current density or amperage

per unlt of electrode area is a measure of the electrolysis rate or the dr'v_ng force .ClOventhe

cell. In general, the higher the current density the lower the cell efficiency and the great-

er the power consumed and dissipated as heat. Theoretical and typical operating condlt_ons are
shown In Table 3.2. 1.
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Figure 3.2.2 Theoretical Electrolysis Energy Requirements (Reference 22)
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TABLE 3.2.1

ELECTROLYZEROPERATING CONDITIONS

Reaction: H20(1)--_H2(g) + 1/2 0 2 (g)

Theoretical Typical

Temperature, K 298 348 - 358

Pressure,kPa 100 100 - 300(_

Total Energy, MJ/std. m3 12.6 15.8 - 16.6

Volts/Cell 1. 482 1.8 - 2.2

Current Density, ma,/cm2 = 200 - 300

Overall Efficiency, % = 50 - 65
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3.2.3 ComparativeData on Electrolyzers

Table 3.2.2 summarizesthe available information of water electrolysis equipment

as compiled from several literature sources. Somefifteen suppliers of water electrolysis
equipment were contacted to obtain more detailed technical and economic information on
their water electrolysis systems. Seven replies were received that ranged in content from

quite complete technical andeconomicinformation to a statement indicating a desire to get ,.
' out of the buslness. Although mostof the information is basedon plant experience, many of

• ordersof magnitude less than that to be treated in this report, the information received from

Krebs and Company (Reference 23), Lurgl GMBH (Reference 24), Norsk-Hydro (Reference 25)

" and Teledyne Isotopes (Reference 26) was especially useful in the evaluation of the large

scale hydrogen plant.

Electrolyzer Types

Electrolyzers are of either the tank-type with a seriesof parallel, monopolar

electrodes and diaphragms hung in a tank contalnlng the electrolyte, or the filter-press-

type with bipolar electrode diaphragm assembliescompressedin series to form a module.
For large scale electrolysis plants, filter presselectrolyzers have an advantage because

they are more compact than tank electrolyzers of the samecapacity, use thinner electrodes
with cells spacedto keep the quantity of circulating electrolyte at a minimum, and are

more adaptable to pressurized operation. Schematic representations of these two basic

types of electrolyzers are given in Figure 3.2.3.

Although filter presselectrolyzers require greater quality control in manufacturing
and are more expensive than tank electrolyzers, assemblyline production of large numbers

of moduleswill greatly reduce their cost. Theseelectrolyzers usually produce hydrogen at

a pressureof a few hundred millimeters of water, but a limited number of manufacturers
have models that produce hydrogen at pressuresof 483 kPa (70 psi) to 2102 kPa (450 psi).
For a large industrial plant, electrolyzers that produce hydrogen at elevated pressures

have advantagesover units that produce hydrogen at pressuresslightly above one atmosphere.

Among these advantagesare:

• Low specific power requirements (cell voltages decrease slightly wlth

_ncreaslngpressure)

• Reducedcompressioncosts

• Lower gasstorage volume

Ii • Lessspacerequired for pressurizedequipment.

I;
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(a) Tank-type, Mono-polar

H2
i I

! !!
(b) Filter-press type, Bi-polar

E --: Electrode H Hydrogen

D : Diaphragm O -_ Oxygen

Figure 3°2.3 Schematic Comparisonof Tank and Filter-Press Elecholyzets
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Power Requlrements

The power requirements for the electroiyzer plant of the s_ze considered _s_nthe

order of 2000 MWe. If an electrical generation thermal efficiency of 30 to 40 percent is

assumedr powerplants of from 5000 MWt to 6000 MWt are foreseen. For long term economic

reasons the powerpJants will probably be nualear units. Because of the large power consump-

tlon of water electrolysis plants, the environmental impact of the power generation facilities

should be assessedagainst the elctrolyfic hydrogen plant.

Feedwater Reclulrements

_ The electrolyze.rs require h|gh quality feedwater at a rate of 0.85 to 0.90 liters/sial
m3 H2. For a 9.6 x 106 std m3 H2/day (360 x 106 SCFD) production plant, this amounts
to 350 mJ/'hour 1540 gallons/min). This water is first processed in a water pre-treatment

plant to a purity almost equivalent to heating steam condensate. The water is further puri-

fied by distillation or delonlzafion (current trends lean toward delonlzatlon) to specific

resistances ranging from >50t000 ohm-cm to 1 megohm--cm. The water should be free of

chlorldej sulfate, and metal ions and have <4 ppm dissolved solids and <1 ppm suspended
solids.

Cool!ng .Water Requirements

Power lossesdue to ohmic resistances in the electrelyzer produce waste heat that is

removed from the circulating electrolyte by cooling water. Water is also used to cool the
• • • • • 3

hydrogen and oxy_qenstreams. Cooling water utlllzatron ranges between 30 I_ters/std m H2
to 50 llters/std mSrH2 wHth inlet temperatures around 293K. Far a 9.6 × 106 std m3 H,,/day

(360 x 106 SCFD) hydrogen plant, this amounts to between 11,500 x m3,/hour to 19,2_0 x
m_/hour (50,000 to 85t000 gallons/ram) of coohng water.

Electrol)tto Preparation i

The electrolyte is prepared from good quality sodium or potassium hydroxide. Al-

though potassium hydroxide is more expensive and showsa more rapid attack upon materials

of construction, a 25 percent KOH solution is the preferred electrolyte for filter presselectro-

lyzers net only because of its higher conductlvlty_ but also because of the lower vapor pres-

sure of the solution. Purchasespecifications state that the potassiumhydroxide be 87 - 90

percent chemically pure (the bulk of the impurity is water) with maximum concentrations of

impurities specified as follows:

K2CO3t < 0.5%, KCI <0.1%, K2SO 4 <0.1% t and other metal ions-nil.

The initjal filling of the electrolyzer and associated systems for the production of

-: 9.6 x 106 std m3/day (360 x 106 SCFD) requires the dHutlon of about 5 x 106 KO

lip (11 x 106 Ibs) of potassium hydroxide with processed Feedwater (specific resistance
75t000 ohm cm) to a 25 w/o caustic potcsh solution. A nitrogen blanket is advised durir_g

electrolyte preparation, initial charging, and start-up to prevent CC)2 absorption from the nh.

"-" 3-10
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TABLE 3.2.3

TYPICAL MATERIALS USED IN WATER ELECTROLYZERS

Item Material

BusBars Copper

_: Cell Frames Teflon Coated Steel

Electrodes Nickel or Nickel Plated Steel

Diaphragms Asbestos

Vessels, (Separators,
Heat Exchangers, Stainless Steel
etc.)

Piping StainlessSteel

Seals HalogenatedHydrocarbonPolymers

Demlster Filters SulfuricAcid, Silica Gel, or Alumina

3-11
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Electrolyte Circulatlon

The electrolyte is heated and maintained at operating temperaturesof 353 to 363K.
It is c_rculatedthrough the cells, heat exchangers,and filters to maintain o constant opera-

ting temperature_reduce polarization effects due to bubble formation and concentration

gradients_and to removesuspendedsolids (K2CO3) and possiblecorrosionproducts).

Electrolyzers ,.-

Current cell and systemdesignsrequire little maintenanceand operate at relatively

high efficiency for long periodsof time. Forexample, normalcorrosionand contaminationof
the cell may causea reduction of current efficiency from 98 percent at startup to about

96 percent after 6 - 8 years of operation. Routine maintenance consistsof changing filters,
repairing minor leaks, and correcting instrumentation faults.

safety

Every effort is made to prevent explosive mixtures of hydrogen with oxygen or air
from occurring and to avoid hot spotsor electric sparkswhere hydrogen is present. This

requires isolation of electrical equipment fromthe cells, good electrical insulation, explo-
sion proof motors and pumps,and good sealsto prevent electrolyte leakage that could lead

to electrically conducting crystalline hydroxide deposits.

Compact electrolyzer designsminimize the amount of hazardousmaterial persent

at any given time. Individual cells (lessthen 2 cm in crosssection to about 180 cm in dia-
meter) consist of nickel plated steel electrodes separated into anode and cathode compart-

mentsby reinforced asbestosdiaphragms. Thesediaphragms, if they are neither stretched
nor allowed to dry out, operate satisfactorily for morethan ten years. However, should they
repture to cause intermixing of hydrogen and oxygen or should hydrogen leak into a confined
alr space or should a llne blockage occur, various devices (pressurerelief valves_ alarms,

interlocks, automatic shut-offs, nitrogen purges_etc.) are present to prevent or limit any

damage that may occur. In addition, pipelines are present to vent the gasesto the atmos-
phere if a potenHally hazardouscondition develops. Cell power will also be terminated,
and reaoHonsin the cells would cease.

After separation from the entrained electrolytet the water saturated hydrogen
streamhas a nominal purity (dry basis)of 99.8 + 0.22 percent. The major impurity is

oxygen; and, if necessary,the oxygen can be re_oved by a "deoxo" catalyst, and the
hydrogen can be dried to a lower clewpoint,

Typical analysesof product hydrogen streamsare shownin Table 3,2.4.
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TABLE 3.2.4

HYDROGEN PRODUCT STREAM ANALYSIS

HydroAen Product Stream

Electrolyzer Pressure Moisture Purity (Dry Basis) i!#A

' Zd_nsky-Lonza (LURG,)" 3000 kPQ Saturated 99.9 vo,°/o H2 !!

0.1 vol % 0 2

<0. 1 mg KOH/std.m 3

Demag (KREBS)* > 100 kPa Saturated 99.8 vol% H2

2-5 mg KOl-I/std. m3

I'.S Sel _es(Teledyne)** 600 kPa 188K 0.05-0.2 ppm 0 2

Dew Polnt 0.01-0. 1 ppm H20

0.1-0.2 ppm HC as CH 4

0.05-.0.2 ppm N 2

<0. 1 ppm CO

< 0.05 ppm C 0 2
I

4 ppm total impurities
z

* After electrolyzer, condenser, and trap

** After condenser, trap, molecular sieve, and submlcron filter

Oxygen

Although the hydrogen stream is to be compressedto 6895 kPa (1000 psi) and piped

to an off-slte user for consumptlor_ the oxygen stream is considered to have no value and _s

vented to the atmosphere. After separation from the entrained electrolyte_ the water satulated

oxygen stream has a nominal putlty (dry basis) of 99.5 4 0.3 %. The major impurity is hydro-
gen.

Typical analyses of the oxygen streamsare shown in Table 3.2.5.
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TABLE 3.2.5

OXYGEN PRODUCT STREAMANALYSES

I
I

Oxygen Stream
I i

Electrolyzer Pressure Moisture J Purity (dry basis)4

I

Zdansky-Lonza (LURGI)* 3000 kPa Saturated 99.4 vol% 0 2

0.6 vol% H2

<0.1 mgKOH/std m3 0 2

Demag(KREBS)* > 100 kPa Saturated 99.5 vol% 0 2

: . 50-70 mgKOH./std m307

HS Series (Teledyne)** 600 kPa 188 K <4 opmtotal impurities

Dew Paint (assumesametypes and
relative amount_asshown

for hydrogen)
i

*After electrolyzer_ condenser_and trap
** After condenser, trap, molecular sieve, andsubmicronfilter.

The mostlikely place in the processfor venting the oxygen streamis after the con-

denser and trap so that the pure water feed and electrolyte carried over from the main gas-
electrolyte separation can be recovered and recycled. The level at which KOH emissionbe-

comesa polutant will determine if gas velocity and a suitable stack height results in sufficient

r.Jispersionand dillution of the streamor if gas filtration is neededbefore venting to the at-
mosphere.

3.2.4 EnvironmentalConstraints

Althou__ water electrolysis is essentially a "clean" process,a.plant producing
._.6 x 10° std m /day (360 x 10° SCFD)of hydrogen wall have someimpact on the environ-

ment. The mostsignificant impact is that of the power generation facilities required to support
a hydrogen plant of thls large size. A 5000 to 6000 MWt powerplant is required, and environ-

mental concern will be a factor in siting the plant and selecting the mode of power generc,-
tim,. The second mostsignificant impact is that of the large cooling water demandof from

11_000to, _2_000m3/hour. If it is assumedthat the cooling water will he recycled thlou_lh
cooling towers, make-up water requffements drop, but the environmental impact of the coolinrl
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towers hove to be considered° The third most significant item is the continual discharge of

large quantities of oxygen saturated with water vapor and possibly containing pc.tasslum

hydroxide as a trace contaminant. Other items suchas feedwater treatment plant chemicals,
solid waste disposal, etc, would be no more than the norm for any light duty _ndustfial

p{ f p bl "ant o cam are e size.

3.2.5 Water ElectrolysisPlants
t

The la_est hydrogen plants use the standard filter-press electrolyzers and are the
11434,000std m'_/day.91ant at Rlakent Norway us,ng HT_ro-Pechkrantz cells (Norsk-Hydro)

and the 894,000 std m'_//dayplant at As.wanDam, Egypt_using Demag cells (Kre.bsand Co.).
It is of interest to note that the plant size basisfor this report (9,600,000 std m3/day) is
almostseven timeslarger than the largest hydrogenplant usingstandardfilter presselectro-

lyzers.

Somethe advantages in usinga pressurizedwater electrolyzer for a large scale
industrial hydrogen plant were given earlier _nthis section. At present, the only large

capacity pressurizedwater electrolyzer available is the Zdansky-Lonza Electrolyte," (LURGI-

GMBH).. The Zdansky-Lonza modulesproduce hydroger13at3000 kPa (about 425 psi) with
a spec,flc energy requirement of 15.5 to 16.6 MJ/std m H.,. More than 30 un,ts have been

bu,ld to date with an overakl capac,ty exceeding 450, 000 std. m3/day. The largest r_odule
size isabout 21,000 std. m°/day, and the largest plant slze is about 110,000 std. m_'/day.

The plant size basisfor this report is almost 90 timeslarger than the largest hydrogen plant

using pressurizedwater electrolyzers.

Teledyne Isotopesis currently manufacturlng commercial 690 kPa (100 psi) hydro-
gen generators in sizes up to 200 standard I iters per minute (HS Series)and hasextended

this technology to the design of larger plan_s(HPSeries)• A pilot module will begin op-

eratlon in told-1975 and produce hydrogen at 690 kPa with a specific enemy requh'ement
representative of current commercial technology of about 15.8 MJ/std. m°H2. An ad-
vanced HPseriescell operating at about T3. 7 MJ/std. m3H2 has been demonstratedin

the laboratory, and Teledyne expects that it will become commercially practical i,_ the
near term (1980-1985).

3.2.6 Electrolyzer Selection

Of the several types of electrolyxers commercially available, pressurized t'ilte,

presseJectrolyzers have been selected for the conceptual development of a large hyd,ocjen
p]an_becausethey are compact, have less internal hold-up at hyd,oqen, occupy !essflue,
space for a given volume of hydrogen, produce a pu,e hydrogen streamthat ,equities less

00000001-TSD14



compressionfor plpllne del ivory, are cost competitive with standardfilter pressolectroly-
zers, and have a greater potential for future improvements. Pressureelectrolyzers are a-
vailable in module capacities up to 2.2 tonnes/day. To representthe technology of pres-

sureelectrolyzers, the HP modulesof Teledyne Isotopeswere selected. Teledyne currently
marketssmall pressureelectrolyzers and hasa prototype 1.75 tonne/day module scheduled

for operation in mld-75. Information provided by Teledyne indicated that the HPmodules
were competitive in both performance and price to electrolyzers produced by others.
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3.3 FO SlLBAS 0 . D  OOENP  ODU ,ON
11 33., Gen__  ra'

Fossil based hydrogen production encompasses processeswhich employ reactions of

il' b S team and h yd rata rb e ns. These procasses are •d

_" ,_' • Steam-hydr_ocalbon reforming for operation with gaseous feedstockssuch as methah:', Athene, naphtha, etc.

• Partial oxidation for use with liquid feedstocks such as heavy and
residual oils.

• Coal gasification_

Steam-hydrocarbon reforming designates processes which employ a gaseous feed-

stock such as methane, ethane, naphtha_or similar light hydrocarbons. Partial oxidation

processes are thosewhich use a liquid feedstock such as heavy or residual oil, and gasifica-

tion refers to processesoperating with a solid feedstock such as coal, coke, char, and per-

haps municipal or process waste° In general_ chemical reactors designed for one primary

feedstock are not readily converted to another. For example, u steam-methane reformer

cannot be used to conduct coal gasification reactions, nor can a coal gasifier be used effec-

tively as a methane reformer. Similarly, within each group, the chemical reactor and its

operation will depend upon the physical and chemical properties of the feedstock. Not all

coal gasifiers, for example, can accommodate caking o;"agglomerating eoals_ and all gasl-

tiers requTre some degree of coal preparation and sizing prior to gasification. For all steam-

hydrocarbon processes,steam and fuel requirements vary with feedstock, as does the nature

and the duty of downstream processing.

FTgure3.3.1 showst schematically, the three basic fossil based methods for gener-

at|ng hydrogen, including the typical downstream processing steps _ncorporated to provide a

high purity hydrogen product stream. Polishing methanatlon is used to rid the product

stream of any contalned carbon monoxide.

The selection of the fossil based hydrogen generation processes to be evaluated

for applicability in Ihe years 1985 and beyond, Tncomparison to water electrolysis and

thermoehemlcal water decomposifion_ must be carefully done and involve an assessmentof

hydrogen production technology - both current and emerging - which will be providing the

short term as well as the long term solutions. It is also necessary to look no! only at the

specific process and its current economics, but also to facto,' into the analysis the required

chemical feedstocks and their long-range availabillty.

3_3.2 Selection of Type of Fossll Based Hydrogen Production System to be Studied

Technology currently exists, and new tec _no o_ly is beh_; developed, to p_lmit cmy

of the three gene,_c types of fossil bnsed production systems, i.e., ste(_m,eta,mine, p_,fkfl
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a •f° •aoxldation_ and coal g sJ icat= n, to be applied to the goal of meeting the future needs for

hydrogen. The choice of type, therefore, has to be made on a basis other than that of tech-

nology. It becomes readily apparent, then, that the cost of the produced hydrogen, taking

" into account the capital investment and the cost and availability of fossil feedstocks, will
be the chief rationale by which a sele_,tlon is made.

f
Until recently, methane at the well-head was available for less than 37.9¢/G J

(40¢/106 Btu). This feedstock cost, coupled wlth the lower capital investment required for ..

reforming plants_ made steam-methane reforming the preferred hydrogen generation process.
Methane availability, as natural gas, is no longer assured, and slgn'flcant escalahon of its

price is expected. As a result, intensified interest has been shown in partial oxidation and
coal gasification processes for hydrogen production.

With present ell prices, and the economic burdens placed on the nation by the

ever-lncreasing importation of foreign olb it does not appear that partial oxidation will be

able to capture major new U. S. markets1 particularly if the feedstock is derived from natur-

al etudes. Synthetic crude oli can be obtained, however, from coal liquefaction processes

presently under development. This syncrude represents a potential feedstock for use in par-
tial oxidation systems.

Numerous cost estimates have been prepared detailing coal I•quefactlon economics.

For example, the H-Coal process is capable of producing a $50.3/m 3 ($8,,"bbl) Syncrude from
a 37.9¢/GJ (40¢/10 Btu) coal (Reference 28). If one were to compare the production costs

of direct gasification of the coal and subsequent processing of the synthesis gas to hydrogen

to the production of syncrude from coal followed by partial oxidation to obtain hydrogen, the
more economical hydrogen production process would be coal gasification.

Therefore, looking to the future, it is probable that processes which employ the

partial oxidation of heavy ell for large scale hydrogen generation will not be competitive

with other steam-hydrocarbon systems• Partial oxidation processes could not be based upon

domestic erude_ as long term contracts can no longer be obtained. If based upon foreign

crudes, the hydrogen price would be economically unattractive. Operating with a syncrude

derived from coal liquefaction, the partial oxidation process does not compete with coal
a • • •g sJflcat_on.

A similar situation exists with respect to steam-methane reforming. The feedstock

employed in the process can be derived either from natural sources or from coal gasification

processes presently being developed. The cost of producing SN,G (synthetic natural gas)
from coal is also well-documented. Using a 37.9¢/GJ (40¢,/10 ° Btu) coal produces a SNG
product at S1_66/GJ (S1.75,/106 Btu) (Reference 29).

As in the case of partial oxidation, the cost of hydrogen produced from an appro-

priate coal gasification process can be compared to the cost of hydrogen produced by re-
forming the SNG obtained from coal Once again, coal gasification is the more econorr.icc,I
process,
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The results summarized above are general, but lead to the conclusion that synthetic

oll and synthetic gas obtained from coal will be too expensive to justify its use in an)_ large

scale hydrogen production facility. As a result, the viability and long-term feasibility of

the partial oxidation and steam-methane reforming processes must be based upon their econo-

mics when processing natura(, rather than synthetic, feedstocks. Because of the short fall _n

natural gas supply, the limitations in domestic crude production, and the economic burden of

imported oil, these processesfor hydrogen production cannot be considered suitable to meet
the needs of the future. Therefore, it is concluded that coal gasification will emerge as the

dominant fossil-based hydrogen genera t|0n technology of the future. For the purpose of corn- ,.

parati_.,e e'valuatlon witfi e ectro ytlc and thermocherr_ca hydrogen generation systems, then,

only coal gaslflcation processesare used to represent the contribution of fossil fuels to hydro-

gen production.

3.3.3 Coal Gaslfloatlon Systems

With the attention being given to cool gasification development programswithin

the United States today, it is easy to forget that gasification has been practiced industrially

for over fifty years. Commercial coal gasifiers can be purchased from a variety of vendors,

and additional gasifiers and processeswill soonbe available as a result of industrial and

ERDA-sponsored programs.

In order to provide useful information for evaluation purposes, tt is believed to be

important to assessthe technology for producing hydrogen by two coal gasification processes.

One of these would involve gasifiers currently available today, and thus would reflect the

gasification economics pertinent to plants operating in the late 7O's and early 80's. The

second would be based upon gaslfiers presently under development, and would reflect the

economics of middle ]990's operation.

Currently, gas producers are available commerclally in one of three major gasifier

types: fixed-bed, fluidized-bed, and entralned-flow or suspensiontypes. Representative

sketches of each type are shownin Figures 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4. For hydrogen manufacture,

each producer would be oxygen-blown, and would have reaction zones at somepoint in the

gaslfier at temperatures in excess of 1144K (1600o1:). It should be noted that none of these

producers is readily amenable to indirect heating and that heat exchange surface within any

of these refractory-lined, water-jacketed vessels would be exposed to an extremely hostile

envlronment_ Therefore, none of these coal gasification options could consider a nuclear
heat source in the technical and economic evaluation.

For o glven coal, the synthesisgas produced by each of these generators will be

different, due to different pressuresof operation as well as different overall temperature

distributions throughout the producer. The selection of a gasification process for hydrogen

generation thus involves first the selection of the gasification pressure and secondly the

choice of a gaslfier type. Trade-offs are involved in both selections. Gasification under

pressure has the advantages that:
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Ficlure3.3.4 Entrained {Kopl_e_s-Totzekl
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• Higher gasification rates (due to higher reactant partial pressures)
are achieved.

• Compression costs are minimized for those applications where pressurized

gases are required, e.g., transmission pipelines, ammonia production.

• Smaller vessels are required for downstream processing units.

• Higher gas densities lead to higher heat transfer rates. ,

i
Gasification under eressure possessessame disadvantages. These include:

• Methane must be removed if high purity hydrogen is required.

• The direct production of CO rich gases (desirable for hydrogen manu-

facture) requires the use of slagging processes.

• Coal must be fed _nto and ash removed from a pressurized vessel.

• Some coals which are noncaking at atmospherlc pressure become

caking at higher pressures.

Similarly there are advantages and disadvantages inherent in the use of a particular

gasifier type. These are summarized below.

Fixed-Bed Geslfiers

Advantages Disadvantages

• Countercurrent movement of • Caking coals require pretreatment

solids and gases leads to high

heat economy

• Long solid residence time pro- e- Sized fuels are necessary

duces high carbon conversion
efficlenc|es

• Tars are produced at the top of"

_IL the bed and must be removed if the
gas is to produce high purity

it hydrogen

• Higher methane yields are obtcJined

xD- 3-24
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Fluidizod-Bod Gasiflers

Advanfages Disadvantages

• Gasification rates are higher • High lossof sensible heat in the

.. than those obtained in fixed- exit gas
beds

• Operation over a wlde range • High lossof ungasifled coal in _]
of conditions is possible without exit gas

significant lossesin efficiency

• High inventory of fuel prevents • Large ash contents in the bed are

oxygen breakthrough necessary to avoid significant carbon
lossesin the underflow

• Slugging and other maldistributions

of gas and solids can occur

• Fluidlzatlon characteristics of the

fuel limit the operating conditions

of the system

Entrained (Suspension ,Gas_fiers/

Advantages Disadvantages

• Any grade or class of coal can • High carbon conversions require

be used recycle of solid residue

• ..... Gasification rates are the highest • Heat exchange is necessary

of any of the three gasifler types to improve thermal efficiency

• Product gas contains no tar and

little t if any methane

• Wide range of operating condi-

tions is possible

• Readily adaptable for pressurized

and slagging operation

In selecting e gasffler type for o hydrogen production process, it should be _eco!_-

nlzed that gaslfiers well-sulted to methane production are not particularly appropriate fo,

hydrogen manufacture and vice versa, Most of the gasification processes endm deveh_prne_t
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today employ pressurized gaslfiers of the fixed-bed and fluidized--bed types. Included in

tills category era the Lurgl, Synthane_ Hydrant, IGT, and CO 2 Accepter Processes. These
processes,b), operating at lower temperatures and higher pressures,encourage maximum

methane formation in the gaslfier. Higher overall heat economies and process thermal

efficlencles are achieved_ leading additionally to lower oxygen consumptions and less shift

conversion and acid gas removal capacity. All of these factors contribute to more favorable

process economics if methane is the desired product.

Entrained gaslfiers, on the other hand, while not as well suited for methane produc-

tion, produce a synthesis gas free of tars, and low in methane. Such gas is ideally suited for "

hydrogen, ammonia, methanol and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. Such gasifiers possess the addi-

tional advantages of being able to handle oil coals, without pretreatment, and are capable
of achieving high gasification rates.

In evaluating the economics of producing hydrogen by coal gasification, these dif-

ferences become important. For instance, the Lurgl gaslfler (a fixed-bed producer) - which

operates at lower temperatures and pressuresof about 2000 kPa (20 atm)- achieves excellent

heat economy. The Koppers-Totzek gasifier (an entrained-flow gasifier) operates at about

100 kPa (one atm) and high temperatures and achieves poorer heat economy. This leads to a
more expensive synthesis gas compared to that obtained from kurgl gasification and more

downstream compressionis required. Use of this more expensive gas may be justified, how-

ever, as it is a much better feedstock for hydrogen manufacture than is the Lurgl gasJ Refei'-

ence to Table 3.3.1 shows that the Koppers-Totzek gas is essentially CO + H2 with negll- ,I
glble amounts of methane and higher hydrocarbons. Thus, after shift conversion and acid gas

removal (Table 3.3.2) this gas is capable of producing much purer hydrogen.

Whether this is an advantage or a dlsadvanta.qe depends upon the application. If
formation) pressures of 6895 to 13790 kPa (1000 to 2000 psi) are required and the presence

of methane is not detrimental. The Lurgi gas would probably be the preferred feedstock in

this, and in applications involving initial coal hydrogenation in liquefaction processes, as

well as fuel applications. If the gas is to be used in hydrotreating hydrocarbon liquids, meth-

anol synthesis, fuel cells, or similar high purity applications, the Koppers-Totzek gas is pre-
ferable.

For the purpose of the technical and economic evaluation, it is concluded that the

advantages of the entrained gaslfiers in respect to the purity of hydrogen produced makes the

results of the evaluation more directly comparable to the resul Is from processes producing

hydrogen by electrolytic means. Therefore, two gasification processes - both employing

suspension gasifiers - will be assessed. The first of these will be the Koppels-Tot_ek gosifiet

and a plocess designed to producc hydrogen at a purity of at least 95 percent and a p_essL.le

of 6895 kPa (1000 psia). The evaluation of this system will provide an assessment of the

cost of producing high purity hydrogen using current technology.

The second gasification process will employ the Bi-Gas gasifler being developed

b7 Bituminous Coal Rasearcil. TI,is gasifiet is presently in the pilot stc_ge_# BCR's t,cilily
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TABLE 3.3,1

TYPICAL RAW GASES FROM LURGI AND KOPPERS-TOTZEK

GASIFIERS FOR COMPARABLE BITUMINOUS COALS

Lurgi Koppers-Tofzek

Gasifie.___rr Oaslfier

CO2 + H2S 32.2 9.2 ,,

CnHm 0.2 _

CO 16,3 53.0

H2 39.3 36.4

CH4 11.3

N2 0.4 1.1

H20 0.3 0.3

TOTAL 100.0 100.0

TABLE 3.3.2

DRY GAS ANALYSIS AFTER SHIFTCONVERSION AND ACID GAS REMOVAL

Lurg_ Koppers-Totzek

Gasifl._._leer Gas
CH

n m 0.3

CO Nominal Nominal

H2 82.8 98.8

CH4 16.3 _

N2 0.6 1.2

TOTAL 100.0 100.0
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in HomerCity1 Pennsylvania. The s),ntheslsgas ls available at 6895 kPa (1000 psla), thereby

avoiding compressioncosts. The high pressureencouragessomemethane formation, but due

i asmuchas that obtained from other systemsbe.ln_qto the slagglng-suspenslondesgn, not

produceshigherdeveloped° The Bi-Gas system,however, due to advanced desgn_ pressures
and lower tar levels1while simultaneouslyproviding the benefits of suspensiongasification.

Theseinclude higher throughputsper unit and ability to operate wlth all coals, both cekh_g
and non-caklng.

Conductingthe gasification technical andeconomicassessmentin this fashionpro- ..

vldes informatlon.on the performanceand the costof hydrogenproductionby gasification as
a function of high or low pressuregaslflcaHonandexistingor developinggasifiers.
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3_4 WATER DECOMPOSITION HYDROGEN PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Water docomposltlon hydrogen productionprocesses_as used I_ere,are those pro-
cessesin which water Is usedas a feedstock and1 through thermochemical or combined thermo-

chemlcal-electrolysis reactions, is dissoc_ated to form hydrogen end oxygen. A eharoctcr-

istlc of this classof hydrogen production processesis that the thermochemicul reactions are

cyclic in nature, i.e., the chemical intermediates ,,re recovered and reused. Water decom-

position processesemploying only electrolys_s are excluded from th_scategory of hydro.qen ,,
production systemsand considered as a separate classof processes,as discussedin Section 3.2.

In prlnc{ple, water can be decomposedthermally in a single step. Extremely high
temperatures are necessaryto achieve significant degreesof dissociation and effective separa-

tion of the hydrogen/oxygen mixture is required. By employing a ser_esof reactions involving

cyclic intermediates, the maximumtemperature necessaryfor decomposingwater can be signi-
ficantly reduced. Several such "water-splltting jf processeshave been proposedand many are
under active investigation in laboratories around the world. Section 3.4.2 comparesthe char-

acteristics of representative systems. Inherent in all of thesesystemsis the desire to maximize

thermal efficiency, min_mlzeoverall (including power generation) cap_tal investment, and
utilize chemical reactionswhich can be demonstratedto occur.

All water splitting processes,due to their cvcllc nature, are Carnot-llm|ted. As a

result the overall processthermal efficiency dependsuponboth the maximumtemperatureone
can obtain from the thermalsourcedriving the processandthe particular seriesof chemical

reactionsemployedin the water decompositionsequence. The maximumthermodynamicpro-
cessthermalefficiency is representedby the equation (Reference30).

AH ° TH - TC
• -_- , where

"qM _-,mlr. AGO TH

1.0

-r/M -- Maximum thermal efficiency

AH° : Heat of formationof water at 298K

AG° Free energy of water at 298K

TH Heat source temperature

1

1 TC Heat sink temi_eroture

i _-29
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Table 304.1 showstile maximumthermal efficiency asa function of hect source tem-

perature. As h_dicated, with heat sourcesabove 1089K (1500%) avellablel water splittin_

processr_fflciencies theoretically equivalent to those for fossil-based-processesare possible.

TABLE 3.4.1

MAXIMUM THERMAL-EFFICIENCY OF WATER DECOMPOSITION PROCESSES

Heat Source Temperature MaximumThermal Efficiency, %

K °F

800 980 75.3

900 1160 80.3

1000 1340 84.4

1100 1520 87.7

1200 1700 90.4

1300 1880 92.7--

1400 2060 94.7

Water splitting processesassumeparticular importance when methodsare sought for

generating hydrogen from indirect sourcesof heab particularly that available from either high

temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors or from solar collectors. Hydrogen is more easily stored
and transported than thermal energy. Significant markets for hydrogen and oxygen will be cre-
ated asplants for converting coal into synthetic oli and gas go onstream. If this hydrogen can
be obtained from other than fossil-based processes,our ultimate reservesof iossil fuels can be
prolonged°

Hydrogen obtained from water splitting processescan similarly be expec;ed to be
important in nuclear processheat applications, especially those involved with substituting

nuclear heat for coal in coal conversion systems. The substitution of nuclear for fossil energy
in a fossil-hosed hydrogen production systemis limited by the chemical characteristics of the

process. A certain portion of the hydrocarbor:,feedstock is c_',nsumedin chemical reactions;

the balance in meeting the processheat requirements. Only the latter may be substituted,
Water sp!ittlng processesenable complete substitution and enable a single hydrogen production
processto be employed, regardlessof energy source.

3.4.1 Water Splitting Prncesses.aso Clas_. '_Hydrogen Generation Methods

A wrlety of methodsexist for proau_,tnghydrogen. As hydrogen is not a primary

energy form, its syntheslsrin all instances, requires the addition of more primary energy than
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is subsequently recovered during hydrogen combustion. Depending upon the form of the

primary (or secondary energy), the method of hydrogen production may vary. Steam-hydro-
carbon reforming designates processes which employ a gaseousfeedstock such as methane,

ethane, naphtha, or similar light hydracarbons° Partial oxidation processesare those which

use a liquid feedstock such as heavy or resldual.oil, and gasification refers to processes

operating wlth a solid feedstock such as coal, coke, char, and perhaps municipal or process

waste. In general, chemical reactors designed for one primary feedstock are not readily c_,n-
vorted to another. For example, a steam-methane reformer cannot be used to conduct coal ..

gasification reactions, nor can a coal gaslfler be used effectively as a methane reformer.

Similarly, within each group, the chemlcal reactor and its operation will depend upon the

physlcal and chemical properties of the feedstock. Not all coal gasifiers, for example, can

accommodate caking or agglomeratlng coals, and all gaslflers require some degree of coal

preparation and sizing prior to gasification. For all steam-hydrocarbon processes,steam and

fuel requirements vary wlth feedstock, as does the nature and the duty of downstream pro-

cessing. Electrolysis characterizes those processesemploying electrical energy, as DC powe_

to electrolytlcally deconnposewater into hydrogen and-oxygen. Water splitting processes

similarly decompose water, but emploi a series of chemical reactions involving cyclic chem-

ical intermediates to decompose water at temperatures well below its thermal decomposition
temperature.

While electrolysls and water splitting are clearly water decompositlor_ processes -

each using a form of energy to produce hydrogen and oxygen from water - it is important to
note that the conventional steam - hydroca'rbon processes for hydrogen production are in
reality water decomposition systemsas well.

Consider, as an example, the gasification of carbon with steam to produce a synthe-
sis gas for hydrogen production. The gasification reaction is

C _ H20 _ CO + H2 (1)

This is followed By the water gas-shlft reaction

CO + H20 _ CO 2 + H2 (2)

so that the total process is represented as

C + 2H20 _ CO 2 "_ 2H2 (3)

Overall, Reaction 3 is endothermlc By 178.2 KJ, thus for an ideal process, the cner qy
balance shown below applies

! l Reaction Att, KJ
C t 2H20 _ CO 2 f 2H2 178.2

I
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Thermal Inputs

Carbon Heating Value 393.5

EndothermiaReaction Heat 178.2

Total 571.7

s

Comparing thls with the thermal requirementsof an ideal water decomposition

processillustrates the similarities and differences in the two methodsof hydrogen production, j

Coal Gasification Water Decomposition

Reaction _H, KJ Reaction Z_H,KJ

C + 2H20 .-e.-CO2 + 2H2 178L2 ?H20 --_2H 2 + 0 2 571,7

Thermal Inputs Thermal Inputs

Coal Heating Value 393.5 Water Heating Value 0

Endothermlc Reaction Heat 178.2 Endothermlc Reaction H_,at 571.7

Total 571.7 Total 571.7

A similar situation existswith regard to steammethane reforming. In this case,

the energy balances shown below apply.

SteamMethane Reforming Water Decomposition

Reaction _H, KJ Reaction _H, KJ

0.SCH4 + H20 "--_0.5C0 2 + 21-12 126.5 2H20 _ 21"42_ 0 2 571.7

Thermal Inputs Thermal Inputs

0.5 mole CH4 445.2 2H20 0

ProcessHeat 126.5 ProcessHeat 571.7

i Total 571.7 Total 571.7
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The massand energy balances illustrated earlier showthat coal gasification and

steammethanereformingare specific methodsby which hydrocarbonsmaybe usedto decom-

posewater in order to obtain hydrogen° The resultsare genorall since in all casesthe over-

all processreaction is given by

-t 2H20---_(2 x

CHx +_-_ H2 4CO 2 "1
!

_-AHco 2 AHH20 - AHcH xThe heat of reaction is AHrx n - 2 where _H., is the "

heat of formation of compoundi from the elements at the reference temperature. The process

thermal inputs are:

" " ( 2 ) AHH20Heating Value of CHx AHcH x AHco 2

Reaction Enthalpy AHco 2 - 2 AHH20 - AHcH x

X

Total - (2 +_) AHH20

As the total balance shows,the processenergy inputs as reactants and fuel will

always be identical to those which would have been required had water been decomposed

directly. When hydrocaJbon fuels are burned to meet the processenergy needs, the overall
massbalance becomes

+2H20 +y(1 +x x(1 +y) CHx 4 )O2"-_(2+_)H 2+(1 +y) CO2 _ y(X)H20

where

/_HCO2 - 2 /_HH20 - ._HcHx
y-_

AHCHx "/_Hco2 - ( 2 ) "_HH20

J A water decomposition processoperating on the samefuel at the samethermal
efficiency would accomplish the reaction

J X X X(2 _) H20-'P(2 ' _! H2 ' (I _ _.10 2

I
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by combustlngthe fuel in alr to drive the process. Fromcombustionone has

x x

(1 +y) CHx _ (1 +y)(1 4_)O2--_,- (1 _ y) CO2-+ (1 -+y/ (_/ H20

As the net massbalances for the processindicate: overall fuel and water consumption
remain unchanged. The water decm.l_osltlon processr however, has the advantage of being
able to provide oxygen aswell as hydrogen,

Twomajor differencesexist between water decompositionand steam-hydrocarbon
processesfor hydrogengeneratlon. The first relates to the amountof processenergy which

can be suppliedby non-fossilmeans. For the steam-hydrocarbonprocesses,lessthan 25 per-
cent of the theoretical energy requirementscan be substitutedwith non-fossll energy sources.
The balance of the hydrocarbonis consumedas a chemical reactant, not as a processfuel

In practice, due to processinefficlenciest muchlarger fractions of the hydrocarbonfeedstock
are devotedto fuel usageandthuslarger portionsare potentially available for substitution.

Reductionsin the quantitiesof hydrocarbonsrequired to producehydrogencan be

achieved in any of three ways. Non-fossll energy can be substitutedfor that portionof the
fossil feedstockwhich is consumedas fueb efforts can be taken to improvethe efficiency of
the hydrogengeneration process;or efficient processesindependentof hydrocarbonfeed-

stockscan be developed. While fuel substitutionwithin existing processesand improvements
in overall thermalefficiency are worthwhile, it is important to note that all three methodsof
reductioncan be achieved with the water-spllttlng processes.

Thesecondmajor difference between water spllttlng and steam-hydrocarbonis the
by-product formedduring hydrogengeneration. Bothprocessesoperate with the sametotal
thermal inputs yet one producesa usefulby-product, oxygen, while theother doesnet. The

primary reasonfor thls difference restswith the partitioning of reactantsand fuels within the
process. Consideringthe caseof coal gaslflcatlon, it is theoretically possible(at one hun-

dred percentthermal efficiency) to obtain 2 molesof hydrogenby reacting 1.23 molesof
carbon with 2 molesof water and at least 1.15 molesof alr. Dependinguponthe equipment

configuration, either the processwill require an oxygenplant, or it will avoid the needfor
an oxygen plant, or it will act as though it is simultaneouslyan oxygenplant.

It is instructiveto considerthree processesby which hydrogenmay theoretically

be obtalned from carbonand water. Thefirst involvesthe useof oxygen-blowngasification
followed by shift conversion. Assumingan ideal process,the massbalancesshownbelow
will apply.
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1.23 Moles I 1.23 Moles CO2
/

i A_r Air J 0.23 Moles Gasification 2 Mo(e_

Separation I and _ Hydrng_,n
1.15 Moles Plant Oxygen Shift Conversion

t
2 Moles H20JJ

The Fact that carbon is being oxidized in the samevessel that is being used to
conduct the hydrogen generation reaction requires an oxygen plant to prevent dilution of
the product gas with nitrogen. If the hydrogen generating reaction can be separated from

the major endothermic processreaction, then air rather than oxygen can be used in fueling

the process•

+n •This is the approach used when hydrogen is generated usl g a steam-_ronprocess+
a °In this instance, ag Jnassumingan ideal process,the massbalances shown below apply.

2 Moles H2

t
2 Fe _ 1.23Mo_esCO 2

Iron Iron Oxide 0.92 Moles N2

Oxidation 2 Fen Reduction
1•23 Moles Carbon

-1 1 1.15 Mole._Ah

2 Males H20

i In its simpllest form, a thermnchemical processfor decomposingwate_ is similar to an

indirectly heated steam-lron process+ For an ideal process, the massbalances shownbelow

apply.

V
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2 Moles H2 1•0 0 2 1.23 Moles 1.23 CC)2

Thermally Reduced l •:

Oxldlzer Intermediate Reducer Combustor :

OxTdized ._

_O t 6.15Moles ' !Air

Comparedwith the steam iron process,1.15 moles of air ore required to combust
0°23 molesof carbon for processheat. The remaining five moles are effectively separated
into four molesof nitrogen which are vented and a mole of oxygen which is recovered•

Netice also, by adding carbon to the reduction step of the thermochemlcal process

for decomposingwater, that it theoretically becomesequivalent to the steam-iron process.
Similarly, indirect heating of iron oxide to liberate ox)gen would make this equivalent to a
thermochemical process. As the energy balances show, 109.6 MJ (103,827 BTU)must be

expended to decomposea mole of water vapor into hydrogen and oxygen. Massand energy
balances for a carbon-fueled process indicate that at least 1.23 molesof carbon and 1.15

moles of air are necessary. Processescan be devised to meet these massand energy require-
merits in different ways.

The useof a single reaction vesselrequiresan oxygen plant to prevent dilution of

the product gas with nitrogen and fails to recover the oxygen for subsequentutili_'ation The
use of two primary reaction vesselsis sufficient to avoid the use of oxygen and enables the

processto employ air instead. Firing one processvesseldirectly with carbon and air poten-
tially leads to higher thermal efficlencies, but also fails to recover the oxygen byproduct.
Indirectly firing the secondvessel, while perhaps lowering the thermal efficiency, enables

both decomposition products to be recovered for utilization.

Additional advantages are obtained by using the water decomposition process The

most important of these is the fact that hydrogen can be generated f,om any convenient full,
e.g., coal, oil, gaS,nuclear, or solar. For each of the hydrocarbon processes,an unique
fossil fuel/feedstock requirement is evident. The potential of substitution of one energy fonn
for another is limited.

In the caseof steam-methane reforming, methane equivalent to 200 MJ/kg-mole

(86,080 Btu/Ib-mole) hydrogen mustbe provided as a chemical reactant• In principle, only

an additional .065 molesCH4/mole H2 is required for the processheat requtrement. Even
allow,ng the possrb I ty of substrut on, a s,zeable methane requ,rement rema,ns. Fol t e
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water decomposition process, however, the mast economic energy source - whatever it

may be - can be used by modifying that equipment through which the energy is transmitted

to the process. This energy can be provlded as elther methane, o11, coal, nuclear, solar,

or any combination of sources to result in the most economical hydrogen production. This

feature will be of ever increaslng importance in the decades to comet as the cost and avail-

ability of various fuels and feedstocks vary wlth economic condltlons and energy reserves.

3.4.2 .B.aslsof Selecting a Water Decom.posltlon System ..

The selection of a water decomposition process is complicated by the large num-

ber of such cycles under study and the generally limited data available on each. Several

water decomposition processes have been proposed in the literature and hundreds exist

which have not been disclosed. Varying degrees of information are available - many ore

conceptual processeswith no substantiating experlmental verification. Others have had

some of the key reactions confirmed in the laboratory. None have been demonstrated on

a prototype or pilot basis• Many of these cycles have been invented during the course of

Government-funded research, and, as a result, are available for analysis and review°

Others were developed privately and the supporting information has not been published.

While the task of devising cycles is relatively simple - one organization, using a

computer, has generated over 5000 candidate processes- not all of these will be appllcable

as hydrogen sources for industrlal uses. Many possessserious deficiencies which would pre-

clude their use in any large scale industrial process. Often the primary reactions in the

sequence do not proceed at economical rates, or methods have not been devised to avoid

complicating side reactions. Frequently exotic chemicals are employed, a fact which

would ultimately limit the number of _;ommerclal installations posslble before chemical

reserves would be depleted. Many o' the theoretically more efficient cycles are required
• • e t O

to deliver malor portions of the tara. process energy at temperatures above 1144K (1600 F)

and often to solids. These pose heat transfer and chemical reactor design problems re-

quiring imaginative, and perhaps expensive solutions.

The ideal thermochemlcal cycle for water decomposition is one which minimizes

product cost by achieving hlgh thermal efficlencles in a process with low capital and

operating costs. The efficiency should be malntalned over a range of heat source temper-

atures, thereby permlttlng maximum flexlbillty in the choice of energy sources and heat

exchanger materials.

The nature of the chemical cycle affects capital costs in several ways. Hopefully

simple, compact chemical reactors can be employed_ This necessitates choosln9 reactions

which proceed rapidly and without serious side reactions occurrin.c]. Separatlon of reactants

and products should be simple. Reaction reversals at lower temperatures may _ec.Jhe elcJ_o,-

ate quench and sel_aratlon systems_

I
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The presenceof noxiousimpuritiesin the hydrogenand oxygenproductstreams
may necessitateexpensivecleanup fac;fiHes to meet health or environmental requirements.

Similarly losses,and perhapsdegradatlorv of the recycling chemicals w_ll occur, andde-
pending upon the process,may adversely affect operating cost.

Lacking processflowsheetsandkinetic data on key reactionsin a thermochemlcal
cycle, it is impossibleto prepareeven preliminary capital andoperatingcostestimates.

However, for a given thermochemlcalcycle, it is at least passibleto provide someprelim-
inary estimateson maximumthermal efficiency and minimumoperating cost. Similarly it

is possibleto commenbat least initially, on the feasibility of reactionsemployedin the
cycle andwhetherseriouscompetingreactionsmight occur.

A total of eighteen published processesadvocatedby ten different organizations
have been evaluated using a seriesof prescreeningcr_terla. Theseare summarized in

Table 3.4.2. The first phaseof the evaluation procedure recognized that lossesof the
recycling chemical intermediateswill occur and attempts to estimate the impact of these

losseson the processoperating cots. In practice, these lossescan occur in variousways.
Leaksandblowdownsare inherent in all chemical processes.No separationprocessre-

movesall of the secondarycomponent. Hydrogenandoxygen leaving the processmust
either be of exceptionally high purity or else carry with it small quantities of the inter-

mediatechemicals.The presenceof only 500 ppmof intermedlete in each of the two
productstreamsis sufficient to require the make-upof 0.1 percentof the recycling inven-

tory.

The first phaseof the evaluation procedure assessesthe feasibility of the chemicals

proposedfor use !n the cycle. This assessomentis conducted by considering Qwater decompo-
slhon proe-zesswhich produces 13.4 x 10 standard m3 (500 x 106 SCFD)hydrogen and
9.6 x 10" Kg/'day (10,600 TSD)oxygen. This correspondsto what is believed will be a

typical installation with a 4000 MWt nuclear heat source and the water splitting cycle oper-
ating at a thermal efficiency of about 50 percent. The chemical recycle rate in the process
is assumedto be sto[chlometHc and the lassof 0.1 percent of the recycle rate is assumedfor

each recycling chemical. Th;sprovides a reasonableset of assumptionsfor determining the

operating cost associated with make-up chemicals for the process. Table 3.4.3 shows, for
each of the eiflhteen processes,the chemical consumption andcost ascalculated. Clearly
high thermal efficlency is of diminishing value if exotic chemicals mustbe employed, as the

gains achieved by lower nuclear fuel consumptionare offset by the make-up chemical cost,

A maximumtolerable chemical cost adder of 9o47¢/GJ (10q/106 Btu) has consideredas a

j threshold for economic viability. Beyondthls point, improvementsin efficiency are largely

negatedby chemical costs. The resultsof this chemical make-up cost screeningare sum-
marized in Table 3.4°4° As indicated, only eight of the eighteen cycles possessoperath_,q
costssufficiently low to warrantfurther study.

L
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TABLE 3,4,2

THERh'OCHEMICAL WATER DECOMPOSITION PROCESSES

CONSIDERED FOR HYDROGEN GENERATION

f

PROCESSNUMBER 1: Vanadium Chloride Cycle
Allison Division - General Motors
Funkand Re_nstrom

2VCI 2 �2HCI ----_2VCI 3 + H2

4VCI 3 _2VCI 4 + 2 VCI 2

2VCI 4 _2VCI 3 2

H20 + CI2 _2HCl + 1/2 02

PROCESSNUMBER2: Cesium Oxide

Aerojet General
Miller and Jaffe

2Cs + 2H20 ----_2CsOH + H2

2CsOH + 3/2 02 -_ H20 _ 2CSO2

2CsO 2 _Cs20 _ 3/2 02

Cs2° _2Cs i I/2 02

1

i

i
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PROCESSNUMBER 3: Steam-Iron-Carbon Dioxide
Institute of Gas Technology
van Fredersdorff

3Fe _- 3H20 _ 3FeO + 3H 2

3Pea + H20 _Fe304 + H2

Fe304 + 4CO _ 3 Fe + 4CO2

4CO 2 _ 4CO 1

PROCESSNUMBER 4: Tin Oxide t
Gaz de France t

Sourlau 1

Sn "_ 2 H20 _ 2 H2 t- SnO2

2SnO _ SnO2 + Sn

2SnO 2 _ 2 SnO + 0 2

PROCESSNUMBER 5: HydrogenChloride Electrolysls
Air Products

Hailett

H20 _ Cl 2 _- 2 HCI ,. I/2 0 2

2 HCI ---i, H2 ' Cl 2
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PROCE._,SNUMBER 6: Mercury Chloride Electrolysis
Institute of Gas Technology

j, Gregory

j H20 + CI2 _ 2HCI + 1/2 02 ,

2Hg + 2HCI _2HgCI + H2

2 HgCI -_2 Hg + CI2

1
PROCESSNUMBER 7: EuratomMark-1

J EuratomMarchettl end deBenl

I CaBr2 + 2H20 _Ce(OH) 2 + 2 HBr

Hg + 2HBr _ HgBr2 + H2

I HgBr2 + Ca(OH)2 _ CaBr2 + HgO + H20

I HgO _ Hg + 1/2 02

I PROCESSNUMBER 8: EuratomMark-9Euratom

i Hardy

j 6PeCI 2 _ 8 H20 _ 2 Fe304 _- 12 HCI i 2 H2

J 2Fe304 + 3CI 2 _ 12HCI _-_ 6FeCI 3 _ 6H20 02
6FeCI 3 _ 6FeCI 2 r 3CI9

I J

i
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PROCESSNUMBER 9: Selenium Cycle
Lawrence Livermoro Laboratory

Hickman, Krlforian, and Ramsey

K2Se + 2 H20 _2 KOH t- H2Se

H2Se _ H2 + Se "

t 3/2 Se + 2 KOH ---_-K2Se + 1/2SEO 2 t H20 ,

1/204 + V2seo2 ---- 1/2c,5 +1/2so

1//2 05 _ 1//2 04 + 1//2 02

PROCESSNUMBER10: Methane-Methanol Cycle
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Hickman, Krlkorian, and Ramsey

CH4 + H20 _ CO + 3 H2

CO + 2 H2 _ CH3OH

CH3OH + As204 _ CH4 As205

1//2As205 _ 1/2 As203 + 1//2 02

I//2 As205 + I//2 As2 --_As204
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PROCESSNUMBER 11: Agnos
Gonoral Electric
Wenford and Hanneman

3FeCI 2 + 4H20 _ Fe304 _ 6 HCI _- H2
p

Fe304 + 8HCI ---_FeCI 2 + 2FeCI 3 _ 4H20 "

2FeCI 3 _2 FeCI2 + CI2

CI2 + Mg(OH)2 ----._MgCI 2 + 1/2 02 + H20

MgCI 2 + 2 H20 _Mg(OH)2 + 2 HCI

PROCESSNUMBER 12: Beulah
General Electric

Wenford and Hanneman

2Cu+ 2 HCI _ 2CuCI + H2

4CuCI ---_ 2CuCI 2 + 2 Cu

2CuCI 2 _2CuCI + CI2

CI2 _MgCI 2 f H20 ¢ 1/2 02

MgCI2 + 2 H20 _ Mg(OH) 2 _ 2 HCI
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PROCESSNUMBER 13: Catherine
General Electric

Wenford and Hanneman

312 + 6LIOH _ 5Lil _ LilO 3 �3H20

Li IO3 + KI _ KIO 3 + Lil

KIO 3 _ KI + 3/2 02

6L|l + 6H20 _6HI + 6kiOH

6HI + 3HI ----'_ 3 Nil 2 + 3H 2

3 Nil 2 _ 3Ni + 312

PROCESSNUMBER 14: Cycle C-5 1Institute of Gas Technology

Pangbornand Sharer

Fe304 + 3SO2 + 2 H20 --_ 3 FeSO4 _- 2 H2

3 FeSO4 _ 3/2Fe203 + 3/2 SO2 +3/2 S©3

3/2 Fe203 + 1/2 SO2 ---_-Fe30 4 + 1/2 SO3

2 SO3 _ 2 SO2 + 02
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J PROCESSNUMBER 15: Cycle A-2
Instituteof Gas Technology
Pangbornand Sharer

/ 3 Fe + 4H20 _ Fe304 + 4H 2
I

Fe304 + 9/2CI 2 _ 3 FeCI3 + 202

3 FeCI3 ----_3 FeCI2 _ 3/2 CI2

3FeCI 2 + 3 H2_.__ 3Pe _- 6HCI

6HCf + 3/2 02 _ 3CI 2 + 3 H20

PROCESSNUMBER 16: StrontlumBromide
Euratom

deBeni

SrBr2 + H20 _ SrO + 2 HBr

2HBr 4- Hg --_,-Hg Br2 t- H2

SrO _- HgBr2 _ SrBr2 ¢- H f 1/2 02g
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PROCESSNUMBER 17: Karlsruhe Process

Gesellschaff fiJr Kernfrschung mbH.
Dorner and Keilel'

6Ag + 6 HBr _ 6AgBr + 3 H2

6AgBr + 6 NaOH _ NaBr + 6Ag I- 3 H20 _-3/2 02

•-- 6 NaBr + Sb203 _" 3 H20 _ 6 NaOH _ 2 SbBr3

2 SbBr3 + 3 H20 _ Sb203 + 6 HBr

PROCESSNUMBER 18: Sulfur Cycle
WestinghouseElectric Corporation
Brecher and Wu

2',420 I_ SO2 --t-H 2 _ H2SO4

H2SO4 ---_H20 t SO2 _ 1/2 02

i •
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J TABLE 3.4.4

SUMMARY OF PHASE I CHEMICAL MAKE-UP COST ESTIMATE

l
Make-Up Chemical _ost

J ProcessNumber Cycle Name ¢/GJ ¢/10-_ .

18 WestinghouseSulfur Cycle 0.18 0.19

3 IGT Steam-Iron-Carbon Dioxide 0.80 0_84 '

14 IGT Cycle C-5 0.93 0.98

5 Air Products- HCI Electrolysis 1,07 1.13

8 EuratomMark-9 3.11 3.28

11 General Electric - Agnes 3.23 3,41

10 L. Livermore Lab - Methane - 3.84 4.05
Methanol

15 IGT Cycle A-2 6.32 6,67

]2 General Electric - Beulah 16.40 17.30

4 Gaz de France Tin Oxide Process 53.70 56.70

13 General Electric - Catherine 212.00 224.00

9 Lawrence L. Lab - Selenium Cycle 212.00 224.00

1 General Motors Vanadium Chloride 387.00 409.00

7 EuratomMark-1 400.00 422.00

16 EuratomStrontium Bmomide 482,00 509.00

6 IGT Mercury Chloride Electrolysis 770.00 813.00

17 Karlsruhe Process 5,330.00 5,628.00

2 CesiumOxide Process 10,180.00 10,750.00
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Only after a cycle hasbeen shown to possesslow make-up costs was its feasibility
and efficiency examined in detail. The second phaseof evaluation is concerned with veri-

fying that the proposed reactions will proceed aswHttent as well asascertaining that the

cycle truly offers the potential of competingwffh other hydrogen production methods, Eight
processes,summarizedin Table 3.4.5 were considered.

ProcessNo. 3_ the IGT Steam-iron-Carbon Dioxide Cycle waseliminated as it

contained a reaction that was moredifficult to conduct than the direct decompositionof "
water. Thiscan be seenby rewriting the processas follows:

_- Water Vaporization AGO298 AH°298 TA$298

(1) H20(1 ) _ H20(g ) 8.51 KJ 44.02 KJ 35.5 KJ

Shift Conversion

(2) CO(g) + H20(g ) _ -28.56 KJ -41.17 KJ -12.61 KJ

Carbon Dioxide Reduction

(3) CO2.-----_(g)CO(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 257.2 KJ 283.0 KJ 25,75 KJ

Reactions(1) and (2) are conventional. Reaction (3), if conducted mechanically,
requiresmore mechanical work than electrolysis (257.2 KJ compared to 237_2KJ), If the

reaction is conducted thermally, temperature and energy inputs comparable to those required
to decomposewater directly are necessary.

Not only will considerable ingenuity be required in conducting Reaction 3, but a

well-concelved separation systemwill also be required for the CO/O 2 mixture. The oxida-
tion of carbon monoxide to the dioxide can occur rapidly, even in the absenceof catalysts°
As a resultt a potentially serious and perhapsexplosive reaction reversal can occur.

ProcessNo, 5t the Air Products- HCI Electrolysis cycle wasdiscarded as the
electrolysis of HCI requires morepower per unit of hydrogen production than direct water
electrolysis. This can be seenby the following comparison:
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: TABLE 3.4.5

PROCESSESCONSIDERED FOR PHASE II EVALUATION- REACTION FEASIBILITY

I

' Proc_s Number Cycle Name

3 IGT Steam-Iron Carbon Dioxide

" 5 Air Products- HCI Electrolysis

8 EuratomMark-9

10 Lawrence Livermore Lab - Methane - Methanol

11 General Electric - Agnes

14 IGT Cycl_ C-5

15 IGT Cycle A-2

18 WestinghouseSulfur Cycle
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AG° ,6,H° TAS°

298 298 298

2 HCl(aq_ H2(g) f CI2(g) 262.2 KJ 333,5 KJ 71,3 KJ

i H20(I)_ H2(g) _ 1/2 O2(g) 237.2 KJ 285, 9 KJ 48.7 KJ

ProcessNo. 10, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Methane-Methanol cycle was

eliminated becauseit contained a reaction unfavorable with respectto competingreactions.
Methanol is an alcohol, not an oxide. Its reduction to methane is not to be expected. The
reaction

CH40(g ) �As204(s)_ 8.08 KJ -7.15 KJ -15.23 KJ

CH4(g) + As205(s)

may proceed; however, passinghot methanolaver heated al_enle oxides will probably produce"

CH3OH(g) + As204(s) _ -!30.1 KJ -58.89 KJ 71.22 KJ

As203 +
+ CO2(g) 2H2(g)

ProcessNo. 14, the IGT cycle C-5, wasalso eliminated because its first reaction is

not expected to proceed, The reaction 15written as:

Fe304 + 3SO2 + 2H20 _ -99.75 KJ -291.5 KJ 1191,7 KJ

3FeSO4 _ 2H2

A theltnodynamleally morefavorable reaction is"

Fe30 4 + 4SO2 _ -256.8 KJ -478.3 KJ -219,0 KJ

3FeSO4 _ S

As a result of tiffs phaseof tile evaluaHon, only the foul cycles listed ill l"c_ble3.,I.6

appear sufficiently attractive to wan'ant an investigation of the prc_cessthermmlynurtfics,
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TABLE 3.4.6

PROCESSES CONSIDERED FOR THERMODYNAMIC EVALUATION

Process Number Cycle Name

8 Euratom Mark-9

11 _eneral Electric - Agnes

15 IGT Cycle A-2 ¢

18 Westinghouse Sulfur Cycle

In order to ensure a more realistic evaluation of the potential processefflclencles,
Process No. 15, the IGT Cycle A-2, was modified.

The cycle as originally proposed was-

(l) 3Fe + 41,120 _ Fe304 _ 4H2

(2) Fe304 + 9/2CI 2 _ 3 FeCI3 + 202

(3) 3 FeC!3 _- 3 FeCI 2 _ 3/2CI 2

(4) 3Feel 2 + 3H 2 _ 3Fe _ 6HCI

(5) 6HCI + 3/2 02 _ 3 CI 2 E 31-120

As written, this cycle is inefficient due to the deccmposltlon of four moles of water

in Reaction (1) followed by the subsequentrecombination of three of these in Reactions (4)
and (5). A more efficient cycle is obtained by combining Reactions (1) and (4). This is now:

IGT Cycle A-2 (Modified)

i (1) 3 FeCI2 i 4H20 _ Fe304 _ 6HCI _ H2

(2) Fe304 f 9/2CI 2 --_-3 FeCI3 I 202

(3) 6HCI .I 3/2 02 _ 3 CI 2 _ 3H20

(4) 3 FeCl3 _ 3 FeCl 2 ' 3/2 CI 2 i

• tl.
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Examination of the four remahlln9 cycl¢:sshowsonly two Io he independent. Note

that tile General Electric Agnesprocessttile EuratomMark-% and the modified IGT Cycle i
A-2 are all nearly tile same. Each beginsby hyd_olyzln9 ferrous chloride to produce hydrogen
Each thermally reduces ferric chloride to provide chlodneo The processesdiffer only in the

manner in which Fe304 is converted to FeCI3. The similarities hi those cycles are shown in
Figure 3.4.1. All of these cycles appear technically feasible.

A first estimate of the thermal efficiency of each of the four cycles may be obtaiaed
by examlnlng the thermodynamicsof the reactions in the cycle. A reversible processoccurring

at constant temperature and pressurerequires a work input equal to AG and a heat input equal
to TZ_S.SinceAG = All - TitS, one has that Q _ W _ I_Ho Varying the temperature

- changesthe ratio of heat to work required by the reaction. TASk98, however, representsthe

minimum amount of heat the i_eactlonmust reject to sink at 298K. This heat rejection
occurs regardlessof the temperature of the heat source during the process. Since 285.9 KJ
of processenergy are required to decomposewater, the minimumamount of heat to drive the
decomposition cycle

:: 285.9 - _ (TAS°is Qmin i ) '
298 i

where (TAS° ) , ( O.
298 i

r •

This co respond ngly defines the maximum thermal efficiency as

E :: ( 285.9/max Q . ) x 100%.
rain

Using a 1200K heat source, e second estimate of the process thermal efficiency can
be provided. Assumingideal recuperative heat exchange, Camot efficlencies in all power
cycles, and ideal worksof separation yields the results shown under the limiting thermal effi-
ciency column in Table 3.4.7.

As Table 3.4.7 shows,when compared with other published cycles, the Westinghouse

Sulfur Cycle offers the potential for the lowest cost hydrogen. The make-up chemical cast is
lower, the thermal efficiency is higher, and the processcan benefit more from the development
of even higher heat source temperatures. A numberof additional considerations are summarized
in Table 3.4.8 and these deserve comment.

The WestinghouseSulfur Cycle was invented to operate energized with a _l{_scooled

nuclear reactor and supplying its hydrogen and oxygen outputs to a coal pr_>cess.As _smsull
it possessesinterfaces compatible to both systems. This results in several very desirable _lddi-
tional features beyond its low chemical cost and hi,qh efficiency,
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J
At no point in the processdoesthe nuclear heat sourceprovide thermalenergy to a

reducinggas. Reducinggases_due to high hydrogenpartial pressures,can load to hydrogenaccumulation within thecoolant of the nuclearheat transportsystem. This would result in

the reaction of the hydrogenwith the graphite nuclear core materials and its attendant struct-

J ural weakening.

The Sulfur Cycle can be operated to providehydrogenat pressure thereby reducing

|i the cost of gas compressionequipment. The electro|yzerl if designedto maintain a differential ,-
i pressurebetween the anodeand cathode, cannotonl), providepressurizedhydrogen,but lower

its power input requirementsas well.
!"

[ All thermochemicalwater decompositionprocesses1if directly heated, can operate
on any convenientthermal source, The Westinghouseprocesscan be fueled with gas_oil, or

1' coal. As a recent Chemical and Engineering Newsarticle confirms(Reference31), the SO3
reductioncan be accomplishedin a solar collector. Thusthe process,if necessaryor econom-
lear, canbe solarpowered.

l! Lost, but not least, is the considerationthat impurities in the hydrogenand oxygen

supplied to the ultimate useprocessdo not ieopardlze operationof that system, industrial
; processesandequipmenthave not generally been designedin expectation of large quantities

' of halldes, vanadium,cesium,tin, mercury,arsenic, copper,silver, stronium,or ¢_ntlmony

compoundsin their feedstocks. Theyhave been, however, designedfor operationwith sulfur
containing feedstocks. As a result, the purity of hydrogenand oxygenfroma sulfurJoased

water decompositionprocesscan be adjustedto provide the bestoverall systemeconomics
containing feedstocks.As a result, the purity of hydrogenand oxygenfroma sulfur-based

water decompositionprocesscan be adjustedto providethe bestoverall systemeconomics.

TABLE 3.4.8

; FINAL PROCESSSUMMARY

:

Ite..._m Euratom.Mark 9 WestinghouseSulfur

Costof Make-Up

Chemicals, ¢/GJ 3.11 0.18

Maximum Achievable Efficiency 65. 51% 90.52%

t ThermodynamicEfficiency 58. 3 % 78.0 %

Capable of Solar No Yes

Powering

)mpurltles to User Halldes Sulfur

J Process
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3.4.3 WestinghouseWater DecompositionProcess

The Westinghousehydrogenproductionprocessis a two-step thermochemicalcycle
for decomposingwater into hydrogenandoxygen. Oxides of sulfur serveas recycling inter-
mediateswithin the process. Theuseof sulfurcompoundsresultsin several processadvan-

tages: ;"1
• Sulfur is abulldant, inexpenslvetandsubstantiallynon-toxlc=

• An assuredsupplyof make-up sulfur is available from coal conversion
andstack gasscrubbingprocesses.

¢

• Sulfur is an item of commerceandprocesses,equipment,catalysts, liter-
ature, ond distribution systemsfor it and its compoundsabound.

• Sulfur assumesa vatlety of valence states, thereby facilitating its use
in oxldatlon-reductlon reactions.

• Thepropertiesof sulfur and its compoundsare well documented,thereby
reducingthe amountof basic information neededin a processdevelopmenteffort.

• Environmentalregulations for the useof sulfur exist today, reducingun-
cerL'alnfiesin the designot processequipment.

The process,in its mostgeneral form, consistsonly of two chemical reactions - one

for producing oxygen and the other for producing hydrogen. The production of oxygen occurs
via the thermal reduction of sulfur trioxide obtained from sulfuric acid,

H2SO4 _ H20 -I- 1/2 02 + SO2 (I)

The equilibrium for Reaction1 lles to the right at temperaturesabove I O00K. Cata-
lysts are available for accelerating the rate of sulfur trioxide reduction to sulfur dioxide and

oxygen. The results of Wesfinghouse'sevaluation of two of these catalysts is reported else-
where in this document.

The processis completedby usingthe sulfur dioxide from the thermal reduction

stepto depolarize the anode of a water eleetrolyzer. The overall reaction occurring electro-
chemically is

2 H20 + SO2 _ H2 4 H2 SO4 (2)
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] This is comprisedof the individual reactions

J E_°
Cathode" 2H+ + 2 e'_ H2 0.00 Volts

,[
Anode: H2SO 3 + H20 .--_2H + +H 2SO 4+2e" -0.17Volts

As _sapparentby summingReactions1 and 2, the overall processdecomposeswcter
into hydrogenandoxygenand involvesonly sulfuroxidesas recycling intermed[ah:soAlthough

I' electrical power is requiredin the electrolyzer_ muchsmallerquanHtlesthan thos,_necessary
_' in conventional electrolysisare needed. The theoretical voltage to decomposewater is

1.23 V, wit'. _any commercialelectrolyzers requiring over 2.0 V. Thepower requirements
for Reaction2 (0o17volts at unit activity for reactantsand products) are thus seen to be less

,_' than 15 percentof thoserequired in conventionalelectrolysis. Thischangesdramatlcally
the theoretical heat and work required to decomposewater and leadsto high thermal effi-
ciencies.

The processis shownschematically in Figure 3.4.2. Hydrogenis generatedelectre-

lytlcally in an electrolysis cell which anodlcally oxidizes sulfurous acid to sulfuric acid
while simultaneouslygenera:{nghydrogenat the cathode. Sulfuric acid formedin the elec-

trolyzer issent to a surge tank from where it is fed to two vaporizers in series. The first of
theseis a recuperative heat exchangerheated by the effluent fromthe high temperature
sulfur trioxide reduotion reactor. The secondis heatedby helium fromthe VHTR. The sulfur

trioxide - steammixture from the secondvaporizer flows to the helium heated reduction
reactor where sulCurdioxide and oxygen are formed. Thesegasesore subsequentlycooled

againstthe incomingacid and unreactedsulfur trioxide is recoveredassulfuricacid in a
knock-out system. Wet sulfurdioxide and oxygenflow to the separationsystem, Steamis

first condcnso_ following wh[ch the SO2/O 2 mixture is compressedand sulfurdioxide re-
covery effected.

I
l

Bulk sulfur dioxide removal is accomplishedby condensationagainstcooling water,

Final removal is achievedby condensationagainst low-temperature oxygen. Thls refrigera-tion and someauxiliary power production is generatedby expansionof the oxygen stream
prior to its venting.

J Two important trade-arts exist in specifying processconditionsfor the flowsheet
shown° The first relates to the concentrationof the sulfuric acld leaving the electrolyzer.

Operation at very high acid concentrationsraisesthe power requirementsin the elecholyzerwhile simultaneouslyreducing the mossrates and thermal energy demandin the acid vapori-
zation, decomposition, and recovery Ioopo Similarly, operation at very low acid concentra-

J tlons Iowe_ the electrolyzer powerrequlrem_nts,but leads to high massratesand thermaldemandsin the acld decompositionIoopo An optimal acid concentrationexists,

I
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Pressureis important due to the prossurlzedSOo/O_ recovery systememployed in
the processas well as the pressuredependenceof the surt"urt_ioxlde reduction ree fion (theT•

: equilibrlum conversionat a given temperaturedeclines wlth increasing system .ure).
_'_ Operation at low pressuresleads to hlgh conversions1low recycle rates, and : je compres_

slon lequirements. Operation at higher pressuresreducesthe compressorduties1but at the

... expenseof the sulfuric acld recycle rate. Thus,an optimal pressuresimilarly exists°

_ Both the optimumacld concentration and the optimumpressurevary wlth the heat
source temperature. Similarly, o,,erall thermal efficiency rises wlth increasing heat source

"_ temperature. Raisingthe heat sourcetemperature increasespowercycle efficlencles and ""

• .. shifts the optimal acld concentration to moreconcentrated solutions. Thls in turn reduces

the thermal requirementsin the acid decompositionsystem. Similarlyt higher heat source
temperaturesenable higher systempressuresto be employedwithoutsacrificing the conver-

_ slon per passachieved in the sulfur trioxide reduction reactor. Thls reducescompression

--_ requirementsandimprovesthe processefficiency.

.. For the purposeof the comparativeevaluation of hydrogengeneration systemsper-

_ formed, the water decompositionsystemwasconsideredto have the processflowsheet pre-
sentedschmatlcally in Figure 3.4.2 and in more detail in Section 4.5. The principal opera-

tlng andperformancecharacteristics of the processare given in Table 3.4.9. Thesecharac-
terlstics wilb as a result of the work dcne in Task II of thls contract, be modified for the

Task III conceptual design to be reported upon in a separate volume.

.. The processtas currently defined, is arranged for its primary energy inputs to be
madeaselectricity in the electrolyzer and heat, from the intermedlate heat transport loop

of the nuclear heat source, to the acld vaporizer and the SO3 reduction reactor. Other
, heat sources,including combustion,solar, or geothermal, can provide the heat energy for

the SO3 reduction reactor and the generation of electric power.

This alternate fueling capabilffy provides the flexibility to consider operation of

the hydrogen production facility wlth any economic sourceof heat and electric power. Alter-

nate energy sourcesfor the water decompositionprocessare discussed_nmore detail in
, Section 3.4.4.

I
k

1,

1

1

I
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TABLE 3.4.9

PRINCIPAL OPERATING AND PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICSOF THE

WESTINGHOUSE.SULFURCYCLE.WATER.DECOMPOSITION .SYSTEM..............................

1
General ,_-.J

HydrogenProductionRate 10.09 x 106 standardm3/day (379 x 106 SCFD) i

HydrogenPurity 99.9 volumepercent
Oxygen ProductionRate 305_500kg/hr (673,000 Ib/hr) _"

Nuclear Heat SourceRating 3220 MWt J
Net ProcessThermal Efficiency 47 percent

Electrolysis

Acid Concentration 80 wt percent

Pressure 2586 kPa (375,psla)
Temperature 361 K (190"F)

Electralyzer Power Req't 482 Mwe

Cell Voltage, Nominal 0.48 volts 2
Cell Current Density, Nominal 2000 A/m (186 A/ft 2)

Sulfur Trioxide ReductionSystem

Peak Temperature 1144 K (1600°F)

Operating Pressure 2068 kPa (300 psia)

SulfurDioxide - Oxygen SeparatorSystem

SO2 Liquefaction Pressure 5171 kPa (750 psia)

Oxygen Discharge Pressure 517 kPa ( 75 psla)
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3.4.4 Ener_}tSourcesfor the WestinghouseSulfurCycle

The Sulfur Cycle water decompositionproccs_ in its referenceconfiguratlon, has

its primaryenergy inputsmadeaselectricity in the electrolyzer and heat, from the inter-

/ _ medlate heat transport loop of a nuclear heat source,to the SO,_reduction reactor and the
acid vaporizer. This is the processarrangementdescribedin Se_tlon 3.4.3 and illustrated in

Figure 3.4.2. Other heat sources,includlng fossil fuel combustion, solar, or geothermal, can
.... provide the thermal energy for the processstepsand the generation of electric power. The

thermal energy would be introduced into the processin a mannerdependent upon the charac-
teristic of the heat source. The electric energy needed for the electrolyzers would be pro-

<;_ duced in the mannermostappropriate for each of the alternate fuels.

+ For the processfloe,sheet usedin the comparative evaluatlol, heat from alternate

, _ energy sourcescould be introduced to the processin the samemanneras for the nuclear paw-+

ered system. Theprocessheat exchanger(SO3 reductionreactor) and acid vaporizer design
could, for exampletbe modified for heat inputsfroman intermediate fluid which in turn is

+ heated by the energy source. Alternately, the processheat exchanger and acid vaporizer
could be designed for direct "firing", much llke conventional reformersor boilers. The

specific approach to be usedwould depend upon designoptimization for each of the poten-
tial energy sources.

Other processvariationsof the WestlnghouseSulfur Cycle can be developedwhich
can utillze any convenientor economlcalsourceof processenergy. One suchprocessalter-

nate that hasbeen investigated can accept the processenergy elther directly as a fuel gas or
indlrectly as thermalenergy entering the systemthrougha heat exchanger. Thlsprocess
alternative usesa different acid concentrationsystemand a different approach to the sulfur
trloxlde reduction than the referenceprocess.

J When the alternate processconflguratlon is operating in the directly fueled mode,any gaseousfuel may be employed. Thls includes not only light hydrocarbon gases,but also

the product gasesobtained from alr-blown coal or all gasifiers, as well asany processor plant

I fuel gaseswhich may be available. The sulfur content of the feed gas is unimportantas thehydrogenprocesscontainsprovisionsfor sulfur removal. No oxygenplants or acld gasremoval
facilities are requlred and the hydrogenpurlty is independentof the feed gascomposition.

I Whenoperated in the indirectly fueled mode,with the indirect addition of thermal
energyt oxygenaswell as hydrogenproductionis achieved. Underthesecircumstances,fuel

I or flue gasdesulfurlzation may be necessaryto meet environmentalregulations (as it wouldbe if the gas were to be burnedelsewhere),but, as before, low Btufuelscan be employed
without affecting either the hydrogenor oxygenpurities.

I

I
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The two operatingmodesof the processare illustrated in Figures3.4.3 and3.4.4. As
in the reference conflgureafion, hydrogenis generatedeloctrolytTcally in an electrolysiscell

which anodically oxidizes sulfurousacid to sulfuricacid while simultaneouslygeneratinghydro-

gen at the cathode.

The regeneration of SO9 from the electrolyzer sulfuricacid effluent is accomplished
by chemically extracting, as ferr"c sulfate, the sulfur trioxide formedin the electrolyzer,
followedby the subsequentthermaldecompositionof the sulfate into ironoxide, oxygen,and ,.-

SOo. Theextraction of the sulfur trioxide takesplace in two stagesas shownin Figure3.4.3.

The=electrolyzereffluent is assumedto contain about40 W/O H2SO4 (Point B). Ironoxide
is dissolved_nto this to the limits of its solubility at 333K (Point C)._This solution, when

heated _ 473K producesa liquid phasecontaining about 15 W/O H2SOz (Point A). This
solution is cooled and recycled to the electrolyzer where its eoncenFrati6n is once again

increasedby the reactions given earlier to 40 W/O H2SO_. Leaving the crystallizer is a
hydrated ferric sulfate having the composition f'e203 . 2S'O_ . H_O and consisting of a

mixture of Fe20 _ . 3SOqand Fe._O_ . 3H_O. Steamrequl_remenFsin the crystallizer are
met by evaporatt'ng boiler_eed wa_'er'_njeotecTinto the oxide coolers contained in the dryer
and decomposition reactors.

The mixture of Fe203 . 3SO3 and Fe203 obtained from the crystallizer yields,

after decomposition, SO3/FI20 ratios comparable to thoseobtained in fuming sulfuric acid.
This concentration is achieved from a 40 percent feed acid without evaporating large quanti-

ties of water as is required in thermal concentrators. The inclusion of this systeminto the pro-
cessenGblesthe eleatrolyzer to operate with low activities of sulfuric acid, thereby with low

power reciJire._ents,while simultaneously avoiding the need to recycle large quan.=t,esof

water into the SO3 reduction system. The need to employ a thermal concentrator with the sub-
sequentgeneration of large quantities of low pressuresteam is similarly avoided. The useof
ferric sulfate within the processoffers addifio_',al advantageswhich become apparent in exam-

ining the operotlon of the sulfate decompositionsystem. The hydrated ferric sulfate leaving

the crystallizer is fed next _ntoa dryer-classifler and then _nto a decompositionreactor.
Thesevesselsare fluldlzed bedsoperatingat pressuresbetween 2000 and 5000 kPa (20 to 50

atm). Bothcontain three stages. The upperportionof the bed is an expandedsection for

lighter Fe203 particles, the central section is narrowerand containsFe203 . 3SO3 and
Fe203, while the bottomsection is the oxide cooler which acceptsoverTIowfromthe upper
sectionof each bed.

Consideringfirst the systemoperation with low Btu gas, the hydrated ferric sulfate li
is fed through lock hoppersand into the central section of the dryer-classlfler. Combustion i

of low-Btu gasprovides the thermal energy necessaryto decomposeFe20 3 . 3H20 in!o iron i
oxide andsteam. The lighter Fo20 3, after decomposition, is blown Into the upper sect,on of

I the bed. Overall temperature _smaintained above that required to decomposeFe203 . 3H20
i but below that at wHch Fe203 . 3SO3 decomposes. In spite of this, local t_otspotsnear t

the distributor w,II liberate sor_neSO3 wh'ch w'll be recaptured "n the upper bed sect'on• I on
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oxide overflow from the upper section flows to the cooler. Thisportion of the vesselis flul-
; dlzed with steamand contalnsnozzles for injecting boiler feed water into the bed. The cool..

.... ing of the Fe203 prior to letdown is accomplishedwhile generatingprocesssteamfor use in
• the crystallizer. Ferric sulfate containedin the central sectionof the bed flowsto tl_edecor.t-
_ i positionreactor.

Thedecompositionreactor operatesat the samenominalpressureas the dryer_bur at

higher temperatures. Thefact that thebed containsFe20 fl - a contact catalyst for sulfuric
i ,_, acid manufacture- aids _nestablishingthe equilibrium SC_3 _ SO2 + "=/20 2. The ,,-

oxygen liberated by the SO_ thermal reductionas well as that present|n excessair addedto
"' the systemservesto combust-thefuel gas and to thereby provide the thermal energy necessary

_, -is to decomposethe f'err!c sulfate. Overall the following reaction occurs:

,L

,L CH4

Fuelgas

1
i

11r Preciseair and fuel in the decompositionreactor will depend the
requirements upon

fuel gasemployed, SO2 concentrations in excessof 20 percent are obtained with mostcom-

menfuel gases. Representativeoutlet compositionscorrespondingto a Iow-Btufuel gasare _

] shownin Table 3.4.9 In th_sinstance8.65 moles of fuel gasand 1.312 molesof air are
requiredto decomposeone moleof Fe20 3 . 3S0 3. The effluent from the decomposition

J reactor passesthrough a waste heat bo_lerwhich raisessteamto dr_ve the turbine generatorswhich power the electrolyzer. The processgasesare subsequentlycooled and the water vapor

condensedtandare then dried before entering the SO2 liquefaction cascade.

J The SO_ [iquefactlon cascadestartswith a higher temperaturebulk SO9 removal
step at 266K (20°1:) or above, dependinguponprocesspressure. Final SO2 remo_Talis obtained
usingrefrigeration generatedby the processgasesasthey are expandedto 101kPa (one atmos-

J phere). Beforethe fln,,I gasexpansionto atmosphericpressure,the remainingS02. _sremoved
by oxidation to SO3 and scrubbing. The resultantsulfuric acld is recycled _ the iron oxsda-
tlon dissolutionstageor is available for sale.

!
in the _ndlrectly - heated operating mode_Figure 3.4.4, the energy required for

the drying and thermaldecompositionof ferric sulfate is obtainedby the catalytic oxlda-

I tlon of SO2 to 503 within the processvessel. In the dryer, which oper,_tesat lower tem-
peraturesandelevated pressures,SO3 formationand sub:_equentreacti,_nwith FeO,_is

favoredand providesthe exothermic reaction heat necessaryto decomposeFe203 ". 3H20.

, !
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In the sulfate decomposition reactoJ; two equillbr=a ave="the catalyst Fo203 are
established.

i
3

Fe203 3503 _ Fe203 + 3503 K1 PSO3

503 .,=.--.----4"502 + 1/202 K2 : P$O2_ PO2 1/2 ,.

PSO3
t

The proper operating pressure for the vessel as well as the 502/'02 recycle required
for the decomposition energy w;il depend upon the system operating temperature. For process
temperatures between 1200 and 1300 K, operating pressuresabove 4050 kPa (40 atm) can be

employed (See Table 3.4.10). The effluent from the decomposition reactor contains about

31 percent S03, 46 percent S02_ and 23 percent 0 2 for all operating temperatures and pres-
suresshown.

The gases leaving the decomposition reactor may be cooled either by recuperat!ve

heat exchange with the incoming S02/02 mixture or, as showrb by passage through a waste

heat boiler prior to condensation of the sulfur triox;de. The sulfur dloxide and oxygen in the

mixture are recycled to the decomposition reactor whlJe the sulfur trioxide is vaporized and

sent to the 503 therrnaJ reduction reactor. This reactor contains both hlgh and low tempera-

ture contact catalysts and Is indirectly heated by whatever energy source is driving the pro-
cess.

The processenergy required to regenerate 502 from the sulfur frloxide formed in the
electrolyzer is input here| as well as that whichwas input to the dryer and the ferric sulfate

decamposil._onreactors as a result of the 502 oxidation which occurred in those vessels. An

alternate processvariation would be to reduce the duty of the 503 thermal reduction reactor
b). adding indirect heat to the dryer and the ferric sulfate d_campositlon reactor.

To do this would require heat exchange surface in a high temperature (_.1144K)

environment and would substantlalJy increase the size and compJexlty of both the dryer and

the ferric sulfate decomposition reactor. This not only complicates the operation of the system

when indffeetJy heated, but _nadd_t;on renders more d_fflcult the use of hydrocarbon or Iow-

Btu fuel gaseswlfhin the process if oxygen recovery is not desired. Final|y, the energy de-

mandsof these vessels is for processenergy obeyer say 1144K (1600°F), wh;ch if provided in

an indirectly hooted fashion makes available a high temperature gas stream whose effective

utilization elsewhere may be difficult.
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TABLE 3.4.9

REPRESENTATIVEDECOMPOSITION REACTOREFFLUENT
q

-I. WHEN OPERATING ON LOW-BTU FUEL GAS

Fuel Gas Composition DecompositionReactor,Effluent " -i

Component Volume% _ Volume%
/

"- N2 54.5 N2 43.7 ' i

CO 18.6 SO2 22.7

H2 12.1 CO2 18.7

CH4 2.4 H20 14.7

CO2 6.9 0 2 0.2

H20 5.5

TOTAL 100o0 TOTAL 100.0

TABLE 3.4.10

OPERATING PRESSUREOF THE SULFATE DECOMPOSITION

REACTORAS A FUNCTION OF REACTORTEMPERATURE

Temperature Pressure

K OF kPa atm

1000 1340 91.5 0.903

1100 1520 730.0 7.200

I 1200 1700 3,962.0 39.100

1300 1880 161620.0 164.000

I

I
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In evaluating these requirements, it is felt that the vessel energy demand is best

mat by conducting on exothermlc reaction within the unit. This then enables fuel gases to

be used directly if oxygen is not deslredt while enabling SO 2 and 0 2 to serve as a "fuel
gas" in the indlrectly-heated made of operation. The subsequent thermal decomposition of

SO_ is a reaction mere amenable to indirectly heated reactors than is the decomposffion ef
-1 • • • m

ferric sulfate. Sulfur trioxide will decompose over a broad temperature range, thereby pro

vldlng for mare compact heat exchangers operating at lower overall mean temperatures. ,..

Further advantages accrue when one considers overall systemreliability. If the

ferric sulfate decomposltlen reactor were to be indirectly heated, inspection and malnten-

ante ef the heat exchange would require shutting down the entire process• Using a separate

SO3 reduction reactor enables repair and maintenance to be conducted while the process
continues to operate in the fuel gas mode.

The gases leaving the SO3 reduction reactor are cooled against the incoming stream

and unreacted SO3 is condensedfo_ recycle. Sulfur dioxide and oxygen sufficient to meet the
thermal demands o-f the dryer and the ferric sulfate decompesltion reactor are separated and

rejoin the recycle to those vessels. The electralyzer sulfur dioxide, with the process oxygen

product, proceeds to the liquefaction cascade for separation. Sulfur dioxide recovered here

is returned to the electrolyzer while the oxygen is a processby-product availabe for sale or

disposal.

3-72
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4.0 TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF SELECTED
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION PROCESSES

4.1 GENERAL

The hydrogenproductionprocessesselected for comparative technlcal and econo-
mic evaluations are: ,..

• Water electrolysis, using Teledyne electrolyzers
; ¢

,.. • Coal gasification, usingBi-Gas two stage gasifiers

• Coal gasification, using Koppers-Totzek gasiffers

• Water decomposition,using the WestinghouseSulfur Cycle

_ The bases_orthe selection of thesesystemswere discussedin Section 3.0 of this
report. The evaluatioa that is reported below attempts to present the technical and econo-

talc characteristicsof each of thesesystemsin a mannerby which its potential for meeting
the projected demandsfor hydrogen in the year 1985 and beyond can be assessed.

"- In order to prepare the necessaryprocessflow sheets,massand energybalances,

and costestffnatesfor the variousprocesses,a set of technlc_ I and economic groundrules
had to be established. Theseground rules were devised to make the comparisonsbetween

systemsasstraightforwardas possible. The major general technical and economicground

rules applied to all systemsare describedbelow, while more detailed assumptionsrelative
: to individual systemsare discussedin the report sections dealing with that system.

4.1.1 Technical GroundRulesfor Evaluation

The major technical ground rules for the evaluation of the hydrogen production

systemsare as follows:

J • The plant product is a hydrogenstreamwlth a purity of at least 95 volume

percent. It is recognized that this groundrule will lead to resultsthat ore

J not truly comparable,since the purityof the hydrogen for water electrolysis. and water decompositionwlJl exceed 99 percent, while the purity of hydro-
gen fromthe coal basedprocesseswill be close to 95 percent. Thisdisparity

|J can be resolved by assumingan end usefor the hydrogenand, if necessary,. adding capital equipment and operating coststo upgrade the purity of the

coal-derived hydrogento that of the electrolytically producedhydrogen.

I Suchan iteration is beyond the scopeof this study.

I
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• The plant product is assumed to be used off-site in an unspecified end use.

Accordingly, a pipeline is included to thG plant boundary and the product

hydrogen is at a pressure suitable for feeding a pipeline, i.e., approximately

6900 kPa (1000 psi).

• Since the end use of the hydrogen is not specified, the practice of converting

residual carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide to methane, to avoid potential

health hazards in case of leakage, is adopted. .."

• By-product oxygen, if produced, is vented. For economic evaluations, a

parametric credit for oxygen is assumedwhich would include the costsof

"shlpplng" the oxygen off-slte.

• The plant is located at the Middletown site described in NUS-531 (Refer-

ence 32).

• The plant design is based on a grass-roots facility, i.e., the plant is installed
on a virgin site and is nat an add-on to existing facilities.

• Affhough the Middletown site is specified, in Reference 32, to here ade-

quate river water for cooling services, the plant design is based on the assump-

tion that environmental concerns will preclude fl_.euse of anything other than
cooling towers as a heat sink.

• - Coal _sassumed to be delivered to the plant site by rail, with the cost of

coal including the cost of shipping.

• Electric auxiliary power is delivered to the plant site by 138 kV transmission

lines. For the water electrolysis plant, where large bulk power supplies are

required, it is assumedthat the transmission lines are at SO0 kV.

• The plants are designed to meet environmental protection regulations consis-

tent with those in effect in early 1975.

• Ultimate disposal of waste is assumedto be off-slte. On-slte solid waste

storage capability is used for temporary storage only.

• The plant designs assume that whatever R&D is required for successful opela-

tlon has been successful)y completed. The plant is not the first of a kind, but

reflects an assumed mature technology.

4-2
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4.1.2 EconomicGroundRulesfor Evaluation

.. The majoreconomicgroundrulesfor the evaluation of the hydrogenproduction

systemsare as follows:

• All capital andoperating costsare in July, 1974 dollars.

• No escalationhasbeen included in the costestimates. The sensitivity

analysisof the effect of fuel or feedstockcostson the systemdoes,of its ""
nature, imply a certain rate of escalation.

¢

.. • Theeconomicanalysisassumesprivate industryfinancing and tax rates.

• • Theannual fixed charge rate for depreciable capital investmentsis 15 per-

cent for utillty-type ownershipand25 percent for industrial-type ownership.
The annual chargeincludesrecovery of capital (profit, interest, and depre-

clarion), Federal and State incometaxes, local propertytaxes, interim re-

placements,andproperty insurance,as shownin Table 4.1.1.

• The annual fixed charge rate for non-depreciable and wod<ingcapital is

10 percent.

• Interest rate during construct'on is 8 percent.

• The plant availability is 90 percent.

• The plant capacity factor is 80 percent.

• Nuclear fuel cost assumptions(materials, enrichment, reprocesslng,etc.)

far the very high temperature nuclear heat source are as shown in Table 4.1.2
and are identical to those used in Reference 1.

• The cost of coal includes the cost of shippingto the plant site.

• The costof electric powert other than that generated on-slte, is represen-

tative of the electrlc utility power ratesfor industrial customers.

• Costestimatesare basedon the essumptlonthat the plant is not the first of
a kind, but is a developed maturetype with no special nan-recurrlng engin-

eering or developmentcostsassociatedwith it. Thecost of any necessary
R&D is treated separately in the discussionof the technologlcal statusof the

system.

I

I
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TABLE 4.1.1

ANNUAL CHARGE RATE ON DEPRECIABLEINVESTMENT

Industrial

Assumptions"
it-

Plant Lifetime, Years (for economic wrlte-off) 30.0 15.0

Percentageof Investmentin Bonds 55.0 30.0

Interest Rate on BondsrPercent 10.0 10.0

Returnon Equlty, Percent I0.0 15.0 i
Federal IncomeTax Rate, Percent 48.0 48.0

State IncomeTax Rate_Percent 3.0 3.0

Local PropertyTax Rate, Percent 3.0 3.0

Interim ReplacementsRate, Percent 0.35 0.35

Property InsuranceRate, Percent 0.25 0.25

Annual Charge Rate, Percent:

Recoveryof Capital

Interest on Bonds 5.5 3.0

Return on Equity 4.5 ]0.5

Sinking Fund Depreciation 0.61 2.38

Federal Income Tax 1.28 4.70

State Income Tax 0.08 0.30

Local Property Tax 2.18 2.05

Interim Replacements 0.35 0.35

Property Insurance 0.25 0.25

14.8 23.5Totab Percent

Total (RoundedOff), Percent 15 25

4-4
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TABLE 4,1.2

NUCLEAR FUEL COST ASSUMPTIONS (VHTR) i

Item Cost i

t
U308 (natural uranium) $ 22,05/Kg ($10/Ib)

Conversionof U30 8 to UF6 $ 2.2/Kg ($1/Ib)

,;_ Separative Work $ 40/Kg

Reprocesslng $ 170/Kg

,, Plutonium $ 9280/Kg

Thorium $ 9/Kg

Uranium-233 $ 17,000/kg

l

i

I

i

I

I
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4.2 WATER ELECTROLYSIS

4.2.1 General ;

The major item of technical and economic importance in a water electrolysis plant

is the electroJyzer. Pressureelectrolyzers were selected for this study because they have

lower space requirements, lower product compression needs, and greater potential for reduc-

tion of specific power requirements than standard filter press or tank electrolyzers. Price

quotations for electrolysls equipment indicated that vendor to vendor differences per unit "

of capacity would have little effect upon the conclusions reached in the study. Therefore,

Teledyne HP modules were selected for the study to represent the technology and cost of
water electro] ysls equipment.

LI

The cost of producing hydrogen is determined by system efficiency, the cost of

equipment, and the cost of power. Very high systemefflciencles can be obtained by opera-

ting the electrolyzers at low current densities and, consequently, low unit product outputs.

In order to maintain an adequate production rate at the higher efficiency levels, more elec-

trolyzers are needed and the plant cost rises. There is obviously a trade-off between opera-

ting efficiency, capital costs, and the cost of electrical power to arrive at an optimum elec-

trolyzer design for a given set of economic conditlone.

The overall efficiency of a water electrolysis plant is determined not only by the

efficiency of the electrolyzers, but also by the efficiency of the conversion of thermal energy

to electrical energy in the powerplant. By using electricity produced by a very high temper-

ature nuclear reactor (VHTR) or by exotic systems,e.g., MHD, high conversion efflciencies

can be achieved. Here again a trade-off exists between the efficiency level and the cost of

achieving that level.

In the economic evaluation of hydrogen production by water electrolysls, no attempt

was made to optimize the relationship between cost and efficiency. Operating conditions for

the electrolyzers were based on vendor specifications for module operaffan at maximum capa-

city. In add[tion to the vendor's recommendation for the electrolyzers, the cost of power was

based on today's least expensive means of generation eleclTiclty_ i.e., utility owned light

water nuclear powerplants.

The current technology used in the evaluation results in a 81.1 percent efficiency for

the electrolyzer plan and a 34 percent effic_ency for power generation. This gives a combined

overall thermal efficiency for hydrogen production by water electrolysis of 27.6 percent.

Supplying electricity by a VHTR with a combined high temperature Brayton cycle and a Rankine

bottoming cycle would boost the power generation efficiency to perhaps47 percent and raise

the overall processefficiency accordingly to 38 percent. If, as some forecasters predict, effi-

i' ciencles of 55 percent can be realized for power generation and over 90 percent for electrolysis

i cells (corresponding to an electrolyzer plant efficiency of about 88 percent), an ultimate over-

all efficiency for hydrogen production could be in the order of 48 percent - with an unldentlfi_d

cost of development, capital, operation, and fuel. The quantification of costs for the extremely

hlgh efficiency water electrolysis plants and power supplies is beyond the scope of this present

study.
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4,2.2 Plant Design

The plant is capable of producing approximately 9.4 x 106 std cubic meters per

day of hydrogen. The plant design includes all the systems,structures, and facilities for the

plant, but excludes the power generation facilities needed to meet the plant's electrical

needs. The supply of electricity is assumedto be purchased power.

The large block of power requlred_ in the order of 1720 MWet would probably be "

supplied by one or more generating units "dedicated" _o the hydrogen plant. For this reosont
ithe generot ng units would be located as close as practicable to the hydrogen plant. Their

cnnstruetion can be expected to take longer than the time required to build the hydrogen

plant, and the work on the power generation facilities would have to begin before the work

on the hydrogen plant. However, both facilities can be developed independently of each

other and constructed in parallel with identical scheduled completion dates. For purposes

of economic evaluation, the power supply is assumedto be a two-unlt Hght water nuclear

power station providing electricity on an exclusive basis to the electrolysis plant. The sen-

sitivity of the east of hydrogen to the cost of electric power is also calculated and shown.

In order to provide a basis for the electrolysis plant cost estimates and for the eval-

uation of performance, a preliminary conceptual design was prepared. This design is des-

cribed in the paragraphs below.

4.2.2.1 Eleatrolyzers

Teledyne HP series modules (Reference 26) have been designed in capacities of

5000 to 40,000 std cubic metersof hydrogen per day. An 80,000 std cubic meter per day in-

stallation, consisting of two 40_000 std cubic meter per day modules is shown in Figure 4.2.1.

For large plants, modules are packaged into "units." For this study_the vendor recommended

that each "unit" consist of five 18_700 std cubic meter per day eleotrolyzers, the electrolyte

separators, heat exchangers, electrolyte pumpsand filters, demlsters, dryers, instrumentation,

and a commonpower supply. An installation consisting of 100 of these "units" is required

to meet the total plant capacity.

The electrolyzers consist of individual cells, Jlectrlcally in series, compressedto-

gether by tie rods. In each cell, the anode and cathode are separated by a gas impervious

porous matrix electrolyte holder to prevent the product hydrogen and oxygen from mixing.
The llke gases from each cell are ducted internally through manifolds that bring the gases to

a common point. Figure 4.2.2 showsa schematic of the basic system wherein the gases leave

the cell together with entrained electrolyte and move through gas-llquld separatorsand heat

exchangers. The separated electrolyte is returned through a filter to the eleetralyzer module.

Four pressurefilter elements remove any foreign material that could block the narrow flow

channels in the module. Any one of the Four elements can be cleaned and returned to service

without shutting the system dawn. Makeup feedwater is added on demand to the hydrogen/

electrolyte separator, and its rate of addiHon is controlled by level switches in the separotnr,

Level switches in both the hydrogen and oxygen separators also act as safety devices that will

4-8
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I' Figure 4.2.2 System Schematic, Teledyne HP Modules

(U:ed with Permissionof Teledyne Isotopes,Timonlum_MD)
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shut the systemdownif abnormally high or low levels exist. Bothseparatorsare also equipped
with high pressurealarmsand relief valves.

The heat generated by system[nefflc[encies is removedfromthe _lectrolyte by water
cooled heat exchangers. Thecooling water flow of about0.058 m3/std m H2(77.'_ gal/Ib H2

or 0.43 gal/SCF H2) is controlled to maintain the desiredoutlet temperature. The temperature
and flow of the electrolyte are monitored¢ontlnuously,anda temperaturemonitorsoundsan

alarm if an abnormally high temperaturecondition exists. Thehigh temperatureconditionmay

be temporarily alleviated by increasingthe cooling water flow; but if the over-temperature . ,-
persistsand a critical temperature is reached, the temperature monitor will stop power to the

module, If a normal temperature is not reachedwithin ten mlnutest the gas lines are purged ti
with

nitrogen and the entire systen,cooled and shutdown. f 'i

Thegasesare cooled to roomtemperaturein water cooled heat exchangersand passed
on to a demlsterwhere mosiof the condensedwater of saturation is collected and returned to

the makeup feedwotersystem. In this study, the oxygen is consideredto be of no value and is
vented at this point. However, an oxygendelivery systemcan be provided and is analagous

to the hydrogensystemto be described. The hydrogendelivery systemof the TeledyneHP
unitsprovidesa combinationmolecular sieve andcatalyst purification systemthat driesthe

hydrogento a dewpolntbelow 205K (-68°C) and removestracesof oxygen. Particles entrain-

ed by the gas inthe drying columnsare removedby a final dust filter so that the product hydro-
gen hasa purity of better than 99.99 percent. Typical impuritiespresentin amountslessthan

0.2 ppm(by volume)are oxygen, water vapor, hydrocarbons,and nitrogen.

The hydrogenproduct exits as a high purity gasat 690 kPa (100 psi)and is compressed
to 6895 kPa (]000 psl) for pipeline delivery. An overall massbalance for the electroly_s plant
is shown in Table 4.2.1, with the corresponding energy balance shown in Table 4.2.2.

Stainlesssteel ".susedfor all vesselsand piping. The equipment is designed assmall

as possible to minimize gas hold-up and capital cost. Maintenance is mln_mizedby using
magnetic drive pumps insteadof conventionally packed pumps. Centre) loopshave automatic
backup andmanualoverride systems. Manual operation is possiblefroma central control pan-

el, and recorde._provide a processhistory. However, the systemsare completely automatic,
and manyunitsmay be monitoredand/or operated froma central control room.

4.2.2.2 Plant Subsystems

In addHion to an electric powerplanb varioussubsystemsare required to supportthe
operation of the electrolyzer modules. These|nciud_ the primary water treatment, feedwoter

purification, and storagesystem;the electrolyte preparationandstoragesystem;the heat

removal systemfor the plant; the product gashandling system;and the elec_rlc aux_l_a_ypower
system.

Thesesubsystems,togetherwith the basic electrolyzer module packagesandbuikfings,

comprisetheessentialelementsof a large electrolysis plant. A flow sheet relating thesesystems,
one to the othert is shownin Figure 4.2.3.

B.
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TABLE 4.2.2

OVERALL ENERGY BALANCE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

9.4 x 106 STDm3 HYDROGEN PERDAY

06 'Item _1 . Joules/Second or Megawatts)

Electrolyzer

Water Entholpy 4.7 -
Power Input 11666.1 -

Hydrogen Enthalpy 1.8
Oxygen Enthalpy - 0.5
DecompositionEnthalpy - 1_411.0
Heat Loss - 257. 5

m l ,

Subtotal 1,670.8 I, 670.8

Pumpsand CompressorStation

EstimatedInput to Pumps 13.8

Estimated Input to Compressors 32.3
HydrogenEr,thalpy (690 kPa) I. 8

Work of Pumping 6.9
HydrogenEnthalpy (6895 kPa) 18.1
Heat Loss 22.9

Subtotal 47.9 47.9

Cooling Towers

Water Enthalpy 11582.9
Make-Up Enthalpy 40.2

Moisture Enthalpy in Air 0.4 0. 1
Air Enthalpy 8.577.0 9, 366.9
Heat Loss 18.0

Water Enthalpy 815.5i i

Subtotal 101200.5 101200.5

Total 111919.2 11_919.2
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Table 4.2.3 showstheservicesrequired for the operationof a single electrolyzer

module,a five moduleunit operating from a commonpowersupply,and for the total plant
consistingof the 100 five moduleunitscapable of producing9.4 x 106 stdcubic metersof

hydrogenper day.

4,2.2.3 Water Make-Up System

Rawriver water is taken to the water treatmentplant to provide the make-up COOI- ib"

ing water and feedwater required for plant operation. A pumphouse,locatedat the river, con-
tainsthe raw water pumpsand-the trashrakesand traveling screensneededto keep the make-

up water free fromdebris.

The raw water is treatedby coagulation and filtration to make it suitable as feed to
the fire protection system,sanitarysystem,general plant services, and the make-up feedwater

demlneraJlzatlonsystem. In the demlnerallzat[onsystem,the clarified and filtered water is
passed,in series,throughcation exchangers,degaslfiers,anion exchangers,and a final treat
ment in mixedbed ion exchangersto resultin a minimumresistanceof 50,000 ohm/cm. The

purified water is storedin a stainlesssteel tank and is usedto supplywater to dissolveelec-

trolyte or to the electrolysismodulesas required.

4.2.2.4 Electrolyte Preparationand StorageSystem

An electrolyte tank is usedto prepare the electrolyte solution(a 25 percent by
weight solutionof potassiumhydroxide) for useas neededandto serveas a holdingtank for

the solutionwhen electrolyzer modulesare taken out of service for maintenanceor repair.
The_nltlal chargefor a single HP electrolyzer moduleis 27.6 m3 (7300 gels)of 25 % KOH

solution. Thepotassiumhydroxidemustbe of goodquality and free of metal ionsand organic
matter. Thepotassiumhydroxideand delonlzedwater are agitated in the mixing tank and
pumpedthroughthe cells and filters until a clear, homogeneoussolution isobtained. Nitrogen

can be usedto purge the systemof air end preventabsorptionof carbon dioxide by the elec-
trolyte.

4.2.2.5 Heat RemovalSystem

To minimize the potential environmentalimpactof the plant, cooling towersare used
for ultimate heat rejection. Theseresultin highercapital andoperatingcoststhan direct river
cooling, but avoid the concernswith thermal dischargesto the waterway.

Thewet natural draft cooling towerstransferheat to the air by a combinationof
sensibleheat transferand evaporativecooling. Thewater make-up systemmustprovide suf-

ficient replacementwater to compensatefor the evaporative, windage,andblowdowncon-
sumption.

4-14
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TABLE 4.2.3

SERVICESREQUIRED

'_J Module Unit Plant

Ih

+°"

Delonlzed Water, m3/hr 0.64 3.19 319

, Gal/m|n 2.82 14.05 1,405 f

____ I Cooling Water _ m r 45.4 227.0 22,710
+l.

• +Gal/mln 200.0 11000.0 100,000

Total Electrolyzer Power, MWe 3.3 16.7 I, 666

Pumps _, 440 V, 3¢ "

Other _ 220 V, 3¢ =

Air ....--- Oil Free CompressedAir, 80 pslg ---,,-

Nitrogen

Start-Up, std m3 3.75 18.8 2,100

, SCF 140 700 78,400
3

Emergency,std m 113 563 63,000

, SCF 4200 21,000 2,352,000

PotassiumHydroxide• 25 w/o
3

Initial Filling, m 27.6 138 1,547

, Gal 7300 36._00 4,088,000
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4.2.2.6 Product Gas ttandlh_g

Hydrogen is produced in the olecholy;_ers at a pressure ef 690 kP_ (100 psi). It has

b_en assumed that the ploduct gas is used off-site, hi some unspecified p_oc_:sstha! feeds off ,_

hydrogen pipeline. A compressor staHon is included in the hydra qen .qenuratlon plant to pr,+-

vide the 6895 kPa (1000 psi) pressure for the pipeline delivery. Included in the st(ltion are

gas storage tanks to provlde a suefion.-slde workh+g inventory and surge capacHy f(_r the cutu-
pressors, , ,-

4.2.2.7 Electrical Auxi,llar)/ Power S_/stem
t

The electrical auxiliary power systemprovides the facilities to distribute power to

the eleeholyzer unlt common power supplies and 1oall other pl_ocessequipment in the plant,

All electric power is generated outside the hydrogen pioductlon plant fence, As a base c_lse

assumption_ it is considered that the power requirements are met by a two-unit light water

nuclear power station adjoining the hydlogen plant site, with power being transmitted by

22 kV isolaled phase bus duct. If" the power generation _'acilities are remote from lhe hydl,.+gen
planb power would be accepted at the switchyard flora a 500 kV transmission line.

4.2,.2.8 Plant Maintenance

Ti+eelectrolyzer units are totally automatic and controlled from u cenh'al control

room. The need for operational nlaintenance would be identified in the control room by si*j

nals flora monitoring instrumentation. Routine malntenance consists of chan.qin.q t'ilters, in-

speetions_ instrumentation calibration, mid the like. A preventive maintenance schedule to,'

a typical small hydrogen plant is shown in Table ,I.2.4. In a large plant, the electrolyte would

probably not be ehan_led semi-annually, but only wh_,l sample analysis indicaled the need for

a change. The dischargnd electrolyte would in most casL.sbe processed for ,e-use.

4.2_3 Plant Performance Characteristics

The performance of the plant can be expressed in several w(*ys. 1he pala.(1,_,phsbe-

low sunlmarlze the pelfoilnance in terms of resource CO/iSUlllpt_on t plecess entfl(}ws_ ,.1rid ,,w,,'all

tl_ermal efficiency. The pcrt'orma:lce, relative to _,ther hydrogen p_oducd,,n prt_'esses, is
summarized in Secti{_n b.

4.2.3.1 Resource C_tiel__

For purposes of evaluation, the only lesL_ulces C{_l_sideted ate Ih_s{, {_ss{_('idf{'d _ilh

the epelati,_)ll (_f the plant aad nol whh the illallLlt'a_.'tnle _._t"conshucti_m ot th{, t_cilil_.

Tabb 4.2._'_SUIIlIllLIIIZeS |he amlual I'eSOUl{:e (:ellsnrnptioll t_l hydl{Lq(,n pl_du_'li{_n al _.l 80 pH-

cent plant capacity fa,:tor. In _ddltien t_ the wak, I le¢lnhenl_.,flls ,qiyl,n In T_i,h' .I 2 I, Ih(,

ph_at coflsume$ ion ¢,xchall,qe leSill_ p¢$J'a$_.itlfn hydto_,idt,, I}illOl.l¢_fl._ tnl{JV{.ll_{_tl_.,,th{,i _h{,m[_dl%

m_d miscellane{_us malerial$. Only th{, major les_nlCeS al{, she%_.ll iii l,l,le .L2.') ,,rid _,, bd_'d

011 a iiuml_er (_[ assumptlens,, lell t'_,_;halt_lP le._;ll$ ale _l_SUfll¢'d Ii._ I_l. _h_ln!lt,_l _llld Ji_-_.,led _i,,,

.1_I (,
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o year. Potassiumhydroxide, after an initial filling of the electrolyzers, is required to replace

stack (oxygen venting) and reprocesslnglossesat an estimated rate of 4.5.x 104 kg/year
(100,000 Ib/yr). About 2.2 x 103 std m3 (78 MSCF) of mtrogen is used m the initial fflt_ng
of the electrolyzers to prevent the electrolyte from absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmos-

here. Nffrogen is kept on hand for emergency use and also for use during electrolyte transfers

and reprocesslngoperations. The annual use of nitrogen hasbeen taken as equal to the amount
kept _nstorage. .'

_ The resource impact of the electric power consumedwould be a factor of the type ..
of powerplant ultimately used to supply the energy and therefore it is not specified tn more
detail in the table.

4.2.3°2 ProcessOutflows

The products of the processoperation, in addition to the hydrogen stream, include a
myriad of other flows. The major outflows, on an annual basts, are shown in Table 4.2°6. It

shouldbe noted that the oxygen stream is categorized as a waste only because it wasassumed
.... that all the oxygen was to be vented from the plant. Depending upon needsand logistics of

distribution, the oxygen can perhaps be a product of value which can be sold.

4.2.3.3 ProcessThermal EFficiency

Whereas Table 4.2°2 shoos an energy balance around the different componentsof

the hydrogen plant, Table 4.2.7 showsa summarythat g_vesthe overall operating efficiency
of the plant. On the basisof the total electric power input, the plant 7s81. l percent

efficient. However, if the thermal efficiency of the light water nuclear pooerplant, used
for the basecase economic evaluation, is taken into account at an assumed34 percent level,

the overall thermal efficiency for the production of hydrogen by water electrolysis drops to
27.6 percent.

The efficiency of electrolyzers is affected by the operatingconditions. Higher
hydrogenproductionratesare obtained by operating modulesat higher current denslties_

but with somelossof operatingefficiency° The hydrogenplant for th_sstudy rs basedon

hydrogenproduction at the maximumcapacity of the recommendedTeledyne HP modules.
No further effort was madeto optimize equipmentusageor operating efficiency basedon

, changesin operating conditionst but insteadthe equipmentwas accepted as typical of the
current state-of-the-art.

Similarly, the efficiency of electric gener_'tloncan be increasedat additional

cost. Light water ,. ,clear reactorsprovide the least expensiveelectric generation costs,

J at efficiency levels of about 34 percent. Current technology Fossilfueled powcrplents conproduce electr}c_ty at effic_encies of 36 to 40 percenb w;th power costs h;gher than n_clear.

Advanced pager generation systemsare projected with efficiency levels of 50 percent and

more, butwlth unknowndevelopmenb capital, and fuel costs. The ultimate efficiency ofwater electrolysis plantswill dependon the resultsof development programsyet to be pc_r-
formedand the "_ptimization_ _nrespect to cost and energy effectiveness, of the camb_fled

J power generatiorV'electrolysls plant.
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4.2°4 Economics /

An evaluation of the economics c.f hydrogen production by water electrolysis is im-

portant because it forms the basis for comparison wlth other methodsof hydrogen production.

Water electrolysis is the most straightforward and "cleanest" method of producing hydrogen,

but large-scale production by this route is heavily dependent upon the cost of electrical power.

Hydrogen, produced by water electrolysis during off-peak demand hours, has been suggested

.ii as an energy storage medium that can, if nece=sary, be converted back to electrlcHy during
peak demand periods by fuel cells or turbines. However, a discussionof this is outside the , .

_-i scope of this study. For the purpose of this reFort, hydrogen is produced as an item of commerce

using power from adjacent generating facilities. The cost of power is treated as an important "!

variable in the initial cost analysis, but the impact of providing captive power and absorbing

the capital cost of the powerplant in order to reduce the overall power costs is also discussed.

In determining the hydrogen product;on cost, estimates w_re made of the capital,

operating and maintenance, and power costs for the facility in the general format used in

repcrHng nuclear powerplont costs, as defined in NUS-531 (Reference 32). The effects on

production costs of different capacity factors, power costs, and type of ownership were also
considered.

4.2.4.1 Capital Costs

The capital costs are based on preliminary sizing of mostof the major plant equipment

and determining appropriate costsfor that equipment. Factors, based on experience, were used

to account for the costs of installatlon, piping, valves, instrumentation, structures, and miscel-

laneous equipment. Indirect costswere also estimated by applying factors in the manner des-
cribed below.

The electrolysis plant is estimated to require a direct cost investment, in mid-1974

dollars, of $351,462, 000,as shown in Table 4°2.8. The direct cost is presented according to a
code of accounts that divides systemsamong on-sltes and off-sltes, with the former relating to

closely related mainline processing steps and the latter consisting of support and service systems
and facilities.

The Teledyne HP electrolyzer modules are the major cost component of the plant.

They are complete systemsand include separators, heat exchangers, electrolyte pumps, dcmisters,

dryers, instrumentation, and power conversion equipment. Since they are purchased as pack-

aged units, installation costs and engineering services are minimized.

The total plant investment, shown in Table 4.2.9, includes the direct cosl_ plus con-

tingencies, indirect costs, and interest during construction. For the purpose of evaluation,

land and land rights are shown separately from other direct costs since it is a nondepreciathl_!
asset.
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i1 TABLE4.2.8
WATER ELECTROLYSISPLANT

_l DIRECT CAPITAL COSTS

,J_ (July 1974 Dollars) ""

Account Item Installed Cost ( $ Thousands)4

' 2000 On-Sltes

l
2100 Electrolyzer PowerSupply $(inciuded in 2200)

_ 2200 Electrolyzer Systemand Building 291,218
2300 Electrolyte System 1t 094

2400 HydrogenProductCompression 19,160

On-Sites Subtotal $311,472

1000 Off- SItes

1100 Cooling Water System $ 4_562

1200 Make-Up and FeedwaterSystem 9,557
1300 Waste Water T_._atment 300

1600 Electrical Auxiliary Power 19,600
1700 General Off-Sites Investment

1710 Land and Land Rights 800

1720 Site Imprcvementsand Facilities 1,500
1730 Admlnistratlon/Se_ice/Laboratory Buildings 1,100
1740 Instrumentand Plant Air 500
1750 Maintenance Facilities 900

1760 Fire Protection, Communications 846

. 1770 Furnishings,Fixtures, Laboratory Equipment 325

Off-Sites Subtotal $ 39,990

I Total Direct Capital Cost $351,462

1
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Special materials comprise the initial supply of potassium hydroxide, resins, and

other materials needed for operation of the plant. A contingency of 15 percent is applied,
for the hydrogen generation facil_ties_ to the estimated cost of the special materials and the
direct cost of the physical plant.

Indirect costsare expense items of a general nature which apply to the overall

project of building an operable plant, rather than to one of the direct costs. These costs, ' _"

except for interest during construction, have not been estimated in detail, but calculated as
4

a percentage of the direct costs based on the procedure defined in NUS-531.

_'- Construction facilities, equipment, and services include general costs associated

with the plant construct;on, such as field offices, warehouses, temporary power and utility

lines, cost or rental of construction equipment and supplies, purchase of electric power, water,

end other utilities, security guards, training programs for the labor force, inspection and test-

ing of construction mater;als_ site cleanup, insurance, and the llke.

Engineering services include items such as prelim;nary investigations; site selection;

air and water environmental studies; subsurface investigations; preparation of specifications

and evaluation of proposals for major equipment packages, preparation of preliminary and

final design documents, design reviews, procurement, inspection, and expediting of materials

and equipment; preparation of pre.-operat;onal test and plant startup procedures; assistance in

securing plant permits; management and direction of construction activities, including selec-

tion of subcontractors, schedullngt mainta;nlng cost and quality control; on site procurement

and receiving of materials and equipment; field accounting; superv;slng and pre-operat;onal

testing of systemsand components; field engineering inspection of construction work to assure

compliance with plans and specifications; and preparation of as-built drawings. A significant

part of the systemsengineering of the plant is included in the cost quotation for the electro-
Iyzer uni tso

Other costs include the owner's property and all-rlsk insurance, state and local

property laxes on the site and improvements during construction, sales taxes on purchased

materials and equipment, staff train;ng, plant startup, and the owner's general and adminis-
trative (G&A) cost_.

Interest during construction is calculated as simple interest, at an 8 percent annual
rate, on the plant investment as it is made. For the purpose of the evaluation, ;t is assumed

that the land is purchased six months prior to the start of the project and that special materials

are delivered and paid for nine months prior to plant commercial operation. Tl_e remainder of

the plant investment is made as design and construction proceeds over a four year period as

shown in Figure 4.2.4. Inherent in this curve _san initial two year period in whicll expendi-

tures remain reasonably low while engineering proceeds, environmental impact statements ore
prepared, and permits for construction are solicited.

The total plant investment, including all direct and indirect costs, but excludin,q

escalation and the cost of the power .qeneration plant, is estimated to be $505, 393,000 fat
the grass roots facility.
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4.2.4°2 0_?ratlon and Malntenance Costs

/ The costsof operationand maintananceincludesthe expanseof maintaininga plant
staff_consumablesuppliesandequipment,outsidesupportservices,mlscellaneousitemsof cost,
and indirect costsof maintaining the plant working capital.

The direct O&M costsare shownin Table 4.2.10. Thestaff costsare basedon a 70

personstaffing leveb at an average costof $19_300per man-year. Thecostsof chemic:!_,and '"
catalystsare basedon their assumeduserate. An allowance of $300,000 has been included
for mlscellaneousconsumables.

.- Outside supportservices are taken to embrace all servicesobtained other than from

the normal plant complementduring normal working hours. Other requirements for outside

supportservices include such itemsasoff-slte disposalof wastes,major equipment overhauls,
and consultants to provide various formsof operational support.

Miscellaneous O&M costs include such itemsas training new staff personnel; requali

ficatlon of operators;rent for property_equlpmenb or facilities which are usedor occupied in
connectionwith plant operation; travel, suchas to staff conferencesat the mainoffice or to

professionalsocietymeetingsor other conferences;licensesand fees;office supplles_postage,
and telephone/telegraphbills; and fuel andupkeepof station vehicles.

The total direct annual operation and maintenancecostof $2,239r000 includesa
15 percent G&A assessmenton all costs.

The indirect O&M costsare shownin Table 4.2.11. Theseare the costsof maintain-

ing the workingcapital required for continuedoperation of the plant and is evaluated at a
10 percent annual charge rate. The working capital is madeup of the cash in handneededto

meet the day to day operating expensesplus the value of materialsandsuppliesin inventory.
Theaverage net cashrequired is calculated at 2.7 percentof the direct O&M costs..A two
monthsupplyof consumablesis assumedto be kept in inventory.

The total O&M costs,at a plant capacity factor of 80 percenb are shownin Table
4.2.12.

4.2.4.3 PowerCosts

Powerrequirementsfor the hydrogenplant are very large. The powergeneration

fac_lltles are not consideredasport of the electrolysis plant - all electric energy is assumed

to be purchased° Several different approachescan be used to determine the annual cost of"

power. One assumesthat the power _sdrawnfrom an electric uHllty transmissionneiwork and
paid for at the rates that utilities charge their industrial bulk users. This approach, for the
base case economles,would result in powercostsof about 2C/kwh - a reasonably typical cost

for mld-1974 bulk power purchases°
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TABLE 4.2.11

WATER ELECTROLYSIS

INDIRECT OPERATION AND MAINTENENCE COSTS

Average Net Cash Required $ 60,000 _" i
1

Materials and SuppliesIn Inventory _i

ConsumableSuppliesandEquipment 63r000 t.

Total O & M Working Capital $123,000..

Annual Charge Rate 10%

Annual Indirect O & M Cost $ 12,300 " i

TABLE 4.2.12

WATER ELECTROLYSIS

TOTAL ANNUAL O & M COSTS

(80% Capacity Factor)

Cost

Direct O & M Costs S 2t239r000

_i Indlrect O & M Costs 12,300

Total $ 2t251,300

I

I

I
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The other approach assumesthat tile power is supplied by a dedicated nuclear power
station located adjacent to the electrolysis plant to avoid tmnsmlssloncosts. Sucha plant, if

it used light water nuclear reactors (PWRo1'BWR), could produce electricity at a cost signifi-

cantly lessthan the cost of purchased power from the utility grid. The nuclear station would
contain two 860 MWe units and, according to Reference 33, would have a capital cost, in

mid-1974 dollars, of about $822, 160,000. If a power cost evaluation is made, following the

procedure of NUS-531 (Reference 32), the costsshown in Table 4.2.13 result. Two alternate
types of ownership are presumed;i.e., industrial, with a 25 percent annual charge on capital, ""
and utillty-type, with a 15 percent annual charge. Operation and maintenance costs include
staffing, materials, services, working capital charges, and nuclear insurance. Fuel costs

represent typical water reactor fuel cycle expensesof about 19.9_/GJ (21,_/106 Btu). The
resultant power costswould range from 1.28,_/kwh for the utility type of ownership to 1.96¢/
kwh if the pawerplant were owned by a non-regulated industrial organTzation, lbls can be

compared to the 2,_/kwh expected purchased power cost from a utility system, which draws

upon a m_xtureof nuclear and fossil fired units and includes the allocated costs of transmission.

The annual cost of power to the electrolysis plant, as a function of the source of

electricity, is shown in Table 4.2.14 for the basecase economic assumptions°

4.2.4.4 Hydrogen Production Costs

The hydrogen production power cost is made up of the contributions of capital, oper-
ation and maintenance, and power costs. Theseare normally calculated on an annual basis.

The percentage of the plant investment that is charged against production each year is a fl'ac-
tion of the type of plant ownership; i.e., utility or industrial, and the manner in which the
owner can do business. As discussedin Section 4.1.2, the annual charge on non-depreclating

assets;e.g., land, is 10 percent for either type of ownershipwhile the annual charge on depre-
ciating assetsis 15 percent for utility ownershipand 25 percent for industrial ownership.

Although production costsare calculated on both a utility and industrial basis, it is not realistic
to consider that the production of hydrogen, on the scale contemplanted and with distribution
to remote "users", would be an "industrial" enterprise. It is considered that this sort of produc-

tion plant would much more readily fit a "regulated utility" type of enterprise - much like
today's natural gasand electrical utility operations.

The cost of hydrogen production, on both bases, isshown in Table 4, 2.15. A dedi-

cated nuclear plant is considered as the power source, with its power cost also being a function

of utility or industrial ownerslfip. As can be seen, the cost, which is equivalent to a ",qat_I .
selling price, " is 8.47,_ standardm3 (S2.27/MSCF), or $6.62/GJ _S6.98/'10° Btu) on a uhhty
basis. The cost to the ultimate consumerwould be this productioncost plus the allocated capi-

tal and operatingcostsof transmissionand distribution.

4.2.4.5 Sensitivity of HydrogenProductionCoststo Variables

The cost of hydrogen production from any given plant will vary with the c_st at fuel,

the type of ownership, and the utillzatlen_ i.e., capacity factor, of the t'acillty, For a has_,
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L TABLE 4.2.13 i

i WATER ELECTROLYSIS I

I ESTIMATED POWERCOSTS- DEDICATED NUCLEAR POWERSTATION ...........
Rating - 1720 MWe

(80% Capacity Factor

i ,

| (Thousandsof Dollars/Year) i
_ Utility Owned Industrially Owned '

PowerStation PowerStation
t

,.i]i Cap=tal($822,160,000) $123,324 $20s,s40
,1
d

;_' Operation + Maintenance 5, 350 5, 350

Fuel 25r 284 25, 284

, Total Annual Cost $153, 958 $236, 174

Power Cost 1.28c/kwh 1.96q/kwh

.... TABLE 4.2.14

WATER ELECTROLYSIS- ANNUAL POWER COST

(80% Capacity Factor)

Dedicated Nuclear
PurchasedPower PowerStation

J Utility Owned Industrial Owned

1
I PowerCost S.02,,'_wh $0.0128/kwh S0.0196/kwh

j J Total Cost $240, 800,000 S153,958, 000 $236, 174,000

I

!

I
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TABLE 4.2o15 i

WATER ELECTROLYSIS i

HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COST COMPARISON
*

(80% Capacity Factor)

Ownership , .-

Annual Casts Utility Industrial
f

Non-Depreclating Capital ...... $ 80, 000 $ 80, 000

Depreciating Capital 75t 689, 000 126, 148r 000

Operation and Maintenance 2, 251_000 2, 251,000

Power 153_958, 000 236_174,000

Total Annual Cost $231,978, 000 $364, 653_000

Annual Gas Production 2.74 x 109std m3 2.74 x 109 std m3

(10.24 x 1010 SCF) (10.24 x 1010 SCF)

3
Production Cost 8.47,_/std m 13.3,_/std m3

($2.27/MSCF) ($3.56/MSCF)

$6.62,/GJ S10.39/OJ

($6.98/106 Btu) ($10.95/106 Btu)
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case calculation, it is assumedthat power costsare 1.28_/kwh, the capacity factor is 80 per-
cenb and utility ownershipprevails.

Figure 4.2.5 showsthe effect on hydrogen production cost of variations in the cost

of power, for both utillty and industrial ownershipof the electrolysis plant, with the capacity
• n tfactor remainmg at 80 percent as in the base case. The effect on the production cost of hydro-

gen, if the oxygen wassold insteadof vented, is shownfor one assumedvalue of the oxygen.

1
Tables4.2.16 and 4.2.17 indicate the manner in which the capacity factor affects the

production costsof both electric power, in the dedicated power station, and hydrogen from the
,,, electrolysis plant. In these tables, all of the cost assumptionsare the sameas the base case

with only the capacity factor allowed to vary within a range of 40 to 90 percent. As can be

seen, the cost of capital remainsconstantregardlessof how the plant is operated_ Operation
• andmaintenance costsare dlvided into two parts, i.e., fixed and variable. The fixed costsare

independentof the plant performanceand accrue whether or not the plant is operated. The

variable costsare o direct function of the plant operation. Nuclear fuel costsin the power
station also have fixed and varlab)e components.

1

I
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Ftgure 4,2.5 Water Electrolys_s Hydrogen Cost Versus Power Cost
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4.3 BI-GAS COAL GASI FICATI ON

4.3.1 General

: _' The Bi-Gos coal gasification process is a developing two-stage pressurized gasi-]

: tier systemwhich represents new technology that could be available in the future for the

production of hydrogen from coal. The Bi-Gas gasifier development is being sponsored by ,.
_'_' Bituminous Coal Research, Inc., American Gas Association, and ERDA.

The work thus far on the Bi-Gas process has been aimed toward the production of

_ high Btu synthetic natural gas e.g., a product gas containing a large fraction of methane.

._ As discussed in Section 4.3.2, this development has progressed to the pilot plant stage. The

pilot plant will serve to verify the performance of the two stage gasifier. Testing should

"'_ demonstrate that a high pressure, 1200 K (1700%) synthesis gas can indeed be produced and

., that design and calculatlonal models used heretofore for the gasifier are adequate. Several

other aspects of the processare in the development stage and will be evaluated during

testing of the pilot plant. These areas include coal feeding, slag removal, char separation,

CO shifting, acid gas removal and methanatlon. Most of the above process items are get-

• mane if the process were to be tailored to produce hydrogen. In addition, as a hydrogen

producing plant, development of the feedback portion of the process would be required to

verify the feasibility of that portion of the process. This would include the steps of cryo-

_ genic separation of the methane and hydrogen, with subsequent expansion of the methane

to lower pressure, steam/methane reforming, repressurizatlon of the reformed product stream
and feedback of this stream into the CO shift converter.

4.3.2 The Bi-Gas Process (Reference 34)

I

i The heart of the Bi-Gas process is the two-stage gaslfier which usescoal in

entrained flow. Fresh pulverized coal is introduced into the upper section (Stage 2) of the

J gaslfier at pressuresin the range of 7080 to 10130 kPa (70 to 100atm), as shown in Fig-
L ure 4.3.1. Here, the coal comes in contact with a rising stream of hot synthesis gas pro-

duced in the lower section (Stage 1) and is partially converted into methane and more

J synthesis gas.

The residual char entrained in the raw product gas is swept upward and out of the

J gasifier. The char is separated from the product gas stream and recycled to the lower sec-tion (Stage 1) of the gasifier.

J In the lower section, the char is completely gasified under slagging conditions. with oxygen and steam, producing both the synthesis gas and the heat required in the uppel

section (Stage 2) for the partial gasification of the fresh coal.

I The raw product gas from Stage 2 is purified by removal of hyd=ogen sulfide and

t ' |' ca,'bon dioxide and processed to the final product in downstream steps.

I
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The principal objective of the current Bi-Gas research and development program

is the production of high-Btu pipeline gas from coal. The initial phase of the program was

" a world-wide survey of available and proposed coal gasification processes. Thls sul_,ey

I resulted in a summary of these processesand in the conceptual design of the two-stage, ;

entrained super-pressure, oxygen-blown system for producing high-Btu pipeline gas from
coal.

Development work on BI-Ga_ has proceeded from batch-type experiments in rock-

ing autocloves, through continuous flow experlments in o 2.27 kg (5-pound) per hour external

'_' heated reactor, to operaHon of a 45.4 kg (100-pound) per hour internally-flred, Stage 2,

processand equlpment development unit (PEDU). Using North Dakota lignite, Wyoming
subbitumlnous coalt and Pennsylvania high volatile bituminous coal, the research has con-

firmed the basic assumption that high yields of methane could be obtained from coal at

elevated temperotures and pressures. The essential conclusion of the experiments was that

• for residence times longer than a fraction of a second, methane yields depended upon coal

rank and upon processing conditions such as temperature and hydrogen partial pressure.I

With the completion of the Stage 2 PEDU test program, the correlations obtained

I were used planning deslgning a larger-scale, fully integrated 4536 kg/hr (5-ton
for and

per hour) gasification pilot plant at Homer City, Pennsylvania. A bid package for the design
" iof a pilot plant was completed in 1971. Bids for the detailed engineer ng and construction

o_ the pilot plant were received and the construction contract was awarded in July 1972.
Completion of construction of the pilot plant is scheduled for 1975. The overall objective

| of the pilot plant is to provide sufficient design data for construction of a commercial plant.
I

The de ign of the pilot plant represents, to a great extent, the expected design con-

j sideratlons of a commercially sized plant. The descripHon of the pilot plant, below, there-fore is applicable to the full scale hydrogen generaHon processdiscussedin Section 4.3.3.

j Cool, 1-1/2 _nch x 0 size, will be received into the plant by both roll and truck.The unloading, conveying and storage equipment is conventional except that the bulk of

the storage will be stockpiled. Reclaiming will be accomplished using front-end loaders,

I Coal preparation consists only of size reduction. The pilot plant will use coal

pulverized to approximately 70 percent minus 200-mesh. However, the pulverizing system

I is deslgned with the flexibility to vary both particle size and particle s_ze distribution.

The pulverized coal discharges into a gravffy thickenel where the solids are con-

I cenhated. The solids laden flow from the thickener is fed to a solid bowl type centrifugewhere the solids are concentrated into a cake containing 50 pelcent to 65 pc,cent solids.

The cake is then slurried to the consistency used in the process. Flux, if needed fo_ chu_glng

I slagging characteristics, is added to the slurry at the blend tank. A constantly leci.culc.tifl_!slurry stream provides suction volume to the high pressure sluny pumps.

I
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The high pressure slurrv feeding systemuses food pumpsof tire reciprocating type

equipped with variable speed drives to food a high pressure spray drying system. After pnss-

ing through a shell and tube preheater, tile slurry (containing as much as 60 percent solids)

is atomized through a spray nozzle. The spray is contacted with a hot inert recycle gc,s for

nearly instant vaporization of the surface water. Leaving the spray dryer, the water vapor-

inert gas stream conveys the coal to a cyclone elevated for gravity feed into tile gaslfier.

It is expected that much of the inherent moisture will be removed during the travel. The

water vapor-inert gas stream leaving the coal cyclone is water washed to provide both cool ....

ing and cleaning before recompression and reheating. A continuously circulating water
stream is air-cooled to remove sensible as well as latent heat of water condensation. The

condensed water is depressured and returned for reuse in grinding and slurrying. Reheat is

provided by an indirect fired heater.

The Bi-Gas gasifier has three defined sections; Stage II, Stage I, and the Quench,

separated by formed restrictions. The gasifier is a water cooled tube design. The tubes pro-
tect both the outer shell of stages one and two, and the inner annulus of stage one fl'om

overheating. Many facets of this gasifier design were tested by BCR in a full-scale cold

model. Major emphasis was placed on determining the effects of nozzle position and

orientation on gasifier operation, particularly with regard to Stage 2 mixing patterns and to

slag deposition in Stage 1. All nozzle and burner orientations and locations, as well as
throat diameters and volumes for both Stages 1 and 2, were specified by BCR as a result of

information developed during the Stage 2 PEDU and the cold model programs. During the

model tests, it was also demonstrated that slag carryover into Stage 2, should it occur, con

be minimized in either of two ways: by installing vanes in the top of Stage 1 or by admitting

some Stage 2 steam at the throat which divides the two stages. Provision for steam injection
at the throat has been made.

The gasifier uses pulverized coal in entrained flow. Coal from the cyclone in the

slurry feeding system is fluidized by recycle gas and conveyed as a dense phase through two

injector nozzles. Steam is also introduced through a separate annulus in the injector. The
two streamscombine at the tip and join the rising hot synthesis gas from Stage I. The mixing

temperature of about 1476 K (2200°F) is rapidly attained; thus converting the coal to

methane, synthesis gas, and char. Thls raw gas and char leave the gaslfier at about 1200 K

(1700%), and are quenched to 750 K (800%) by atomized water before separation in a char

cyclone. The cyclone is elevated in the structure to provide o solids standpipe. However,
because char has a density of only 112 to 160 kg/m 3 (7 to l0 pounds per cubic foot), an

extremely long standpipe would be required to overcome the 69 to 103 kPa (10 to 15 psi)

pressure dlffe.'ential necessary to feed into the first stage. To overcome this pressure differ-

ential, a steam eductor is employed using a portion of the steam needed for reaction. The

steam and char enter the gaslfier reactor through three injection nozzles c_rr(Jngedtangen-

tially to produce a swhl. Oxygen is fed through a separate c_nnulus in the i.jc_cto. _.nd com-
bines with the steam and char as it leaves the injector tip. The mixin,q temper_tu.e of

1755 to 1922 K (2700 to 3000%) is very r_lpldly c_ttained to gclslfy the cha. COmlfl_'tely

u;_Jer sklgglng conditions° The synthesis gas produced along with (_,ry .nre,cted ch_..rid
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perhapssomeentrah_edslag passthrough tile throat into the second stage. As the Stage 1

I synthesisgas passesthrough the throat it is partially quenched with steam to sclld_fy any
entralned molten slag and to keep it from teuchlng the walls of Stage 2.

The pilot plant gasifier is designed for coal feed rates up to 4536 kg/hr (5 tons

per hour) and a maximumoperating pressureof 10340 kPa (i500 psi). Speedof the coal
particle entering Stage 2 will range from 6.1 to 9.1 m/s (20 to 30 fps). The resultant char

particles will slow down to about 0.5 to 0.76 m,/s(1.5 to 2.5 fps) in their passagethrough
Stage 2. Typical resldence timeswill be 2 secondsin Stage 1 and 8 to 10 secondsin

Stage 2. The reactor cooling system is a subcooled, forced circulation water system. It ;s
equalized with the processsystempressureand maintained at a temperature above the dew

point of the F-ocessgasesto avoid condensation. It is extensively instrumented to enable
early detection of any abnormality. The system is powered by both electricity and steam

and automated to make it highly reliable in such erltical service.

In the slag removal system, molten slag _sdeposited on the walls of Stage 1 and
flows out the slag tap opening in the bottom conical sectlon. Two burner devlces have been

added to assist in keeping the slag molten and free flowing. The slag heating burners

directs a natural gas-oxygen flame on the top side of the cone and o pencil-like flame from
the slag tap burner is directed up through the slag tap opening. A slag breaker is provlded

to knock off any stalactite whlch may form.

The molten slag drops into a reservoir of water in the bottom of the gaslf_er for

rapid quenching, causing the slag to shatter into small pieces.

The walls of the quench section are continuously sprayed to provide cooling and

also to washclownany slag splatter which may occur. The slag falls through the water and

exHs the gasifier through e_ther one of two bottom openings, assisted by the recirculat_ngwater. Two such Iockhopp_.:_are installed to provide continuous removal while one is being

depressuredand emptied. Provision is also made for removal of floating char should any

accumulate on the surface of the slag quench water. The reclrculatlng water passesthroughthe Iockhopper, then is repumped through a cooler and returned to the quench section.
Freshwater is continuously added and withdrawn to reduce the concentration of salts and

J fines. The slag slurry removed from the lackhoppers is pumpedto a settling pond. Theclarified water from the settling pond _sreused for filling the slag Iockhoppers and for dust

and fume scrubbing as needed. Sol_dsare manually removed from the settling pond where

J necessary.

During cleanup of the raw gas, the gas leaving the char cyclone passesthlough cJ

J watel wash column where the gas is further cooled _mdthe dust is _emow_d. Molstule is
needed for the downstreamshift conversion; therefore, the wash column will be operc_ted(_t

conditions to mahltain only the requhed moisture while the surplus ;s condensed The w(_tel

I is cooled by rech'culatlon thlough un (lellol cooler_ Freshwater is added as needed to
remove solidsand stilts flom the system. Purged wotewis flc_shedcJtlow f_essa,e_t,_(Isent tc_

|
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disposal. A separate section is provided hi the upper part of tile washer for possible chem-

ical wash if needed. Also, provisions are made for removal of floating char and oil, if
needed.

The remainder of the pilot plant process steps, with the exception of methanation,

are existing commercial operations. The same, el different, process steps can be used in the

full scale plants depending on the final products as desired.

4.3.3 Hydrogen Production Plant

If used for hydrogen production primarily, the Bi-Gas process must undergo some

modifications fl'om its or_glnal purpose. The Bi-Gas process is being developed primarily

for production of high Btu pipeline quality gas with "95% methane (volume composition) in

the final product stream. However prior to methanation, the gas volume composition is

_60% hydrogen, and 20% methane and 20% carbon monoxide. Removing the methanation

step therefore does provide a reasonably high yield of hyc_rogenwhich can be further

increased by appropriate conversion, e.g., steam reforming of the methane.

For purposesof this study of hydrogen product{on p:ocesses, it is beyond the scope

of the program to perform major detailed modifications of the Bi-Gas process so as to opti-

mize the process for hydrogen output. Nevertheless_ two options for obtaining a high purity

hydrogen product stream were seeped for evaluation. An overall process diagram for one

option is shown in Figure 4.3.2, where the hydrogen and methane are separated via cryo-

genic separation. This option, sized for 9.65 x 106 std m3/day (360 x 106 SCFD) ofbhydrogen ,
requires a coal feed of 66.5 kg/s (6335 tons/day) into the gasifie,'. With 2.28 std mTday

(85 x 106 SCFD) of methane also being produced, this option in effect provides a dual

purpose plant.

The overall process diagrams for the second option is shown in Figure 4.3.3. In

this case the methane is taken from the cryogenic separator and reformed with steam to

create more hydrogen. The reformed product gas is then fed back to the CO shift convertel

and mixed with the main stream gas into the shift stage. This option, with hydrogen as its

sole produeb requires _" 27% less feedstock te the gaslfier than the dual purpose option

(compared at the same hydrogen output). This option, with reforming of methane, has been

used as the reference configuration in evaluation of" Bi-Gas for hydrogen production.

Table 4.3.1 summarizes the estimated operating characteristics of the reference

process. It should be noted that only about 60_:" of the total coal requiled for the plant is

used as feedstock for the gasifier with the remalndet used to produce steam fa_ the w_rious

pLocess units and auxiliary equipment.

The heart of the Bi-Gas process is the two-stage gasifiel. Palveti._ed _:o_l is

introduced into the upper section (Stnge 2) at 7090 1o 10130 kP_l (70 to 100 _ltmasl_heu'sl.

Here the coal comes h_contuct with a rising she_;m of he! synthesis, g_ls fly,If h,J_hee_ pro_

duced in the lower section (Stage I). In Stage 2, the coal is pclltkflly convelled to metNItle
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TABLE4.3.1 ,

BI-GAS GASI FICATION
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

, Hydrogen Output 9.65 x t06 std m3/day
(360 x 106 SCFD)

_; Coal Feed to Gasifler 176,000 kg/hr (184 Ton/hr)

" Total Plant Coal Consumption 301,200 kg/hr (332 Ton/hr)

Gasitier Output

Temperature 1200 K (1700%)

Pressure 6895 kPa /,1000psi)

Flow Rate - Tons/Hour 491,700 K_,/hr (542 Ton/hr)

Overall ProcessEfficiency 46%

i

I

I I

I' I

I
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alld nlore syntllesis gels. The raw gas output flora Slclqe 2 including eatr_lhled iesidu_fl ch_a,

is sent to waste heat boilers and char cyclone where the chaL is sel.,.lr_lled from the g_ls _md

recycled to Stage I of the gasifiero Also a portion of lhe synthesis gas is recycled to both
stages of the gasifier.

Figule 4.3.4 displays the massand volumetric process flow rates for major stages of t

the process. The coal breakdown shown in stream 1 is based on Pittsburgh seam coal. Once

the high temperature_ high pressure synthesis gas has been produced (stream 4), it is cooled ..-

by waste heat boilers (not shown) before going to the acid gas removal stage. In this stage,

effectively all of the sulfur is removed via an amine system using caustic fluid circuits.

iIn effect, the acid gas removal, CO shift converter and CO2 removal stages function in a

-" similar manner to those comparable stages described for the Koppers-Totzek process in Sec-
tion 4.4.3. The major points of difference within these units between the Bi-Gas end K'T

plants is the composition of the synthesis gas being treated. Because of the relatively high

methane content of the gas after CO 2 removal, the use of the cryogenic seporaHon and

methane crocking units was indicated for Bi-Gas to enhance hydrogen production.

Before separation of the methane, the product slream is expanded to drop its pres-

sure from 709 kPa (70 atm) to 3545 kPa (35 atm). Liquefaction of the methane then occurs

within the cryogenic separator at _165K. The separated methane is then sent to the steam-
methane reformer with ,-'25% of the total diverted as fuel to fire the reformer. The methane

steam reaction within the reformer produces a product gas with the composition shown in

stream 8 of Figure 4.3.4. Following condensation of the steam and removal of the condeasa-

tion_ the hydrogen lich reformel product is compressed back to 7090 kPa (70 atm.) and fed
back to the CO shift converter unit along with the main stream synthesls gas flora the acid

gas temoval unit.

4.3,.4 Plant Performance Characteristics

The performance of the plant can be experienced in sevelal different ways• The

paragraphs below summarize the performance in terms of resoulcl'_ consumptlon_ process out-

flows, and overall thermal efficiency.

4.3.,1.1 ResourceC. onsumptiofl

Fol" pul poses of ewflualio,b the only _esources conside,ed ale lhose associated

with the operation of the. planl, and not with the manufactule amconstruction o[ the {_,_:ilily.

The resources a,e cateu,._rized into coalt consumptive water use_electricity, and chemicals

catalysts. Included in this last item is llmestoae consumption for the sluny flue _qasclean-at,

system used with the coal fired steam boilt:ls in the plant. Table 4.3.2 summa,izes the

annual consumption of these materlsl. It should be noted Ihab fat t_urposesof conse,wltism,
it was _tssumedth_atall __lllflysts would be lepl_l_ed _,nau_flly. The lesoul_e imp,_ t ,,t Ih*'

elechic powel consumed would he a fun_'tle,_ of the mix of p_wu_ pl_nls in thu _dilily '_y!,-

tem,und tll_,z_,fa_,n_t spI,_:_|i_,dii_mal_'dc'hdli,_the,t,fl4e.
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TABLE 4.3.2

BI-GAS GASIFICATION ANNUAL RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

(80% Capacity Factor)

Cocd 2.13 x 109 Kg (4.7 x 109 LB) ' •

Water 1.95 x 1010 Kg (4.3 x 1010 LB)
r

Electricity 7.0 x 108 KWH

Catalysts/Chemlcals 1.36 x 108 Kg (3.0 x 108 LB)

4.3.4.2 Process Outflows

The products of the process operations, in addition to the hydrogen stream, include

a myriad of other flows. The process outflowst on an annual basis, are shown in Table 4.3.3.

TABLE 4.3.3

BI-GAS GASI FICATI ON

ANNUAL PROCESS OUTFLOWS

(80% CAPACITY FACTOR)

Product Hydrogen Stream 2.82 x 109std m3 (1.05 x 1011 SCF)

Waste streams 1010CO 1.1 x 109 std m3 (4.1 x SCF)

Sol_s 4.99 x 108 kg (I) x }09 LB)

4.3.4.3 Process Thermal Efficiency

Thermal efficiency can be expressed in many ways. In Table 4.3.4e it is defined

as the higher heating value of the product gas divided by the total heat inputs to the hycho-

gen generation plant. This includes, of coulse, not only the energy content of the coal bele_

gasified_ but also t_e energy content of the coal and electric powel (at an assumed thelmcfl

efficiency of 36%) lequhed for the oxygen plant and other ste_lm _JncIelectric pow_,r
• Srequirement ,
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J TABLE 4.3,4

BI-GAS GASI FICATI ON

] OVERALL PROCESSEFFICIENCY

Ii Heat Inputs
Coal to Gasifiers 5904 GJ,/hr (5.6 x 199 BTU./hr)

Other Heat Inputs (coal for

steaming, electric

• 'Ji power, etc) 5271 GJ/hr (5.0 x 109 BTU/hr)

j TOTAL Heat Input 11,175 GJ/hr (10.6 x 109 BTU,/hr)

Heat Output 4.02 x 105 std m3/hr (15 x 106 SCF/hr)

j Product GasHeating Value 12.71 MJ/std m"_ (323 Btu/SCF)

J TOTAL Heat Output 5108 GJ,/hr (4.845 x 109 BTU/hr)

Overall Efficiency

J 5108 GJ,/hr x 100 = 45.7%
11,175 GJ/hr

I
4.3.5 Economics

I
As part of the overall evaluation of the Bi-Gas process for hydrogen production,

estimates were made of the economics of the 9.65 x 106 std m /day (360 x 106 SCFDi

I hydrogen plant. In preparing the cost estimates, close coordination was maintained wHhefforts on the other coal gasification process, Koppers-Totzek, to _nsure consistency of

approach and continuity of ground rules and assumptions. In determining the overall costs,

i estimates were made of the capital, operation and maintenance, and fuel costs for thefacility in the general format used in reporting nuclear power plant costs, as defined in

NUS-531 (Reference 32). The effects on the production costs of different capacity factors,

I fuel costs, and type of ownership were also consideled.

4.3.5.1 Capital Costs

I The capital costs estimate is based on prelimlnaly slzhlg of most of th(_ m_ljol plant

equipment and determining appropriate costs for that equipment. Factols, based on expel-

I ience wHh these types of systems, were used to account for the costs of instalhJtion, pipin[h
valves, instrumentaHon, shuctu_es, and m_scellaneous equipment Indhect costs w(.r(_ also)

' I
estimated by applying facto,sTnthemannel descl,bec below.

I
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The hydrogen production plant is estimated to require a dh'ect cost investment,

in mid-1974 dollars, of $230,308,000, as shown in Table 4.3.5. The dh'ect cost is presented

according to a code of accounts that divides systems among on-sites and off sites_ with the

former consisting cf closely related mainline processlng steps and tile latter consisting of
support and service systems and facilities.

The total plant investment, shown in Table 4.3.6, includes the direct costs plus

contingencies, indirect costs, and interest during construction. For the purpose of evalua-

tion, land and land rights are shown separately from other direct costs since it is a non-
depreciating asset.

Special materials comprise the initial supply of chemicals, catalysts, lubricants

and other materials needed for operation of the plant. A contingency of 15 percent is

applied to the estimated cost of the special materials and the direct cost of the physical
plant.

Indirect costs are expense items of a general nature which apply to the overall

project of building an operable plant, rather than to one of the direct costs. These costs,

except for interest during construction, have not been estimated in detail, but calculated

as a percentage of the direct costs based on the procedure defined in NUS-531 and updated
by ERDA in 1974 for use in the economic analysis reported in Reference 1.

Construction facilities, equipment, and services include general costs associated

with the plant construction, such as field offices, warehouses, temporary power and utility

lines, cost or rental of construction equipment and supplies, purchase of electric power,

water, and other utilities, security guards, training programs for the labor force, inspection
and testing of construction materials, site cleanup, insurance, and the llke.

Engineering services include items such as preliminary investigations; site selec-

tion; air and water environmental studies; subsurface investigations; preparation of specifi-

cations and evaluation of proposals For major equipment packages, preparation of prelhninaly

and final design documents, design reviews, procurement, inspection, and expediting of

materials and equipment; pleporation of pre-operational test and plant staltup procedures;

assistance in securing plant permits; management and direction of conshuctlon activities,

including selection of subconhactols, scheduling, maintaining cost and quality control;

on-slte procurement and leceiving of matellals and equipment; field accounting; supervising

and pre-opelatlonel testing of systems and components; field englneel ing inspection of cun-

struction work to assule compliance with plans and specifications; and plepalcdlon of u_-buill
drawings°

Other costs include the owner's ploperty clnd _JIl-llsk h_sulance, stclte clnd Ioc_l

property taxes on the site and improvements du_ing construction, s_fles t_×es on pu_ h_Jsed

mate, iuls and equipment, staff hainlng, plc_nt stirrup, <rod the owner's c]ene,cd cmd ctclmin-
istrative (G&A) costs.
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TABLE 4.3.5

BI-GAS GASIFICATI ON

DIRECT CAPI TAL COSTS

(JULY 1974 DOLLARS)

Installed Cost

Account Item ($ THOUSANDS) ,,

2000 On --Sites

2100 Coal Preparation 9,381

2200 Coal Gasification 48,283

2300 Acid Gas Removal 7,226

2400 CO Shift 16,534

2500 CO Removal 9,845

2700 Oxygen Plant 23,612

2800 Sulfur Recovery Plant 2,436

2900 Compression 7,785

2950 Cryogenic Seporators Unit 21,600
2960 Reformer Unit 21,150

On-Sites Subtotal $167,852

1000 Off-Sites

1100 Cooling Towers _ 20,140
1200 Makeup and Feedwatel- J
1300 Effluent Water Treatment 1,085

1410 Coal Storage & Handling 7,073
1420 Slag Disposal 815

1430 Flue Gas Cleanup 10,622

1510 Steam Generating Plants 4,545

1600 Electrical Auxiliary Power 11,185
1700 General Off-Site Investment "-

1710 Land & Land Rights b000

1720 Site Improvements & Facilities 2,334
1730 Administrative Service Building 734

1740 Instrumentation & Plant Air 610

1750 Maintenance Facilities 1,293

1760 Fire Protection 485

1770 Furnishing, Fixtures 325

Off-Sites Subtotal $62,456

Total Dhect Capital Cost $230,30_
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I
Interest during construction is calculated as slmple interest, at an 8 percent

i annual rate, on the plant investment as it is made. For tile purpose of the evaluation, it. is assumed that the land is purchased six months prior to the start of the project and that

special materials are delivered and paid for nine months prior to plant commercial operu-

i fion. The remainder of the plant investment is made as design and construction proceedsas shown in Figure 4.3.5. The project schedule includes an initial two year period in which
expenditures remain low while eng nee" ng proceeds, environmental impact statements are

||. prepared, and permlts for construction are sollclted.

The total plant investment, including all direct and indirect costs but excluding

iti escalation, is estimated to be $360,510,000 for the g.'ass roots facillty.

4.3.5.2 Operation and Maintenance Costs
I'

_1 The costs of operation and maintenance Encludes the expense of maintaining a

plant staff, consumable supplies and equipment, outside support services, miscellaneous

items of cost, and ;ndh*ect costs of maintaining the plant working capital.

The direct O&M costs are shown in Table 4.3.7. The staff costs are based on a

180 person staffing level at an average cost of $19,300 per man-year. The costs of chemicalsand catalysts are based on their assumed use rate. An allowance has been included for
miscellaneous consumables.

. Outside support services are taken to embrace all services obtained other than

from the normal plant complement during n_,rmal working hours. Other requirements for

outside support services include such items as off-site disposal of wastes, major equipment

overhauls, and consultants to provide various forms of operational support.

Miscellaneous O&M costs include such items as training new staff personnel,

requa!ificafion of operators, rent (for property, equipment, or facilities which are used or

occupied in connection with plant operation), travel, su_.h as to staff conferences at the

main office, or to professional society meetings or other conterences, licenses and fees,

office supplies, postage, and telephone/telegraph bills, and fuel and upkeep of station
vehicles.

The total direct annual operation and maintenance cost of $9,853,000 includes _1

15 percent G&A assessment on oil costs.

The indirect O&M costs ale shown _n Table 4.3.8. These are lhe costs of m_Jint(_in-

, ]rig tile working capital requlled for continued operation of the plant end is ewflu_ted <_tn
10 percent annual charge late. The working capit{_l is made up of tile cash in hcmd needed

to meet the day to day operating e×penses plus the wflue of m_Jte,kfis and suppllus il_ inw.n-

tory. The average net cash reluired is calculated at 2.7 pelcent of the dilect O&Mca:.l:.

! A two month supply of cacti consum(_bles is assumed to be kept in inventory The _(_,Jl i_
wflued, fol this purpose, at 2.2¢/kg (S20/ton).

1
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TABLE4.3.8

BI-GAS GASIFICATI ON

INDIRECTL-OPERATION AND MAI NTENANCE C OSTS

Cost

Average Net Cash Required $ 266,000

Materials and Supplies in Inventory

ConsumableSupplies and Equipment $ 670,000

Coal Storage $ 11,232,000

Total Working Capital $12,168,000

Annual Charge Rate 10%

Annual Indirect O & M Cost $ 1,216,800

TABLE4.3.9

NUCLEARWATERDECOMPOSITION

TOTAL ANNUAL O & M COST

(80% Capacity Factor)

Cost

Direct O & M Costs $ 9,853,000

Indirect O & M Costs $ 1,217,000

Total $ 1|,070,000
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The total O&M costs, ut a plant capacity factor of 80 percent, are shown in
Table 4°3°9.

4.3.5.3 Fuel Costs

l,

Fuel costs, as used here, include the purchase of feedstock and energy, i.e., coal

and electric power. For the purpose of a base coal calculation, coal, f.o.b, plant site, is

allowed to cost 2.2¢/kg ($20/ton) and electricity, at an industrial customer rate than the

utility s_tes, is costed at 2 C/Kwh.

The plant, operating at an 80percent capacity factor will consume 2.11 x 109 kg/yr
(2.33 x 106 Ton/yr) of coal and 7 x 10°kwh of electric power, resulting in a total annual

"fuel" cost of $60,590,000.

4.3.5.4 Hydrogen Production Costs

The hydrogen production cost is made up of the contributions of capital, operation

and maintenance, and fuel costs. These are normally calculated on an annual basis. The

percentage of the plant investment that is charged against production each year is a fraction

of the type of plant ownership, i.e., utility or industrial, and the manner _nwhich the owne_

can do business. As discussed _n Section 4.1.2, the annual charge on non-depreciat_ng assets,

e.g,, land, is 10 percent for either type of ownership while the annual charge on depreciating

assets is 15 percent for utility ownership and 25 percent for industrial ownership. Although

production costs are calculated on both a utility and industrial basis, it is not realistic to

consider that the production of hydrogen, on the scale contemplated and with distribution to

remote "users", would be an "_ndustrial" enterprise. It is considered that this sort of pro-

duction plant would much more readily fit a "regulated utility" type of enterprise - much

like today's natural gas and electric utility operations.

The cost of hydrogen production, on both bases, _sshown in Table 4.3._0. As can

be seen, the costt which is equivalent to a "gate selling prlce", _s4.48C/standard m3

($1020/MSCF), or $3.17/GJ ($3.71/106 Btu) on a utility basis. The cost to the ultimate

1 consumer would be this production cost plus the allocated capital and operating costs of
transmission and dlstribution.

4.3.5.5 SensitEvity o_fHydrogen Production Costs to Variables

The cost of hydrogen production from any given plant will vary with the cost of

J fuel, the of ownership, and the utillzat_on, of the Fo_
type i.e., capacity factor, facility.

the base case calculation, it was assumed that coal costs were 2.2¢/kg (S20"ton), elec-

tricity casts were 2 C/kwh, the capacity faeta_ was 80 pe_cent, und u_(_ty aw_l_.L*_l_ip

I prevailed.

!
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TABLE4.3.10 I

BI-GAS GASIFICATI ON

HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COST COMPARISON

(80% Capacity Factor)

Ownership

Annual Costs _ Industrial

Non-Depreclating Capital $ 100,000 $ 100,000

Depreciating Capital 53,927,000 89,878,000

Operation and Main._enance 11,070,000 ] 1,070,000

"Fuel" 60,590,000 60,590,000

Total Annual Cost $ 125,687,000 $ 161,638,000

3 3
Annual Gas Production 2.82 x 109std m 2.82 x 109stclm

(1.05 x 1011 SCF) (1.05 x 1011 SCF)

3 3
Production Cost 4.46¢/std m 5.73 ¢/std m

($1.20/MSCF) ($1,54/MSCF)

$3.5 i/OJ $4.5 I/GJ

($3.71/106 Btu) ($4.76/106 Btu)
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I

I Figure 4.3.6 shows the effect on hydrogen praduction cast of variations in the cast
of fuel and electric power for both utility and industrial ownership, w_th the capacity factor

'ema n ng at 80 percent as hi the base case.
Table 4°3.11 indicates the manner _n which the capacity factor affects the produc-

tlon cost_ In this table_ all of the cost assumptions are the some as the base case with onlythe capacity factor allowed to vary within a range of 40 to 90 percent. As can be seen, the ._
cast of capitol remains constant regardless of how the plant is operated. Operation and L

maintenance costs are divided _nto two parts, i.e., fixed and varlable_ The fixed costs are !..... i • independent of the plant performance qnd accrue whether or not the plant is operated. The

varlable costs are a direct function of the plant operation. ,1
I

I 4.3.6 Alternative Configuration - Dual Purpose Bi-Gas Process

I While this has been based the reference plant that hydrogen as _ts
study on produces

sole producb no conclusion should be reached to the effect that such a plant would b_. the

optimum use of the Bi-Gas process. For example, the dut.'l-purpose approach, as _ntroduced

in Section 4o3_3 and shown in process form in Figure 4.3.2 would produce both hydrogen
and methane.

Although detailed analysis of the alternative configuration is beyond the scope of

this study, it is instructive to exam|ne the relative economics of this aiternatlve approach,

This was done by appropriate adjustments to the economic estimates for the reference plant

that were presented in Section 4.3° 5° Table 4.3.12 summar|zes the estimated production

costs of hydrogen ",rid methane for the dual purpose process, based on the same hydrogen pro-
duction rates in both cases. Comparison of the annual costs in Table 4.3.12 with those for the

reference plant_ Table 4.3.10, indleates that the dual purpose plant cosls would be approxi-

mately 5 percent higher, primarily because of the additional fuel used. The annual costs for

depreciating capital and operation and maintenance would be less for the dual purpose plant
because of the ellmlnation of the methane reforming stage. EHmination of this item, which

was more than $21,000_000 (Table 4°3.5), more than off-set cost increases _n other unHs

caused by larger size ratings.

The dual purpose alternative was sized to produce the same hydrogen output as the

reference plant, and the methane produced would provide *-40 percent of the total heating

value of both methane and hydrogen. For this reasont the production costs for the dual pur-

pose planb as shown in Table 4.3.12_ are significantly less than for the Jeference (hydrogen

only) plant. Therefore_ if the Bi-Gas process were to be tailored to be a hydrogen produce_,

the economics would favor use of methane as a valuable secondary product rather than <_s_

recycled feedstock to enhance hydrogen production.

1
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The cost of hydrogen production, _na dual product plant, cannot be explEcitly deter-
mined. The cost allocations between the hydrogen and methane product streamscan be made

Ena number of equally valid ways. T-herefore,it is appropriate to view the production costs
_na parametric fashlon, i.e., the cost of hydrogen as a function of the value of the co-

product methane. Figure 4.3.7 presents the hydrogen production cost in that way.
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4.4 KOPPER_-TOTZEK COAL GASIFICATION

1 4.4.1 Gene,'al

Koppers-Totzek gasification is a commercialmy available process wifich is adaptable
' to the production of:

J_ • Synthesis gas for hydrogen, ammonia, methanol, methane,or gasoline. '"

j • Low-Btu fuel gas for various appllcations, including gas tudoines and
f

combined cycle power plants.

• Synthetic natural gas.
J

• .... Gases rich in hydrogen and carbon monoxide for direct reduction of ores

or for supplemental fuel for blast furnaces.

The Koppers-Totzek concept, i.e., the entrained concurrent flow principle based on

the partial combustionof pulverized coal in oxygen and steam, was developed by Dr. F. Totzek

of Koppers-Essen° In 1948, Koppers-Essen and Koppers-Pittsburgh, in o joint effort, used this

concept in the design of a one ton per hour pilot plantgasifier. The pilot plant was built for
the U. S. Bureau of Mines at Louisiana, Missouri, and the first suc:essful run of the gasifier

• was made on May 4, 1949. The pilot plant was operated over a period of two years to yield

liquid hydrocarbon from the Koppers-Totzek synthesis gas.

1 The first commercial Koppers-Totzek gasifier was installed in Finland in 1952 and was

followed by plants in Japan, Spain, Belgium, Portugal, Greece, United Arab Republic,

l Thailand, Turkey, East Germay, Zambia, South Africa and India. Table 4.4.1 shcws a recent
llst of gasification plants using the Koppers-Totzek process.

i
4.4.2 The Koppers-Totzek Process (References 35, 36 37)

J The Koppers-Totzek shown in Figure 4.4.1, is based on the partial oxldcltion
process,

of carbonaceous material in the presence of oxygen and steam. For a coal feedstock, e suspen-

sion of dry, pulverized coal is carried in a stream of oxygen and steam to o gosifie_ where it is

i oxidized. The reaction almost completely and instantoneously; cad_on c(_nve_-partially Occurs

slon is a function only of the reactivity of the coal end approoches 100 percent ,el llgm as.

Coal particles do not agglomerate during the plastic stage because the very high ternper_t._e

J formed during gasification. As a _esult, _ny _:e(Jlrapidlyzone decomposes hydroca,bonsany

can be gasified regardless of caking property, ash content, or ash fusloe tempe,uh, l_.

I
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Rawcoal is Jrled to a moisturecontent of between 2 and 8 percent, depending on

the rank of the coal, and pulverized to about 70 percent through 200 mash. This dry coal
dust is carried in a nitrogen stream to a service bunkerprior to distribution to gas[fier feed

bins. Fromthe bins, screw feeders discharge the coal dust into a streamof oxygen and )ow-

' pressuresteamwhich carries the coal to the gaslfler. Moderate temperature and high burner
t velocity prevent the coal from being oxidized prematurely.

The heart of the Koppers-Totzek gas_flcatton processis the gasifier. Koppersoffers
both a two-headed gasifier capable of handl|ng 15000 kg/hr (400 tpd) of coal and a four-

headedgasifier capable of handling 32000 kg/hr (850 tpd). In the two-headed gasifier,

Figure 4.4.2_ burner headsare 180 degrees apart; in the four-headed gasifier, they are 90
degrees apart. The gaslfier, shaped like spheroidal cones centrally welded together, has a
double-walled shell constructed of boiler quality plate. The annulus between inner and outer
shell is water-cooled and connecteci to a steamseparation drum. The low-pressuresteam gen-

erated in the double-walled shell _susedas the processsteam whlch enters the gasifier through '1

the mixing heads.

At the apex of each gaslfler cone is mounted a set of burners in line with an opposing
set. Advantagesof opposing burners are that projected particles which pass through their own

flame region unburned are gasified in the opposing flame, and as the flame is directed into a

gaseousmediu_ refractory problemswith instantaneoushigh temperaturesare minimized.

Entering the gasifier, carbon in the entrained oxygen-steam stream is exothermlcally

oxidized, producing a high temperature flame zone in the region of about 2200K {3500%).
Endothermlc reactions between the carbon and steamsubstantially reduce the flame tempera-

ture to around 1755K (2700°F), while confinuTng in the process to oxidize carbon and produce

additional hydrogen.

As the gas leaves the gaslfler, it is water quenched to solidify any entrained slag;

sensibleheat is recovered via a waste heat boiler which produces hlgh-pressure steam. This
steam may be used for turbine drives for compressorsor pumps.

At entry to the waste heat boEl_r, theoretical equilibrium calculations show essen-

tially oil hydrocarbons_including phenols and tars, and ammonia, etc., to be dl .,_dated and
oxidized. In practice, the gas is essentially carbon monoxide, hydrogen and carb _ dioxide
with a relatively small percentage of nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, and carbonyl sulfide and

only trace quantities of other compounds.

The gas is then passedthrough a scrubbing systemto reduce entralneF_solids to
lit. 4.6 x 10-6 k,q/m3 (0.002 gralns/scf) and to lower the temperature to about 208K (95%).

!
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j Partlculate-laden reclrculated wateL flora th_ flas c q:_anin._]cHld coolh'Lq syslt;m ispiped to a clarlfler. The sludge fl'om the cklllfler is pumped either Io a fillet ol file plenl

disposal area. The clalified water is pumped to a coolln(I towel and is recircuk_lcd Ihlou_lh

the gas cleaning system. A small quantity of make-up wate, is required to compensate fmevaporation, windage, and blowdown losses at the cooling tower, as well as moisture losses

in the elarlf_er sludge and slag

i The synthesis gas, subsequent to cleaning and cooling_ is processed in the manner

consistent with the desired end product. For the generation of a hydrogen product, the pro-

i eessing steps include sulfur and acid gas removal, carbon monoxide shift, carbon dioxide• removal, and polishing methanation.

i There are several features of the Koppers-Totzek process that makes it particularlyattractive for hydrogen generation from coal. First and foremost is thai it is a commercially

successful system. As such, the technology of the process, including materials requirements,

I operating procedures, and peformance characteristics are both well known and predictable.In addition, the downstream processing steps use known technologies, commercially available
catalysts, and predictable performance and econc.mlcs.

The Koppers-Totzek process also has considerable flexibility in the choice of fuel

to be gasified. The Koppers-Totzok process can continuously gasify a wide range of feed-

i stocks including all types of coal, char, petroleum, coke, tars, heavy residuals, light and heavyoils, and even slurries of carbonaceous materials h_ hydrocarbon liquids. For coal feedstock,

coal size is not a limiting factor and caking coals can be handled without pretreatment. The

I process is totally independent of the fuel's volatile content, its caking and swelling p:operties,its ash eontenb and its ash-fuslon temperature.

I Two other advantages of the Koppers-Totzek process are pollution-free operationand safety.

I Because of the high reaction temperature and the high exit-gas temperature, theonly products are gas and slag. The gas is free of tars and condensable hydrocarbons and com-

plex organic sulfur compounds; contaminants such as cyanides, phenols_ and ammonia are _e-

i duced to lrace quantities. About 50 percent of the ash drains flom the gaslflels as mottenslag into a water quench; the "'_mainder is removed in the gcsscleaning and coolin._! syslern.

m The Koppers-Totzek plocess has ove_ 20 yea_s of safe opmation. Failure of _,ny co,i-
portent automatically closes down all othm systems and purges the gasification system v.ith

nitrogen All bins and tanks are blanketed wilh nitro.qen under pressure to elimlnclte _ll_ e,.-

l ploslon hazald.

I

I

I
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Tile d_sadvantagesof the Koppcrs-Totzek process relate prlmariiy to the capacity
and aperating pressureof the gasifiers. The former results in a multiplicity of units for large

plants, affecting the capital cost of the facillty. The latter relates to the additional capitol
and operating costs that are involved in compressionwork if the processgas is to he deJlvercd
at elevated pressures.

There are privately funded programsunderway to mln_m_zethe detremental effects
of these disadvantages. Figure 4.4.3 showsthe progressionin capaeHy of the two headed '"

gasifh_rslfrom the early designsof 54 std m3/mln (2000 SCFM) to the present 348 std m3/min
(13000 SCFM). Four-headed gasifiers have presently projected capacities in the region of
32,000 kg hr (850 tpd) of coal or around 900 std rn'_/mln (33,000 SCFM)of gas.

A small pressurizedentrained gaslfier, designed for up to 3040 kPa (30 atm) operation,
hasbeen tested at the Dusseldorf ResearchCenter of Koppers-Essen. These tests have been
sufficiently successful to indicate that commercial operation at pressureis feasible. The

advantages claimed for operation at pressuresover the present atmosphericgasifier are for
those processesinvolving hydrogen, ammonia, methanol, methane generation, or combined

cycle operations. The advantages include a substantial capital and operating savings in the
cost of gas compression,a more compact design, improved gascleaning, and improved carbon

conversion. The disadvantages include a lossof simplicity of gaslfier design and operation,
and the need to design for higher erosion from more concentrated dust and particulate Ioadings.

4.4.3 Hydrogen Production Plant

4.4_eneral

The design of the hydrogen production plant wasbasedon the useof a processcon-
figuration that employs the appropriate processingstepsto achieve a high purity hydrogen
product stream. The principal operating characteristics of the plant are shown in Table 4.4.2
and the overall summaryprocess flowsheet is portrayed in Figure 4.4.4. The sectionsbelow

discussthe individual processsteps,as well as someof the plant support facilities, resource
requirements, and performance considerations.

4.4.3.2 Coal Preparation

Coal preparation considers all those stepsfrom receipt of coal on-slte to distrlbudon

to the gaslfiers and steamboilers. Included are items such as unloading, coal sto.age, drying
and pulverizing.

It is assumed,for purposeof the evaluation, that coal is delivered to the site by t_dl.

The coal, asdelivered, has already undergone preparation at the mine to remove lock aml
overburden and has been screened to removeoversized pieces.
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TABLE 4.4.2

KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION PLANT

PRINCIPAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

Type of Gasifier 4 Headed

Number of Operating Gasifiers 10 "

Capacity of Gaslfier 857 std m3/min (32,000 SCFM)

Gasifie, Operating Pressure Atmospherl¢

106Plant Output 9.56 x std m'l/day

(357 x 106 SCFD)

Hydrogen Purity 95.4 %

Coal Feed to Gasifiers (Dry) 261,000 kg,/hr (287 Tons/Hr)

Product Gas Pressure 6895 kPa (1000 psi)

Overall Process Efficiency 49 %

TABLE 4.4.3

J COAL CHARACTERISTICS (AS RECEIVED)

J CalSoon 62.98 %

Hydrogen 4.23 %

I Nitrogen 1.22 %

Sulfur 4.23 %

J Oxygen 7.90 %

Ash 13 63 %

J Moisture 6.00 %

Heating Value 26.36 MJ Lg (11,340 Blu Lb/

I

I

I
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The coal used in the process has the charactellstles a_ shown ill l_l,le .1.4.,_. The,

coal preparation facilities are sized, with margl 1, to handle the coal c.onsuml.>tionrote at lhe

gasifiers and the boilers for production of ".team, in excess _f that produced in thu tJc_siFiets,
for the oxygen plant, gas compressors, shh't converlers, and other uses. The narm_ll c_al con-

sumption, and delivery rate, is 96 x l'J 6 kg/doy (10585 tpd), made up of 6.6 x 106 kq d_y

(7324 tpd) for gasification and 3 x 10'_kg/day (3261 tpd) for other uses, A sixty day coal

storage pile provides the flexibility for continued operation in sp'te of possible delivery
delays.. ..

Coal is prepared by drying and pulverization to about 70 percent through 200 mesh

_n a wind swept closed system using ball, rod, or ro_ler mills. The degree of drying is gen- , 'lj

erally a function of the material to be pulverized, varying from 2 to 8 percent°

1
1

4.4.3.3 Gasification

The flowsheet for the Koppers-Totzek gasification step is shown in Figure 4.4.5.

Tengaslfiers, operating in parallel, are required to meet the full product output The gasi-

fication step includes heat recovery fl'om the gasifiers in both the shell of the gasifier proper

and the waste heat boiler. The steam thus produced is used, in conjunction with steam pro_

duced in coal fired boilers, to meet the plant's overall steam needs. A gas cleaning and cool-
ing section is included in the flow diagram in order to remove fine ash and dust carried over

in the gas stream and to reduce the temperature of the synthesis gas to 311K (100°F/. The

gross thermal efficiency of the gasification step, defined as the calorific value of the synthesis

gas divided by the heat content of the coal fed to the gasifier, is approximately 71 pelcent.

4.4.3.4 Acid Gas Removal

The acid gas removal step shown in Figure 4.4.6 is for the purpose of lemovinq CO 2
and sulfurous compounds from the product stream. Prior to processing, the gas is compressed to
1410 kPa (205 psla) from the essentially atmospheric discharge of the gasifiel. Final com-

pression to the plant discharge pressure is done further downstream. Elemental sulfub al lhe

rate of approximately 11,700 kg"hr (310 tpd) is extracted flora the acid .qas in the sulfu_ plan!
If this sulfur can be sold, a credit against the cost of hydrogen production can be achi_ved.

Assuming a sales price of 2.2¢ kg (S20 'ton), this credit would be in the o_de_ of 0.06c m3
(! .7¢ "MSCF).

4.4.3.5 CO Shift Convelslon

The CO shift conversion, Figure 4.4 7, c,ltal;.'tically co,welts CO tc_C_.)2, I,/ th,,
_ddition of steam, with the resultant production of <_dd_tion_dhyd_o_len ._t_,__l_'_:_,,di_!lto lh_.

_eactlon CO ' H20 _ CO 2 H2. Seco_d_y _:on_p_es_k_i_ _lppti,,_l i_ fl is _h'p to

._- _
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raise the product gas pressurn to I_vels sufficiently hi!lh t_ assure a finial product (_aspl_s-

sure of 69905 kPa(1000 psia).

_: Steam for the shift convelsion is produced by a combination of coal fired hailers
and recovered heat from the exotherm_c shlft reaction.

; 4.4.3.6 (20 2 Removal
J

The CO 2 removal step, Figure 4.4.8, results in a process gas that contains 95.8% H2,

2.7% CO, 0.2% CO 2 and ].3% N 2. Dependlng up, , _'he ultimate use of the gas, the output t_

from this step might be considered as the final product from the process. However, since the t
hydrogen is, by definition, not destined for a specific application but rather dlstr_buted by

-. pipeline to off-site consumers, it is desirable to incorporate an additional step to remove

the CO from the gas to assure its environmental acceptability in case of leakage.

4.4.3.7 P._ollshingMethanafion

This step, shown in Figure 4.4.9, cata)ytlca)ly converts the CO and CO 2 to methane

(CH4) and water in accordance with the reactions:

CO .t 3H2 --,,. CH4 4 H20

CO 2 "_ 4H2 _ CH 4 + 2H20

The product gas now consists of 95.4% H2, 3.2% CH4, 1.4°o N2, and trace amounts
of water, CO, and CO 2. The higher heating vaiueof the process gas is ]2.77 MJ "m3
(343 Btu/SCF).

4.4.3.8 Plant Service Systems

Associated with, and supporting the operation of the process plant are a number o!

service systems. These include such items as the oxygen plant, cooling water, water make-up,

waste disposal, steam generation, electrical distribution, and the plant administrative, main-

tenance, and support facilities.

4.4.3.8.1 Oxygen Plant

The oxygen plant provides a gas stream to fl_e Koppcts-Tot_'ek gc,sifie,s contcdni,_(I

98 percent oxy.qen and 2 percent nit,ogen. The nomincfl flow r_,te, at full plc_nt cc_pc_cit'.',;_
202,000 kg hr (445,100 Ib,'h,).
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4.4.3.8.2 Cooling Water

.... To minimize the potential environmental impact of the plant, cooling towers are used

to dissipate the plant waste heat. The use of cooling towers results in highe;- capital and oper-
t"a ing costs than would occur with direct river cooling, but does result in what is believed will

•, be an environmentally acceptable system.

The wet cooling towers employed perform their cooling function by both the sensible

..... heat transfer from the cooling water to the air plus the evaporative cooling of the water. The "

water make-up system must provide sufficient fresh cooling water to compensate for the evapor-
ative, windage, and blowdown consumption.

, j ,*

_'_- " 4.4.3.8.3 Water Make-L_

,,- The water make-up system takes river water and treats it as appropriate for the var-

ious needsof the plant. Two general levels of water treatment are provided, i.e., a water

quality suitable for cooling water usesand a quality suitable for boiler feedwater. The nom-

inal rating of the water make-up system is 2.87 x 106 kg,/hr (6.34 x 106 Ib/hr), made up
of:

Boiler Feedwater Quality 1.12 x 106 kg/hr (2.48 x 106 Ib/hr)

Cooling Water Quality 1.71 x 106 kg,'hr (3.78 x 106 Ib,/hr)

Potable Water 0.14 x 106 kg/hr (0.08 x 106 Ib/hr)

4.4.3.8.4 Steam Generation

Steam is required in several sectlo._s o{ the plant. These include the gaslflers them-

selves, the oxygen plant, the turbine drives for the primary and secondary product gas com-

presscrs, the CO shift reaction, and other processuses. Steam is generated for these uses
from several sources.

Steam for the CO shift is generated by a combination of coal fired boilers and

recovered heat from the exothermlc shift reaction. The remainder of the plant steam require-

: ments are met by separate coal fired boilers and the waste heat steam generation associated

with the gasification reaction,

The coal fired boilers used for steam generation use the same kind of coal as the

gaslflers. To assurea minimum environmental impact pofenHal, a limestone slurry flue gas

cleanup system is included in order to control fJyash and SO2 releases to wlth|n acceptable
hm'ts.

4.4.3.8.5 Waste Disposal

I'

in accordance with the basic assumptionof having the plant meet the environmental

discharge regulations that either ex;st or are expected to exist, facilities and provisions have
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been incorporated to handle the wasteproductsfrom the process. Systemshave been included
to clean up liquid waste streamsend solidify, to the greatest extent possible, the dlsso]vedor

suspendedwastesfor ultimate disposal, it is assumedthat ultimate waste disposal will take
place off-site, and that only temporaly storage fac}llfies are needed at the plant site. An

allowance hasbeen included in the plant operation and maintenance cost to account for the
fee associatedwith transportation and ultimate storage of all solid wastes.

4.4.3.8.6 Electrical Distr;butlon

All electric power requi_edfor the operation o_ the plant is generated off-slte in an

electric utility systemand fed to the plant through a 138 kV transmissionllne. Theplant
electrical systemstepsdown this voltage and distributes power to the various userswithin the
facility. The total installed plant electric capacity is 67,000 kVA, with the normal full load

electrical consumptionapproximately 42,750 kW.

4.4.4 Plant PerformanceCharacteristics

The performanceof the plant can be _xpressedin several different ways. The para-
graphsbelow summarize the performance in termsof resource consumptionprocessoutflows.

and overall thermal efficiency.

4.4.4.1 ResourceConsumption

Forpurposesof evaluation, the only resourcesconsideredare thoseassociatedwith

the operation of the plant, and not with the manufacture or construction of the facility, The

resourcesare categorized into coal, consumptive water use, electricity, limestone (tar flue
gas clean-up), and chemicals and catalysts. Table 4.4.4 summarizesthe annual consumption
of thesematerials. It shouldbe noted that, for purposesof conservatism,it was assumedthat
all catalysts would be replaced annually. The limestone requirementswere derived from the

analysesand data in Reference 38. The resource_mpactof Me electric power consumed
would be a function of the mix of powerplants in the utility system,and therefore not speci-
fied in more deta|l in the table.

4.4.4.2 ProcessOutflows

4.•
The products of the processopera _on, in addition to the hydrogen stream, include

a myriad of other flows. The major outflows, on an annual basis:are shown inTable 4°4.5°

t _ 4.4.4.3 ProcessThermalEfficiency
I

ti" Thermal efficiency can be expressedin many ways. In Table 4.4.6, _t is deflned a_

the higher heating value of the product gasdivided by the total heat imputs to the hydrogen
generation plant. This includes, of course, not only the energy content of the coal being
gasified, but also the energy content of coal and electric power (at an assumedthermal effi-

ciency of about 36 percent) required Forthe oxygen plant, gas corr.presslonto 6895 kPa
(1000 psla), and other steamand electric power requirements.
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1
TABLE 4.4.4

[ KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION

Jl_ ANNUAL RESOURCECONSUMPTION
(80%0Capacity Factor)

1 Coal 2.8 x 109 kg (3.1 x 106 Tons) '_"

1010 1010 Ib)

1 Water 2.0 x kg(4,4 xElectricity 3.1 x 108 Kwh '

Limestone 1.1 x 108 kg (121,000 Tons)

i Catalysts and Chemicals 1.1 x 106 kg (1250 Tons)

I

I
i TABL_. 4.4.5

KOPPERS-TOTZEKGASIFICATION

i ANNUAL PROCESSOUTFLOW

i (80% Capacity Factor)

ProductHydrogenStream 2.79 x 109 std/m3 (1.04 x 108 MSCF)

I Waste Streams

Slag 2.65 x 108 kg (292,000 Tons)

I Ash (fromboilers, etc.) 1.17 x 108 kg (129,000 Tons)

Flyash (from boilers, etc. - 6.35 x 105 kg (700 Tons)

I not recovered)

Limestoneand Sulfur 1.52 x 108 (167,000 Tons)

I (flue ga_cleanup)
Catalysts and Chemicals 1.t x 106 kg (1250 Tons)

I CO2 1.85 x 109 std/m3 (6.9 x 107 MSCF)

Sulfur-Elemental 8.16 x 107 kg (90,000 Tons)

I
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TABLE 4.4.6

KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION

OVERALL PROCESSEFFICIENCY

Heat Inputs , .:tt

Coal to Gaslfiers 7296 GJ/hr (6.92 x 109 Btu/hr)

Other Heat Inputs (coal 3648 GJ/hr (3.46 x 109 Btu/hr)
for steaming, electric

power, etc.)

Total Heat Input 10,944 GJ,/hr (10.38 x 109 Btu/hr)

Heat Outputs

Product Gas 3.98 x 105 std m3/hr
(14.87 x 106 SCF/hr)

Heating Value (weighted) 13.48 MJ/std m3 (342.5 Btu/SCF)

Total Heat Output 5365 GJ/hr (5.09 x 109 Btu/hr)

Overall Efficiency

5365 GJ/hr x 100 = 49°,4
10,944GJ/hr
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4°4.5 Economics

i

The cost of producing hydrogen is evaluated for the plant design dlscussed _n

Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4° In determlnlng the overall casts, estimates were made of the capltal,

ij operation and malntenance, and fuel costs for the facility in the general format used in re-
porting nuclear powerplant costs, as defined in NUS-531 (Reference 32). The effects on

_' the production costs of different capacity factors, coal casts, and type of ownership were

[ also considered.

4.4.5.1 Capital Costs
I

• _|' The capitol costsestlmote is based on prellmlnory slzlng of most of the major plant

equipment and determining appropriate costsfor that equipment. Factors, based on exper-

iencer were used to account costs installation, piping, valves, instrumentatlon_
for the of

structures, and mlscellaneous equipment. Indlrect costs were also estimated by applying

I foctors as described below.

i
The plant, producing 9.56 x 106 standard m3/day (356.9 x 106 SCFD), is estimated

to require a dffect cost investment, in told-1974 dollarsr of $260,676_000_ as shown in Table|

J 4.4.7. The direct cost accounts are divided among on-sltes and off-sltes, wlth the former con-II;

slsfing of closely related mainline processing steps and the latter of support and service systems

and facilities. Land is included in the total at an estimated cost of $1,000,000.
The total plant investment includes the direct costsplus contingencies, indirect costs,

and interest during construction. These are shown in Table 4.4.8. For the purpose of evalua-

J lion, land and land rights are shown separately from other direct costs slnce it ;s a non-depre-
ciating asset.

_ Special materials comprise the initial supply of chemicals, catalysts, lubricants and
other materials needed for operation of the plant. Coal is excluded from this account. A

contingency of 15 percent is applied to the estimated cost of the special materials and the

I direct cost of the physical plant,

Indlrect costs are expense items of a general nature which apply to the overall

I project of buHdlng an operable planb rather than to one of the direct costs. These costs,
except for interest during construction, have not been estimated in detail, but calculated as

a percentage of the dlrect costsbased on the procedure defined in NUS-531 and up-dated

!t. by ERDA in 1974 for use in the study reported in Reference 1.

I"

i Construction facHitles, equipment, and services include general costsassociatedwith the plant construction, such as field offices, warehouses, temporary power and utility

lines, cost or rental of construcHon equipment and supplies, purchase of electric power, watert

I and other utilities, security guards, training programs for the labor force, inspecHan and test-ing of construction materials, site cleanup, insurance, and the llke.

I
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TABLE 4,4.7

KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION

DIRECT CAPITAL COSTS

(July, 1974 Dollars)

Account Item Installed Cost ($ Thousands)
i p"

2000 On- Sites

2100 Coal Preparation $ 11,556
2200 Coal Gasification 57,348
2300 Acid Gas Removal 6,999

2400 CO Shift 22,062

2500 CO2 Removal 10,036
2600 Polishing Methanation 3,053

2700 Oxygen Plant 46,440
2800 Sulfur Recovery Plant 4,284

2910 PrimaryCompression 18,792

2920 SecondaryCompression 13,338

On-Sites Subtotal $193,908

1000 Off-SI tes

1100 Cooling Towers _ $ 20,098
1200 Make Up and Feedwater l'
1300 Effluent Water Treatment 1,085

1410 Coal Receiving, Storage, Handling 8,714

1420 Slag D_sposal 1,630
1430 Flue Gas Clean-Up 10,761
1510 SteamGeneration Plant 6,514

1600 Electrlcal Auxiliary Power 11,185
1700 General Off-Site Investment

1710 Landand LandRights 1,000

1720 Site Improvementsand Facilities 2,334
1730 Administration/Service Building 734
1740 Instrumentand Plant Air 610

1750 Maintenance Facl Ii ties 1,293

1760 Fire Protection, Communications 485

1770 Furnishings,Fixtures,Laboratory Equipment 325

Off-Sites Subtotal S 66,768

TOTAL DIRECT CAPITAL COST $260,676
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I

: I TABLE 4.4°8
KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION

J/ TOTAL PLANT INVESTMENT
(In Thousands of Dollars)

Non-Depreclating Assets Cost

Land and Land Rights $ 1,000

I DeprociatiogAssets

Special Materials 2,992

J, Physical Plant Direct Cost 259,67.__._._6

Subtotal $ 262, 668

J Contingency $ 39,400

j: Subtotal $ 302, 068
Indirect Costs

J Constr. Facilities, Equ!pment, $ 17,022
and Services

J Engineering Services $ 25,980
Other Costs $ 8,54!

I Interest During Construction S 52,684
Subtotal S104, 227

I Total Depreciating Assets $ 406, 295

i Total Plant Investment $407,295

I

I

1
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i

" elEng=nor ng servicesinclude itemssuchaspreliminary investigations; site selection;
air and water environmental studies; subsurfaceinvestigations; preparation of specifications

and evaluation of proposalsfor major equipment packages, preparation of preliminary and

• final design documents,designreviews, procurement, inspection, and expediting of materials

! and equipment;preparation of pre-operational test and plant startup procedures;assistance
in securingplant permits, managementanddirection of constructionactivities, including
selection of subcontractors,scheduling, maintaining costand quality control; on-site procure-

ment and receiving of materials and equipment, field accounting, and supervisingand pre-operational testingof systemsandcomponents;field engineering inspectionof consh'uctlon "
work to assurecompliancewith plansand specifications;and preparation of as-bulit drawings.

Other costsinclude the owner's property and all-rlsk insurance,state and local f

"" property taxes on the site and improvementsduring construction, salestaxeson purchased
materials and equipmenb staff trai_ng, plant startup, and the owner's general and adminis-
trative (G&A) costs.

Interest during construction is calculated assimple interest, at an 8 percent anrual

rater on the plant investment as it is made. For the purposeof the evaluation, it is assumed
that the land is purchasedsix monthsprior to the start of the project and that special materials

are delivered and paid for nine monthsprior to plant commercial operation. All other plant
costsare assumedto accumulate over a six year project period in accordance with Figure
4.4.10. Inherent in this curve is an initial two year period in which expendituresremain low 1

while engineering proceeds,environmental impact statementsare prepared_and permitsfor !
constructionare soliclted. !

The total plant investment,including all direct and indirect costs,but excluding ]
escalation, is estimatedto be $407,295,000 for the grassrootsfacility.

4.4.5.2 Op¢.'ation and MaintenanceCosts

The costsof operationand maintenanceincludes the expenseof maintaininga plant
staff, consumablesuppliesand equipment,outsidesupportservices,miscellaneousitemsof
cost,and the indirect costsof maintaining the plant working capital.

The direct O&M costsare shownin Table4.4.9° The staff costsare basedon o 180

personstaffing level at an averagecostof $19,300 per man-year. The costsof chemicals
and catalystsare basedon their assumeduserate. A $300,000 per year allowance hasbeen
included for miscellaneousconsumables.

An arbitrary allowance of 0.i l¢/kg ($1/Ton) hasbeen providedfor the ultimate
disposalof solid wastes. Thiscostmustinclude packaging, transportation,and perpetual

storageof all solid wastesfrom the plant, suchas ashand slag, limestone,catalysts, resins,
andsoforth. Furtherallowancesfor contractedwork and miscellaneouscosts have also

been included.
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PLANT CAPITAL INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES
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TABLE 4.4.9

KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION

DIRECT ANNUAL O & M COSTS

Staff Payroll Costs

180 People $ 3,474,000

ConsumableSuppliesand Ecluipment

Chemicalsand Catalysts $3,331,000

Miscellaneous(Lubricants,Maintenance

Materials, Filters, Gaskets_Etc.) 300,000

Subtotal $ 3,631,000
J

Outside SupportServices

Ultimate Disposalof Solid Wastes $ 637,000 J

ContractedWork, Consultants,Etc. 140_000

Subtotal $ 777,000

Miscellaneous

Training, Travel, Office Supplles_Etc. $80t00. 0

Subtotal S7,962,000

G & A $1,194,000

T2)TAL DIRECT O & M COSTS S9,156,000
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,I
The total directannual operation and maintenance cost of $9,156,000 inclucles a

Ii 15 percent G&A assessmenton the subtotal of all eosts.

The Indirect O&M costs are shown in Table 4.4.10. Those are the costs of maintain-

I ;ng the working capital required for continued operatlon of the plant and is evaluated at a

.J_ 10 percent annual charge rate. The working capital is made up of the cash in hand needed

to meet the day to day operating expenses plus the value of materials and supplies in inven-

"" tory. The average not cash required is calculated at 2.7 percent of the direct O&M costs.

_,. A two month supply of consumables and coal is assumedto be kept in inventory. The coal is
valued, for this purpose, at 2.2_:/kg ($20/Ton).

¢

<_, The total O&M costs, at a plant capacity factor of 80 percent, are shown in Table
4.4.11.

_, 4.4.5.3 Fuel Costs

....: Fuel costs, as used here, include the purchase of feedstock and energy, i.e., coal

"_ and electrlc power. For the purpose of a base case calculatlon, coal, f.o.b, gasification

plant site, is assumed to cost 2.2¢/kg ($20/Ton) and electricity, at an industrial customer rate
r from the utility system, is costed at 2¢,/kwh.

Th plant, operating at an 80 percent _apacity factor: will consume 2.8 x 109 kg/yr
(3.09 x 10_ tons/year) of coal and 3.08 x 10° kwh of electric power, resulting in a totalI
annual "fuel" cost of $67,983,000.

i[ 4.4.5.4 Hydrogen Production Costs

The hydrogen production cost is made up of the contributions of capital, operation

l are normally on an annual basis. The
and maintenance, and fuel costs. These calculated

percentage of the plant investment that is charged against production each year is a function
of the ,_ypeof pla._t ownership, i.e., utility or industrial, and the manner in which the owner

J can do business. As discussed in Scctlon4.1.2, the annual charge on non-depreciating assets,
e.g., land, is 10 per_ent for either type of ownershlp while the annual charge on depreclating

assets is 15 percent for utility ownershlp and 25 percent for industrlal ownership. Although

J are on a utility and industrial basis, it is not realistic to
production costs calculated both

consider that the production of hydrogen, on the scale contemplated and with distribution to

remote "users", would be an 'industr'al" enterprlse. It is consldered that this sort of production

i more readily a "regulated utility" type of enterprise - much llke today's
plant would much fit

natural gas and electric utility operations.

I cost hydrogen production, on both bases, is shown in Table 4.4.12. As can be
The of

seen, the cost, which is equlvalent to a "gate selling price", is 5C/standard m3 (S1.34/MSCF),

or $3.71/GJ ($3.9]/106 Btu) on a utility basis. The cost to the ultimate consumer would be

I this production cost plus the allocated capital and operating costs of transmission and dlstli-
butlon.

I
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TABLE 4.4.10

I

KOPPERS-TOTZEKGASIFICATION

INDIRECT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Cost

Average Net CashRequired $ 247,000

Materials and Suppliesin Inventory
¢

ConsumableSupplies

and Equipment $ 555,000

Coal Storage $12,702;000

Total Working Capital $13,504,000

Annual Charge Rate 10°,6 !

Annual Indirect O & M Cost $ 1,350_000

4
'i

TABLE 4.4.11 !

KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION t

TOTAL ANNUAL O & M COST !

(80% Capacity Factor) i

Cos..__ t ' t

Direct O & M Costs $ 9,156,000

Indirect O & M Costs $1,350,00.__0 t

TOTAL $10,506,000
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L TABLE 4.4.12
KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION

HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COST gOMPARISON

(80% Capacity Factor) ..
I

Ownership

_ Annual Cests _ Industrial

• Non-Depreciatlng Capital $ 100,000 $ 100,000

.... Deprec;ating Capital 60,944,000 101,574,000

" Operation and Maintenance 10,506,000 10,506,000

"Fuel" 67,983,000 67,983,000

Total Annual Cost $139,533,000 S 180,163,000

Annual Gas Production 2.79 x 109 std m3 2.79 x 109 std m3

x 1011(1.042 1011 SCF) (1.042 x SCF)

i 3
Production Cost $0.05/std rn $0.065/std m3

J ($I .34/MSCF) ($I .73/MSCF)

J $3.71/GJ $4.79/GJ

($3.91/106 B,u) ($5.05/I 06 Btu)

I

!

I

I

..!
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4.4.5.5 Sensitivityof Hydro_p.nproductlonCoststo Variables

The costof hydrogenproductionfromany given plant will vary with the costof

feedstocks,the type of ownership,and the utilization, i.e., capacity factor, of the facility.
For the basecase calculation, it wasassumedthat coal costswere 2.2¢,/kg ($20/Ton)_
electricity costswere 2C/kwh, the capacity factor was80 percenb and utility ownership
prevailed.

Figure 4.4.11 showsthe effect on hydrogenproductioncostof variations in the cost

of coal and electric powerfor both utility and industrial ownership,with the capacity factor
remaining at 80 percent as in the base case.

Table 4.4.13 indicates the mannerin which the capacity factor affects the production
cost. In this table, all of the cost assumptionsare the sameas the basecase with only the
capacity factor allowed to vary within a rangeof 40 to 90 percent. As can be seen, the cost

of capital remainsconstantregardlessof how the plant is operated. Operation andmainten-
ance costsare divided into two parts, i.e., fixed and variable. The fixed costsare indepen-
dent of the plant I.arformanceandaccrue whetheror not the plant is operated. Thevariab!o
costsare a direct Functionof the plant operation. Fuel costsare alsovariable costs.
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4.5 WATER DECOMPOSITION

ill 4.5.1 General

_i The water decompositionsystemusedfor hydrogenproduction is the WestinghouseSulfur Cycle two-step thermochemlcalprocessdescribed in Section 3.4.3. In this process,

hydrogenandsulfuric acid are producedelectrolytically by the reaction of sulfur dioxide "

_Jl andwater. The processis completedby vaporizing the sulfuric acid and thermally reducing, ...at hEghertempera_res, the resultant sulfur trioxide into sulfur dlozlde and oxygen. Follow-
ing separation,sulfur dioxide is recycled to the e!ectrolyzer and/oxygenis either ventedor

___, _ sold.

As in conventional water electrolysis, hydrogen is producedat the electrolyzer
'_' cathode. Unlike water electrolysis, sulfuric acid, rather than oxygen, is producedat the

._ anode. Operation in this fashionreducesthe theoretlcal power required per unit of hydrogen
productionby more than 85 percentover that required in water electrolysis. This is par-

tially offset, however, by the need to add thermal energy to the processin the acid vaporizer
and the sulfur trioxide reductionreactor. Evenso, by avoiding the high overvoltagesat

the oxygen electrode of a conventional electrolyzer, as well as the inefficiencies associated
with power generation, _hlshydrogengeneration processprovidesoverall thermal efficlencles

approximately "_oublethoseattainable by conventional electrolytic hydrogenandoxygen
productiontechnology.

Theoverall processflowsheetfor the water decompositionsystemis shownin

Figure 4.5.1. Table 4.5.1 summarizesthe nomenclature employed in identifying compon-
entsof the system.

The energy sourcefor the water decompositionsystemis a very high temperature

nuclear reactor (VHTR)producingboth electric power and a high temperaturehelium stream
to the process.

The principal operating and performancecharacteristicsof the water decomposition
systemere given in Table 4.5.2.

4.5.2 Plant Design,w

In order to provide a basisfor costestimatesandevaluation of overall performance,

a preliminary conceptual designwasprepared. This design is described in the para_jraphs
below.

2._ 4.5.2.1 Plant Layout

lilt
The plant ispresumedto be located at the Middletown site described in NUS-531

(Reference 32). A preliminary plat plan wasprepared, showing the genelol location and
space requirements for all plant facilities, including the nuclear heat source. This is shown
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• TABLE 4.5.1

.... COMPONENT NOMENCLATURE

AV-1, AV-2 Feed Acid Vaporizers ,

C-1 SOJO 2 Compressor ,.-

.. DR-1 SO3 Reduction Reactor
¢

E-1 Feed Acid Preheater/

Recycle Acid Condenser

E-.2 Steam Generater for C-i Turbine Drive

: E-3 Steam Generator for SO2 Vaporizer

" E-4 Recycle Water Condenser

E-5 SO2 Condenser

E-6 SO2 Condenser

E-7, E-8 Gas Intercoolers

E-9 SO2 Vaporizer

E-10 Turbine Drive Condenser

KOD-1 Recycle Acid Knockout Drum

KOD-2 Recycle Water Knockout Drum

KOD-3 to KOD-7 Recycle SO2 Knockout Drums

ST-1 Feed Acld Surge Tank

ST-2 Recycle Acid Surge Tank

ST-3 Recycle Water Surge Tank

ST-4 SO2 Surge Tank

T-l, T-2 Oxygen Turboexpanders

T-3 CompressorTurbine Drive

i

I
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TABLE 4.5.2

PRINCIPAL OPERATING AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

WESTINGHOUSE SULFUR CYCLE WATER DECOMPOSITION SYSTEM

j ."

General

Hydrogen Production Rate 10.09 x 106 std m3/day (379 x 106 SCFD)

Hydrogen Purity 99.9 volume percent "!

Oxygen Production Rate 305_500 kg/hr (673,000 Ib/hr)
Nuclear Heat Source Rating 3220 MWt

Net ProcessThermal Efficiency 47 percent

Electrolysis

Acid Concentration 80 wt percent

Pressure 2586 kPa (375 psla)

Temperature 361 K (190"F)

Electrolyzer Power Req_t 482 MWe
Cell Voltage, Nominal 0.48 volts

Cell Current Denslty_ Nominal 2000 A/m 2 (186 A/ft 2)

Sulfur Trioxide Reduction System

Peak Temperature 1144K (1600%)

Operating Pressure 2068 kPa (300 psla)

Sulfur Dioxide -Oxygen Separator System

SO2 Liquefaction Pressure 5171 kPa (750 psla)

Oxygen Discharge Pressure 517 kPa ( 75 psio)
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in Figure 4.5.2 The facilities associated with the plant are grouped in the categories of the
• " • _ O

VHTR (nuclear heat source)t the H2 plant on-sites, and the support faclht es, r off-sites.
• il i T_ • • •

W thin each catego y, batteries , identified by an alphabetic or alpha-nume_ e deslgnalion,
are defined. These batteries are used to describe related groups of equipment for both

design and cost estimating purposes.

4.5.2.2 The Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR)

The very high temperature nuclear reactor (VHTR), suitable for use with the

water decomposition system, is predicated on the integration of the technologies from the
NERVA nuclear rocket engine program and land based gas cooled reactor programs into an

advanced graphite moderated, helium cooled reactor. The VHTR conceptual design, costs,

and R&D program required for demonstration are more fully described in Reference 1. The

plant consists of a Nuclear Island producing both high temperature heat and electric power
for the chemical water decomposition process. The heat is transported to the process via an

intermediate heat transfer loop at temperatures sufficiently high to permit peak process tem-

peratures of 1144K (1600°F).

The reactor and its coolant loops are contained within a mul fi-cavlty prestressed

cast iron reactor vessel (PCIV), as shown in Figure 4.5.3. The vessel walls contain smaller

vertical cavltles_ or pods, in which are high temperature intermediate heat e×changers, ch-

culators, turbogenerators and low temperature intermediate heat exchangers or auxiliary

cooling systems for shutdown and emergency cooling of the reactor• Reactor helium coolant

enters and discharges from the pods through coaxial piping at the upper end of the cavity,

while the intermediate loop, or secondary, helium coolant is introduced and leaves through

the bottom of the pod. The PCIV has a continuous internal steel liner to act as a primary

coolant boundary and leak tight membrane• A thermal barrier and insulation system is used

to limit the temperature of the liner and minimize the heat loss to the PCIV. A cooling

system circulates water through the walls of the PCIV to remove the heat deposited in the
vessel• The PCIV is fabricated as a series of foundry cast h'on blocks field assembled around

the welded steel liner. Prestress cables are wound around the external cylindrical surface,

imposing a high compressive stress on the vessel assembly in the radial and tangential direc-

tions and preventing the castings from separating under the internal gas pressure forces.

Similarlyt axial cables running Iongltudlnal!y_ through ports provided in the castings, main-

taln a high compressive stress in the axial direction and carry the axial pressure loads.

The reactor core is designed to operate on the U-235/thorium-232 cycle. The

basic concept of fuel moderator blocks for the reactor is similar to that used in other gas
cooled reactors. The extruded fuel elements are directly cooled by the helium.

An objective in the core thetrnal design is to use an existin,q fuel I_article, i e.,
the TRISO bead, in the fissile fuel element and to achieve a hi,cjh exit gas tempe_ata_e with-

out exceeding the fuel particle limitations.
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The reactor coolant systemconsistsof the parallel power and heat exchanger loops
located in the PCIV cavities. The function of the high temperature intermediate heat ex-

I_: change loops is to transfer heat from the reactor core to the intermediate helium loops, which

in turn transfer this heat to the high temperature SO3 reduction reactor. Each loop contains
a high temperature heat exchanger, valve, and helium circulator. The turbogenerator loops

generate electric power and supply lower temperature heat, via low temperature intermediate
heat exchangers, to steamgenerators in Battery J for the production of additional electric

power in a Ranklne cycle. Principal parametersof the reactor are shown in Table 4_5.3. ,,_

Associatedwith the reactor are all the ancillary structures, services, systems,and
facilities to make a self-sufficlent, operable Nuclear Island. Theseinclude reactor auxiliary

_" systems,waste processingsystems,instrumentation and control, fuel handling facilities, con
ta]nment systems,electrical systems,and plant service systems.

Major Features

A numberof significant features have been incorporated into the conceptual design

of the very high temperature reactor (VHTR) to make it particularly attractive as a heat
sourcefor the water decompositionsystem•

Fuel. The ability to achieve the very high temperatures needed for the application,

without excee-'---dingthe fuel bead temperaturescurrently consideredasmaximumallowable, is
achieved with extruded direct cooled fuel elements.

ReactorVessel. Three different reactor vessel types had been considered. These

were a welded steel vessel, a prestressedconcrete vessel (PCRV)and a prestressedcast iron
vessel (PCIV).

The steel vessel wasdiscardedon the basis of the problems foreseen in the manu-

facture and transportation of vesselsof the size required for large gas cooled reactcrs. The
alternate of a field assembledwelded steel vesselwould require a very complex "one-time"

fabrication facility and quality assuranceprogram. The prestressedconcrete reactor vessel
(PCRV)technology hasbeen used in Europeangascooled reactors and is currently being

applied in the United States• There does not appear to be any reasonwhy the reactor could
not be accommodatedin a PCRV•

The prestressedcast iron reactor vessel (PCIV) design is basedon analytical and
experimental work by the German firm, Siempelkamp Giesserel AG, Krefeld, West Germany.

The concept is generally similar to that of the PCRV,with the exception that the concrete
is replaced by cast iran. Cost iron compressivestrength is twenty times that of concrete
while its density and Young's Modulus are three times that of concrete. In addition, it has

pfedlctable physical properties and little or no in sltu creep or shrinkage. It has reduced

weight and size, see Table 4•5.4, wHh reduced sensitivity to overtempcrature incidents. The:
cast iron blocks are poured and machined under factory, rather than field, condHions,
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• TABLE 4.5.3

" PRINCIPAL PARAMETERSOF THE VHTR

t_.
. Reactor Thermal Power, MWT 3220

.4

ReactorVessel ..-

"' Type PrestressedCast Iron 'j

Overall Height, Meters (ft) 33.5 (110) !Overall Diameter, Meters (ft) 20.1 (66)

Material Gray Iron (Class40)

Reactor Core

Nominal SystemPressure,kPa (psia) 6895 (1000)

Coolant Mixed Mean Outlet 1283 (1850)

Temperature, K (OF)

Reactor PowerDensity, W/cm3 10

High Temperature Intermediate Heat
Exchangers

Coolant, Tube Side/Shell Side Helium/Helium

Pressure,Tube Side/Shell Side, kPa 6895/6895

Intermediate Coolant Outlet 1200 (1700)

Temperature, K (OF)

Circulators

[. Type Axial Flow

Inlet Pressure,kPa (psia) 6688 (970)

l DischargePressure,kPa (psla) (1000)
6895

Turbogenerators

[ ] Turbine Inlet Temperature, K (OF) 1283 (1850)

I: Electric PowerOutput, MW 231

l ] LowTemperatureIntermediate

Heat Exchanger

I Coolant, Tube S de/'She I Side Hellum/ltellum
Intermediate Coolant Outlet 929 (I 212)

Temperature, K (OF)

• 1
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TABLE 4.5.4

REACTOR VESSEL COMPARISON

Prestressed Prestressed

CostIton Concrete

(PCIV) (PCRV)

Overall Height, meters 33.5 39.6

Overall Diemetert meters 20.1 32.9 ......... '

Wall Thickness_meters ..... 4.3 10.7

Head T.hlckness, meters 4,0 7.3

resulting in a greater capability for the control of quality. Other foreseeable advantages

include reduced construction time, reduced reactor containment building size, end reduced
cost.

Reactor FJowpath. Jt is expecialJy desirable, as coolant temperature is increased,

to devise design soluHons which minimize the problems of materials, insulation, and fabrica-

tion. The proper choice of coolant flowpath is important to the design of the reactor vessel,

I[ner_ control rods, and drive mechanisms. The selected approach is to use the low tempera-

ture helium, returning to the reacfort to cool those components that would otherwise be ex-

posed at or near the reactor exit gas temperatures of 1283K (1850ef).

Parallel Gas Turbine and High Temperature Process.Heat Loops. The energy requlre-
ments of a processare, in generals heat at severat temperature levels and electric power in

varying amounts depending upon the process configuration. To mosteffectively meet these

energy needst an arrangement of parallel electric power and process heat loops has been

adopted.

Intermedlate Loop. When considering the use of nuclear heal in a processplant,

the question of how that heat is to be applied must be answered. There are two oJternotlves,

i.e., the direct cycle, where the reactor coolant is used in the processheat exchanger, and

._, the indirect or intermediate loop cycJe_ where the reactor coolant transfers its heat to an

intermediate buffer coolant systemwhich in turn gives us its heat in the process heat ex-

il changer.
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i The choice of the intermediate heat transfer loop approach for the processheat
reactor was madeafter conslderlng the advantagesand disadvantagesof the two alternatlvcs

1 in of the crlterla of operability, maintalnabillty, llcenseab;llty, andlight all-lmportant
economics. The costof addltlonal equipment and higher reactor coolant temperatules mustbe
balanced against the other factors of operation and maintenance proceduresand costs, llcen-1

Js sing requirements, and publlc acceptance.

ReactorCore ' J

];
The reactor core is characterized by a large volume, large inventory of fertile "

material with its attendant prompt negative coefficient of reactivity and low power density.

'J The reactor_fuel takesadvantage unique capabillty +
of the of ceramic fuel mlcrospheres to

achieve very high burnups. Low temperature gradients in the extruded fuel elements are

expected to minimize the adverse effects of temperature gradients on the integrity of fuel

] beadsCtheamoebaeffectl
The flexibility of the core design facilitates the consideration of alternative fuel

. conflguratlons_coolant control schemesand refueling cycles.

1"hereactor core conslst_of slxty-one columns, each composedof eight hexagonal'1

:..J. moderator blocks andone reflector block at each end of the core. Each moderator block
'._astwo types of fuel -- fissile (highly enriched U-235) and fertile (natural thorium) on o

i] one-to-two ratio, respectively. A central hole is incorporated in each moderator block toi allow for the passageof the control rod and fuel handllng tools.

i[ ReactorCoolant System
: The reactor coolant systemconsistsof the high temperature heat exchanger loops, I

I the turbocompressorgenerator loops, the auxillary cooling loops and the structures and duct-
I ing required to direct the coollng flow through the reactor and loops.

The reactor coolant is hellum, which is chemically inert, is stable, is not subject• to phasechange and has excellent heat transfer characterlstics. Helium has essentially zero
neutron capture crosssection, except for the fraction of helium-3 present in the gas. Some

| impuritieswill be present in the primary coolant due to desorptlonof impurities from material
1 in the prlmary system,due to residual alr durlng initlal plant startup and release of gaseous

fisslon products. The release of gaseousfissionproductsis the only significant sourcethat

J affects the steadystate impurity level, and this concentration will be small due to the smallmassof gaseousproducts produced by the flsslon processand the abilhy of the coated fuel
particles to retain flsslon products.

J The function of the turbocompressorloops is _ogenerate electrical power and supply
relatively low temperature heat energy. Theseloops contain gas turblnest low temperature

I heat exchangers_valves and compressors.

1
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There are two auxiliary cooling loopsto provide independentmeansof cooling the

reactor systemwhen the reactor is shut down° The major componentsincluded in the auxiliary
cooling loopsare heat exchangers, shutoff valves, and circulators.

Gas Clrcu.lators. Eachof the intermediate heat exchanger loops is provided with its

own gas circulator. Io permlt the necessaryindependence and capability to handle each
tHX pod as a separate unlb these circulators are powered by [ndlvldual electric motor drives.

Intermediate Heat Exchanger. The prlnolpal requirements for heat exchangers, inL

this application, are the high temperature intermediate heat exchanger, the low-temperature

intermediate heat exchanger, and the SO3 reduction reactor. Theseheat exchangers must
operate for long periods of time under high temperature conditions, while maintaining a high

degree of leak tightness. The intermediate heat exchangersalso have to meet the require-
ments of the nuclear codes. The processhec;-exchanger (DR-l), must handle similar tem-

peratures while operating in the chemical environment of the water decomposition process.

Material limitations become the constraining factor in h_gh temperature heat
exchanger desgns. It s believed possible to obtain the 1144K (1600 F) pro.ass temperature

within the limits of the capability of present superalloys that can be applied in the inter-
mediate and processheat exchangers.

4.5.2.3 Battery G - Electrolyzer

The electrolyzers are located in a separatebuilding, identified as G on the plot
plan, along with theil associatedequipment and service facilities. Theseare a total of 480

electrolyzer modules, each rated at 1 MWe, 100 V-de, 10,000 amperes.

Recfiformersare employed to supply the dc power to the electrolyzers. Each Rectl-

former, rated at 24 MWe, 2400 V-dc, 10,000 amperesfeeds 24 eleotrolyzers in series. The

Recfiformer consistsof an a-c connection (3 phase,60 hz), regulating transformer, stepdown
transformer, diodes (rectiflers)t and a d-e connection. Controls are supplied to vary the
a-.c voltage to adjust the d-c voltage for changes in the electrolyzer module clrc,..its, such

as a module taken out of service. The Recfiformersare located outside the electrolyzer
building.

Surge tanks (ST-l) associated with the collection of sulfuric acid from the electrol-

yzers, are also located outside tF,eelectrolyzer building. The characteristics of the surge
tank is shown in Table 4.5.5.

The electrelyzer building is of steel siding and roofing on a concrete slab. The

building is 305 meters (1000 feet) long by 36.6 meters (120 feet) wide by 8.5 meters (28 feet)

from the top of ihe floor slab to the roof siding eave llne. A double ridge roof is provided
! with ventilators running the length of the building in each ridge to assurefree and rcJpid

escapeof buoyant hydrogenfrom the building in the unexpectedevent of a hyd_oqenllne
rupture.
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I TABLE 4.5.5

I ELECTROLYZERSURGE TANK (ST-I) CHARACTERISTICS
Number of Tanks 20

J Tank Outside Diameter 2.44 meters (8 feet) ,."

: Total Fank Length 6.4 meters (21 feet)

J Normal Operating Pressure 2586 kPo (375 psia) '

- Normal Operating Temperature 433K (320°F)

i: ! Materiol of Construction Hastelloy C

ProcessFluid 80 wt % H2SO4

4.5.2.4 Battery H - Sulfuric Acid Decomposition

i=.i The sulfuric acid decompositionbattery consistsof that equipment required to take

the 80 wt percent sulfuric acid fromthe electrolyzer_ vaporize it, decomposeit to water

J and sulfur trioxide_ and reduce the sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide ariaoxygen. The equip-ment required for these functions are all housedin one building, identified by the letter "H"
on the plot plan.

The componentsof this battery are the FeedAcid Preheater/Recycle Acid Condenser

(E-l), the recuperatively heated Feed Acid Vaporizer (AV-1), the helium heated Feed Acid

i Vaporizer (AV-2), and the Sulfur Trioxide ThermalReductionReactor (DR-l). Processcondi-tions for the componentsare shownin the overall flowsheet, Figure 4.5.1.

J The operating pressuresand temperaturesselected for the initial design result inmaterials requirements,for E-l, AV-I_ and AV--2t that are beyondtoday's industrial exper-
ience in handling boiling and condensingsulfuric acid. Theseheat exchangers,therefore,

J °"
mustemploy materials for which corros|ondatat at the operating condlt_ons,do no_ ,x_st.

Potential materials that might be applicable include Hastelloy C, Incalloy 625_ or some

metallic alloy with a vaporphase depositedsilicon coating. Developmentwork is lequlled

J to determine what materials can ultimately meet theseconditions. Sactlon 5 d_scussesin moredetail the considerationof structural matefi,_lsfor this service.

I

:1
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Alternate operating parameters and process configurations for the sulfuric acid

decomposition system can be considered which will perrr_t design conditions much close,' to

the temperatures at which material data is available. The currant flowsheet calls for opera-

Hen of the process at 2068 kPa (300 PSIA), requ_rlng vaporization of sulfuric acid at a tem-

perature of about 725K (8450F) approximately 110 to 170K (200 to 300%)above the tem-

peratures at which extensive corrosion data is available.

Reducing the process pressure to 172 to 517 kPa (25 to 75 psla) permits consideration ,,

of high silicon irons, such as Durlron. Material fabrication difficulties, however, must be

examined. Current technology is llmited to roughly 2.54 cm (one inch) tubes in (1.9 meter

(three foot) lengths. Development effort would be required to produce longer tube and shell

heat exchangers. Duriron can be fabricated into approximately 1.2 m (4 feet) by 1.8 m

(6 feet) sheets, however_ introducing the possibility of using plate heat exchangers for the

sulfuric acid vaporizers.

The configuration of the recuperative heat exchange system can also be changed.

The current flowsheet employs exchangers E-1 and AV-1 to affect feed acid preheat and

vaporization using heat from condenslng unreacted sulfuric acid present in the effluent from

the thermal reducHon reactor DR-1. This recuperative heat exchange can be accomplished

in several ways. One possible alternate considers acid from the electrolyzer surge tank being

injected into the hlgh temperature effluent from the thermal reduction reactor. This provides a

rapid quench, lowering the temperature of the gas to c nominal value of about 644K (700UF).

This cool gas is then passed through a ceramic lined end packed tower, irrigated with addi-

tional electrolyzer acid. Leaving the tower is a wet SO_/O_ stream and condensed acid
for recycle to the hellum heated vaporizer (AV-2). The TJseaT this type of recuperative

heat exchange system reduces by over 50 percent the heat transfer surface requh'ed to with-
stand corrosive servTce.

These alternates will be consld,_redas part of the conceptual design to be prepared

in Task Ill (to be reported separately).

The specific design of the Sulfur Trioxide Thermal Reduction Reactor (DR-l) is to be

prepared as part of the Task III effort. In order to be able to spcclfy a realistic design, West-

inghouse has been conducting an experimental program to evalume potential catalysts for use

in the reactor. Kinetic data obtained over selected catalysts have been analyzed and the

reaction order determined. The rate constants are Arrhenlus, and the pre-experlmental con-

stants as well as the activation energies have been calculated from the dat_.

Catalysts with sufficient activity to permit compact ,'eduction ,eactors have been

identified and are presently undergoing life testing. One such cutalyst has operated at 112SK

(1565°F) and o space velocity of 30,000 hi-I for long periods of time without any dlscemible

]o_sof activity.
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Using catalyst acf[vlty information of this typet preliminary designs of the sulfur

• trioxide thermal reduction reactor are being prepared. Two arrangements are being con-

sidered_ depending upon whether one or two reduction catalysts are used. The use of a

single catalyst possessinghigh activity over the entire temperature range leads to a pro-

cessconfiguration employing a single reduction reactor in each of five parallel process

trains. Alternatlvely_ if two catalysts are used - one possessinggood low temperature

activity and the second possessinggood high temperature activity - a five by two arrange-
ment would be used.

Table 4.5.6 ._howsthe principal characteristics of the componentsof the sulfuric

.- acid decomposition system.
i,

4.5.2.5 8=tteryl- soz'o2

..... The SO2/O 2 separation systemhandles the effluent from the sulfuric acid decompo-
sition system, as shown in Figure 4.5.1. A stream of gas and unreacted sulfur trioxide, from

E-], is fed to a knock-out system (KOD-1), where the SO3 is recovered as sulfuric acld and

returned to the sulfuric acid decompesltlon system. Wet sulfur dioxide and oxygen flow to

the separation system. Steam is first condensed, following which the SO2,/O 2 mixture is

compressed to 5171 kPa (750 ps_a) and sulfur dioxide recovery {s affected.

Bulk sulfur dioxide removal is accomplished by condensation against cooling water.

Final removal is achieved by condensation against low-temperature oxygen. This refrigera-

tion and some auxiliary power production is generated by the expansion of the oxygen stream

prior to its venting.

The characteristics of the major equipment in Battery I are shown in Tables 4.5.7

and 4.5.8. Table 4.5.7 describes heat exchangers in the system while Table 4.5.8 presents
information on surge tanks and knock-out drums.

CompressorC-1 is a steam tunblne driven three stage centrifugal compressor raising

the pressureof 305e500 kg/hr (673,500 Ib/hr) of oxygen and 239e000 kg/hr (527,000 Ib/hr)

of sulfur dioxide from 2069 kPa (300 psTa)to 5171 kPa (750 psla).

Turboexpande.s T-1 and T-2 are used to reduce tbe oxygen pressure from 5171 kPo

(750 psla) to 2068 kPa (300 psla), and 2068 kPa (300 psla) to 517 kPa (75 psia), respec-

tively, with the recovery of about 4250 kw of power in the process.

4.5.2.6 Battery J - Turblne-Generator

Electric power for use in the hyd,ogen production plant is gene,oted f,om several

• sources. The bulk of the powe_ is .qenerated By a combined Blayton-Ran_.h_e cycle wifl_ u
total generating capacity of approximately 581,000 kw. This power is dlst,ibuted within

i I the plant to provide about 480,000 kw for the hydro.qen-pl(_dt,cin_j elect,olyzels and the
remainder for operation of equipment within both tile nuclear he'.It sou,co (VHTR) und the

hydrogen generation plant.

I
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The helium Brayton cycle gas turbomachlnery, within the VHTR, operating at a gas

O

I inlet temperature of 1283K (1850 F)produces an electr cal output of approx.mately231,000 kw. The "waste" heat from this equipment is transferred, through a low tempera-

ture intermediate heat exchanger to an intermediate helium heat transport system. The

1 intermedlate hellum coolant is us,,_dto produce steam, in two parallel generators at apressure of 10,340 kPa (1500 psia) and 81 ]K (1000%). The steam is fed to a tandem compound

condensing 3600 rpm turbogenera;or, exhausting at 17.9 kPa (5.3 inch Hg abs), to produce

.J'e. approximately 350,000 KWe.

The turbine generator building, measuring 76.2 m (250 ft) by 30.5 m (100 ft) by

32.3 m (106 ft) high, houses all of the mechanical equipment, including the intermediate• heat transport loop helium circulators, required to extract the sensible heat from the hot

helium, convert this energy into steam to drive a turbine-generator set, and condense the

! exhaust steam into liquid water to store the cycle again.

4.5.2.7 Battery K - Hydrogen Product Compressors

1 in accordance with the groundruJe for the ptant design that the product gas must

be suitable for pipeline transmission, a compressor station is included in the plant complex

1| to compressthe hydrogen gas from its generation pressureof 2586 kPa (375 psia) to 6895 kPa(1000 psia). This is done with four heavy duty seven throw, single stage reciprocating cam

pressers. Power far the compressorsis provided by 5220 kW(7000 hp) motors.
!

l 4.5.2.8 Cooling Water System

To minimize thermal discharges to the river, a wet mechanical draft cooling
1 tower is used for ultimate heat rejection. This tower, 122 meter1 (400 ft) in diameter,

has twelve fans rated at 149 kW(200 hp) each. The tower has a height of 12.2 m (40 ft)

from the top of the basin to the top of the fan deck. The fan cylinders add 5.8 m (19 ft)
to the overall height. The tower has the capacity to dissipate approximately 1046 MWt
(48 x 10 Btu/hr) of heat.

1
Four 1492 kw (2000 hp) clrculallng water pumpsare installed in a structure adjacent

to the cooling tower basin.

I 4.5.2.9 Water Make-Up and Waste Treatment Systems

The water requirements for the plant are met by a make-up system taking suction
from the river. A pump house, located at the river, contains the row water pumpsand the

trash rakes and traveling screensneeded to keep the make-up water free from debris.

The raw water is pretreated by a clarifier (coagulator)and filte.s to make it suitcflJe

as feed to the fire protection system, sanitary system, general plant services, and the make-up

J demlnerallzatlon system. The pretreatment system has a nominal capacity of 11.36 m3 ',fin
(3000 gpm).

i
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The clar|f_ed and filtered water_ to be demlneral|zed, flows initially through a

cation exchanger where calclum, magnesium, sodium, and other cations that might be

present ore exchanged for an equivalent amount of hydrogen ions° The de-cat|onlzed

water then passed through a forced draft type degaslfler where dissolved carbon dioxide

is removed to a low level. The degasffled effluent than flows through an anion exchan-

ger to remove chloride, sulfate, and other anions. The effluent from the anion exchanger ,!

flows through a mlxed-bed ion exchanger to insure that the treated water meets the re-

qu'red qual'ty cr'ter'a. The 6.81 m3/m'n (1800 gpm) delonlzatlon plant has the capability

of producing de|onlzed water of 2 000,000 ohms/cm. '"

Demlnerallzed water is distributed, as needed, to the hydrogen £ :neratlon plant

and the VHTR nuclear heat source. An 3030 m3 (800,000 gal) stainless steel storage tank

"" provides surge capacity for the demlneralized water make-up.

Wastes from the water make-up systemsmust be treated prior to discharge. These

wastes include spent regenerant solutions from the demlnerallzatlon system, backwash effluent
from the filters, and clarlfler bottoms.

The waste regenerant solutions will discharge to one of two tanks where it will be

neutralized to a pH value of approximately 7 by the addition of an alkali or acid as required.

The neutralized solution can then be discharged.

Backwash effluent from the filters will be recycled through the clarlfler.

The clarlfler bottoms discharge will consist of a precipitated sludge containing

about 3 percent solids by weight° This stream will be conveyed to a "thickener" where

the solids will be further concentrated to about 25-30 percent. The concentrated stream

is filtered using a rotary drum type vacuum filter. The resulting sludge - about 18,000 kg/

day (20 tons/day) - contains about 50 percent solids by weight and is conveyed by truck

to ultimate off-slte disposal.

4.5.2.10 Electrical Auxiliary Power System

The electrical auxiliary power system provides the facilities to distribute power to

the electrolyzers and processequipment in the plant. Normal power sources are the gas and

steam turbines in the plant complex as well as the small power recovery turbines in the

SO_/O 2 separation system. Emergency and/or start-up power _ssupplied by an external
138-kV connection to the electric utility system.

During normal operation, the plant is electriccrlly self-sufficlent. All electric

power needed for operation of the VHTR and hydrogen production facilities is genernted

on-sitet with no excess power for sale nor need to import power.
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4.5.2.11 General Facilities

Included in the category of general facilities are things llke site improvements1
miscellaneousbuildings(e.g., admlnlshatlon, control, maintenanceand service, warehouse,

i etc.) certain auxiliary systems(e.g.t instrumentand plant a Jr, fire protection, spaceheatingboiler, sanitary sewagesystem,communications equipment, etc.) and certain facilities or

equipment (e.g., furniture, fixtures, maintenance tools and equlpmenb laboratory equipment,

I etc> I+J+

The general faeilifiest where appllceble and appropriate, are sharedbetween the

VHTRnuclear heat sourceand the hydrogen production plant.
. 4.5.3 Plant PerformanceCharacteristics

I The performanceof the plant can be _xpressedin several ways. The paragraphs

below summarize the performance in termsof resourceconsumption, processoutflows, and

overall thermal efficiency. The performance, relative to other hydrogen generation processes,is summarizedin Section 5.

! 4.5.3.1 ResourceConsumption

Forpurposesof evaluationt the only resourcesconsideredare thoseassociatedwith

the operation ,._fthe plant, and not with the manufactureor construction of the facility. The• . I •

resourcesare categorized into fue. (U308_ thoNum,and graphite for the VHTR), consumptive
water userand chemicals and catalysts. Table 4.5.9 summarizesthe annual consumptionof
Ihesematerials. Since all electrical poweris generatedon-slte, no electrical "resource",

i.e., off-site facility is charged to the evaluation. It is assumec_that all catalysts will be

replaced annually. Themajor make-up chemical is sulfur which is assumedto require make-
up at the rate of two systeminventoriesper year.

TABLE 4.5.9_

NUCLEAR WATER DECOMPOSITION

ANNUAL RESOURCECONSUMPTION

(80% Capacity Factor)

Water 1.95 x 1010 kg (4.3 x 1010 Ib)

_-: Catalysts and Chemicals 4.35 x 105 kg (9.6 x 105 Ib)

UraniumOre (U308) 1.81 x 105 kg (4.0 x 105 Ib)

i+ I Thorium (fertile material) 8.50 103 (1.9 106

kg Ih)X X

| Graphite (VHTRmoderator) 9.10 104 kg (2.0 x 105 Ib)

i
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4.5.3.2 ProcessOutflows

The major processproductstream, in addition to hydrogen, isoxygen. This gasis
producedat the rate of 305,000 kg/hr (673,500 Ib/hr) and, for the purposeof the evaluation,
is assumedto be vented.

4.5.3.3 ProcessThermalEfficiency

Thermalefficiency, as presentedin Table 4.5.10, is defined as the higher heating

value of the productgasdivided by the heat input to the total plant complex. Since the

plant is self-sufflclent from an energy viewpoint, i.e., no net sale or purchaseof poweror

heat is required for operation of the VHTRandhydrogenplanb the heat input is the full
thermal ratingof the VHTR. As in the other hydrogengenerationprocesses,the work of com-
pressionof the productgasto 6895 kPa (1000 psla) is included in the calculation of efficiency.

The efficiency calculated is that which resultsfrom Ihe processflowsheetand para-

metersselectedfor thisphaseof the evaluation. As discussedin Section4.6, the efficiency
will changeas basicoperating parametersare altered, e.g., p cesstemperature, pressure,
etc.

TABLE 4.5.10

NUCLEAR WATER DECOMPOSITION

OVERALL PROCESSEFFICIENCY

Heat Input

VHTRThermal Output 11,592 GJ/hr (10.99 x 109 Btu_hr)

Heat Output

Product Gas 4.23 x 105 std m3,/hr (15.8 x 106 SCF/hr)
3

Heating Value 12.79 MJ/std m (325 Btu/SCF)

Total Heat Output 54]0 GJ,/hr (5.135 x 109 Btu/hr)

Overall Efficiency

5410 GJ/hr x 100 46.7%
1t,592 GJ,'hr
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4.5.4 ProcessPerformance Sensitivity Analysis
r

[ Semltlvlty studies were conducted using the Un_verslty of Kentucky ttYDRGN com-

puter program suitably modified to simulate the major features of the Westinghouse Hydrogen

Generation Process. An optimum set of process conditions was determined by maximizing the
thermal efflclen_y over a range of process variables. A schematic of the process flowsheet

used in the sensitivity study is shown in Figure 4.5.4, with the major process steps identified

'lj in Table 4.5.11.

Hydrogen is provided ele_:trolyfically according to the followlng reaction:

I* r

_*'_* 2H20 + SO 2 --_ H2 + H2 SO4

.If The sulfuric acid formed is sent to a surge tank, ST, from which it is fed to two vaporizers,

one recuperatlveJy heated - AV-1, and the other externally heated - AV-2.
|

.1 The resultant sulfur trioxide - steam mixture is sent to the thermal reduction reactor,

where sulfur dioxide and oxygen are formed. This gas mixture (SO 3, SO2, 0 2, H20) is

subsequently cooled and the unreacted sulfur triox|de is condensed as sulfuric acid, Thesulfuric acid is recovered and recycled to the surge tank. The remalnlng wet sulfur dioxide

and oxygen flow to the separation system. Steam is first condensed and recycled. The sulfur

dioxide - oxygen mixture is compressed to 5171 kPa (750 psia) and separated with the recoveryof sulfur dioxide for recycle to the elecrrolyzer. Oxygen is available as a by-product.

I For each of the above steps there is an associated enthalpy change - dependentupon such process conditions as pressure, temperature, and acid concentration - which in-

fluences the overall thermal requirements of the process. The determination of those process

I conditions which lead to the lowest total heat input requires an analysis of each step of theprocess.

Several important tradeoffs exist in specifying process conditions. One relatesto the concentration of the sulfuric acid leaving the electrolyzer. The electrolyzer power

requirement increases with increasing acid concentration, as shown in Figure 4.5.5. As

i Figure 4.5.6 indicates, the energy required to heat, vaporize, and decompose ttle electroly-zer acid (Steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Figure 4.5.4) diminishes with increasing acid concentration.

Figure 4.5.7 shows that mass rates also decJine with an increase in acid concentration.

J Analogously, operation at very low acid concentrations lowers the electrolyzer power require-
ments, but leads to high massrates and thermal demandsin the acid decomposition loop. An

optimal acid concentration exists.

I This optimum acid concentration can be expected to be a function of the temperc_-

ture of heat source ddvlng the process. The electrolyzer power, for example, can be gencr-

I ated more efficiently with thermal energy at higl_er temperatures. Similarly, hl.cjher tempe_n-
tures enable higher conversions per pass to be obtained in the SO3 decomposition reactm,

thereby reducing die recycle tate._ in this part of the system.

I
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1 + LEPROCESSSTEPS

I 1 Electrolysis:

1 2H20 + SO2 "-_ H2 + H2SO4 "

2 Cooling of H2 fromeJectroJyzertemperature(360K) to 298 K, collection

i[ of H2

3 Heating make-up water to 360K for electrolyzer

i',

4 Heating dilute sulfuric acid (fromelectrolyzer) from 360K to its

boiling point
5 Vaporization of the dilute H2SO4

i, 6 Heating H2SO4(g) and H20(g) to the temperatureof decomposition reactor

,! 7 DecomposingH2SO4 into H20 and SO3, then decomposingSO3 to SO2and I/2 02

'1 8 Cooling gasmixture from DR to the temperatureat which unreacted
SO3 condensesas dilute H2SO4

i 9 Condensationof unreacted SO3 as dilute acid; recycling thisacid to the
surgetank

i 10 Cooling H20, SO2, 02 gasmixture to the temperatureat which H20
condenses

I 11 Condensationof H20; Separation of SO2 - 02 mixture

J 12 Cooling water to 360 K for recycle to electrolyze_

13 Cooling SO2 to 360 K for recycle to electrolyzer

J 14 Cooling 0 2 to 298 K fc.r venting

I

I
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Pressuro is important due to the pressurized sulfur dloxlde - oxy.q¢_nrec_,v,,ty syst_,m

employed in the process as well as the pressure dependence of the the sulfur trioxide reduction

I reactors (the equilibrium conversion at a given temperakJre declines whh increasing1 system
pressure). As Figure 4.5.8 shows, recycle rates increase with increasing pressure. Simi(_ldy,

i operation at low pressures leads to high conversions, low recycle rates, and large compres-
I i sion requirements. Thus, an optimal pressure also exists.

J I The optimum pressure is also a function of temperature. For a given conversion per
J j • • (/I pass, an increase in temperature permits the use of a h_g _er decompos_hon system pressure.

Referring to Figure 4.5.9, where dotails of the compression system are showr_ this reduces

I the number of compression stages required in the SO2 - 0 2 separation system. As Figure 4.5.9shows, operation of the decomposition system at pressures above 1010 kPa (I 0 atm) can achieve

significant reductions in compression energy.

I The preceding section indicates trends in thermal requirements produced by varyinq

the process conditions over selected ranges. Knowledge of the total heat requirement, QT'

is necessary to determine process efficiency. The smaller QT' the higher the efficiency.QT is a funehon of process conditions and can be reduced by using recuperative heat ex-
ch'ange, whereby heat released irl exothermlc stops is used to supply those steps ,'equlrin(]

J heat. The major recuperative heat exchange occurs in AV-1 (see Figure 4.5.4) where theenergy in streams 8 and 9 is used to preheat the vaporize acid entering the SO3 decompL_-

sltion system.

Estimates of the plocess thermal efficim_cy were made for a range of process condi-

tions. These were generated by choosing five values for each of three critical process vari_-

J bles, pressure, temperature, and acid concentration, as shown in Table 4.5.12. Based onthese variables, 125 processes were .qenerated, each one uniquely detem_h_._dL_yits com-

bination of values for the plocess conditions.

J TABLE 4.5.12

J VARIATIONS IN PROCESS CONDITIONS

Pressure _Pa) DR Acid Concentrallon

J Temperature (K) (wt |_elcent)
I01 922 50

507 1033 60
1013 I 1,14 ,,'{)

r i.. (.

2026 12._._ tlt)

35065 I, .66 90
I
m |

I

" I
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1

I 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
DecompositionSystemPressure,kPo

I

I

I Figure 4.5.9 Variation of S02/02 Separation SystemComptesso_
Requirementswith Decomposition SystemP_essu_e

I
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The total energy required by each of these processeswas considered to be composed

of three ports. The first of those, deslgnated Q1, represents the heat required to generate the

electrolyzor power. Both an electrolyzer efficiency and a power generation efficiency were

assumedin calculating Q1 o Specifically, the electroloyzer efficiency was assumedto be
50 percent. The power generation efflclencles were typical of those achievable using a com-

bined gas and steam turbine cycle operating at a temperature 139K (250°F) above that of the

I process temperature. The second heat input, Q2, represents the net heat required to heat,

vaporlze_ and decompose the electrolyzer acid (4 ¢ 5 "_ 6 + 7 - 8 - 9 ). The third

input is Q31 the heat requirement for the SO2 - 0 2 separation process, which was calcu- =.
lated as de_erlbed above in Figure 4.5.9.

Figures 4o5.10 and 4.5.11 are plots of efficiency as a function of pressure and acid r

concentration_ respectively. The optimum combination of conditions, as determined within

the limits of this study, is the following: pressure between 1013 and 2026 kPo (10 and 20

atm) and acid concentration between 70 and 85 w/o.

Not unexpeotedlyt the ana(ysls shows(Figure 4.5.12)overall the_at efficiency

to increase monotonically with temperature. Similarly (Figure 4.5.13), the thermal energy

exchanged in the recuperative vaporizer (a measure of the recycle rate in the acid decom-

posi.tlon Ioop_ decreases hyperbolically with temperature. At low temperatures, 922 to IU33F,
(1200 - 1400VF), system pressurestrongly influences the size of the recycle system. At high

O * • •

temperatures, 1255 to 1266K (1800 - 2000 F), pressure _s_mportant, w_th the lower range,

103 to 517 kPa (15 to 75 psia), being preferred.

The process thermal efficiency also varies with electrolyzer efficiency and the type

of power generation equipment employed (Figure 4.5.14).

Operation of the electrolyzers at higher efficiencles, corresponding to lower current

densities and more expensive capital equipment, raises overall thermal efficiency and lowers

the power generation requirements. Off-settlng the more expensive electrolyzers is the lower

capital cost made possible by the inclusion of additional gas turbine generating capacity, and

lower operating costsachieved by improved thermal efficiency. This trade-off between elec-

trolyzer efficiency and cost will be examined in more detail during the conceptual design study.

Throughout, it should be noted that the sensitivity analysis predicts lower thelmal

efflciencles than those obtained by analysis of the engineering flowsheets. This may be under-

stood by referring to Figure 4.5.4. In the sensitivity study, no heat is assumedto be recovered

from Stop 10. In actuality, Step 10 is used for steam generation to supply the sulfur dio×idc,

vaporizer and the compressor turbine driver steam requirements. Similarly, after separation of

SO2, an oxygen stream at nominally 4877 to 5171 kPa (700 to 750 psia) is avalklble. Powel
recovery is affected in expanding this gas to 101 kPa (one atmosphere) prior to ventin_h In
the sensitivity analysis, these effects are ne,qlected as they are features common to all p_cess

_i variations, and as such do not alter conclusions concernin_ the lelative effects of ch_n_lin!l
. process parameters,

IL_I.
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The true value of thermal efficiency is affected, however_ by these factors° This

effect amounts to about a five percent decrease in the absolute magnitude of the process

thermal efficiency as calculated by the compuler process simulation. Thus a value of 42 per-

cent computed during the sensitivity analysis translates to about 47 percent when actual

flowsheels are prepared.

4.5.5 Economics

The cost of producing hydrogen is evaluated for the plant design discussed in

Sectlons 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. In determining the overall costs, esffmates were made of the

_- capital, operation and maintenance, and fuel costs for the facility in the general format ' *!

used _n reporting nuclear powerplant costs, as defined in NUS-531 (Reference 32). The

costs of the VHTR nuclear heat source were taken from the ERDA sponsored conceptual de- !

sign study reported in Reference 1. These costs were adjusted to account for the inter-

facing of the VHTR with the hydrogen production plant. The effects on the production costs

of different capacity factors, fuel costs, and type of ownership were also considered.

4.5.5.1 Capital Costs

The capital costs estimate is based on preliminary sizing of most of the major plant

equipment and determining appropriate costs for that equipment. Factors, based on exper-

lance w{th these types of systems, were used to account for the costs of installation, piping,

valves, instrumentation, structures, and miscellaneous equipment° Indirect costs were also

estimated by applying factors in the manner described below°

The VHTR costs used in the economic evaluation were taken from Reference 1

and adjusted to account for refinements in the interface conditions, incluslon of the inter-

mediate coolant loop piping and circulators, and upgrading of the reactor rating from 3000

to 3220 Mw(t). The VHTR direct costs, as reported fn Reference i as used in this

evaluation, are shown in Table 4.S.13.

• • 6 3,
ThAehydrogen production plant, producing 10.15 x 10 standard m _day

(379 x 10" SCFD), is estimated to require a direct cost investmenb in mid-1974 dollars,

of $315,418,000, as shown in Table 4.5.14. The direct cosl is presented according to a code

of accounts that divides systemsamong on-sites and off sltes, with the former relating to

closely related mainline processing steps and the latter consisting of supporl nnd service
m, systemsand fac[Ht(es. The off-sltes accounts reflect the consideration that the VHT_ and

hydrogen plant are at the same location, resulting in shared services, huildlngs, and frick- i

j- litles. The off-sltes, therefore, consist of the incremental costs, relative to that cfllecldy

included in the VHTR costs to provide the required services.

The total plant investment, shown in Table 4.5.15, includes the direct costs plus

contingencies, indh'ect costs, and interest during construction. Fo_ the pu_pos_ of cwfluc_-

tion, land and land rights ate shown separately fiom other dhect costs since it i*. ¢_noo-

depreciating asset.

4-136
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TABLE 4.5.14

WATERDECOMPOSITION PLANT

DIRECT CAPITAL COSTS

(July 1974 Dollars)

Account Item InstalledCost ( $ Thousands) ..

2000 On-Si tes

2100 Battery F - Electrolyzer Power Supply $ 18,452
2200 Battery G - Electrolyzers 112,659

2300 Battery H - Sulfuric Acid Decomposition 82,814

2400 Battery I - SO2/O 2 Separation 28,670
2500 Battery J - Turbine-Generator 30r610
2600 Battery K - HydrogenProductCompressors 5,076

On- SitesSubtotal $ 278,281

1000 Off-Sites

1100 Cooling SystemandWater Intake $ 6,204

1200 Make-Up and Feedwater 6,862
1300 Waste Water Treatment 301

1400 Coal Handling N/A

1500 SteamGeneration SeeBattery J
1600 Electrical Auxiliary Power 17,484
1700 General Off-Sites Investment(1)

1710 Landand Land Rights 200

1720 Site Improvementsand Facilitles 954
1730 Admlnistration/Servlce/Laboratory Buildings 1,269
1740 Instrumentand Plant Air 2,350
1750 Maintenance Facilities 432

1760 Fire Protection, Communications 846

1770 Furnishlngst Fixtures, Laboratory Equipment 235

Off-Sites Subtotal $ 37,137

Total Direct Capital Cost S315t418

(1)
Costare incremental to compat_ableaccountsin the VHTRestimate.
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Speclal materlals comprisethe inltlal supply of chemicals, catalysts, lubricants

' and other materials needed for operatlon of the plant. A contingency of 15 percent is
I. applled_ for the hydrogengeneratlon facilities, to the estimated cost of the special mater-

lois and the dlrect cost of the physlcal plant. Contingencies are included wlthln the VHTR
direct cost estimate. :

Indirect costsare expense items of a general nature whlch apply to the overall
project of buildlng an operable plant, rather than to one of the direct costs= Thesecosts, '<"
except for interest during construction, have not been estlmated in detail, but calculated

as a percentage of the direct costsbasedon the procedure defined in NUS-531 and updated
by ERDAin 1974 for use in the study reported in Reference 1. The indirect costs for the water

"_ decomposltlon facilltles are calculated as incremental costs to that already included in the
VHTRestimate.

Construction faeilltles, equipment, and services include general-costs associated

wlth the plant construction, such as field offices, warehouses,temporary power and utility
lines, cost or rental of construction equipment and supplies, purchaseof electric power,
water, and other utilities, security guards_tralnlng programsfor the labor force, inspection
and testlng of construction materials, site cleanup, insurance_and the Iike_

Engineering services include items suchas preliminary investigatlons; site selection;

alr and water environmental studies; subsurfaceinvestlgatlons; preparation of specifications i
and evaluation of proposals for major equipment packages, preparation of prellmlnary and i
final designdocuments, designreviews, procurement, in:pectlon, and expediting of mater-
ials and equlpment; preparation of pre-operatlona! test and plant startup procedures; assis

tance in securing plant permits;managementand directlon of construction activities, includ-
ing selection of subcontractors, scheduling, maintaining cost and quality control; on-site

procuror._entand recelvlng of materlals and equipment; field accounting; supervlslngand
pre-operatlonal testing of systemsand components;field engineering inspectlon of eonstruc-

tlon work to assurecompliance with plans and specificatlons; and preparation of as-built
drawlngs.

Other costs include the owner's property and all-rlsk insurancet state and local

property taxes on the site and improvementsduring construct!on, salestaxes on purchased t
materials and equlpment, staff tralnlng, plant startup, and the owner's general and admln
istrative (G&A) costs. !

Interest during constructlon is calculated as simple interest_at an 8 percent annucfl
rate, on the plant investment as it is made. For the purposeof the evaluation, it is assumed

that the land is purchased slx months pllor to Ihe stalt of the project and Iho! special mcliel- !

ials are dellvered ancl pald fo_ nine monthsprlor to plant conlmercial opelation. The _em_,in i
der of the plant investment is nrodeas deslgn and constructlon proceeds. Figure 4.5.1b _hows

the rate of expendltures asa fraction of time The overall ploject period ot eight yea_sis
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dictated by tile design, licensing, and construction time for the VHTR. The water decompo-

sition plant requh'as a shorter construction time, and therefore the major investments in that
i. part of the facility are delayed so that a common completion of construction can be achieved. 1

Engineering and the development of information required for environmental impact statements

and construction pormlts for the water decomposition plant proceeds in parallel with the com-

parable effort for the VHTR to assure that no schedular delays oc_ ur.

The total plant investment, _ncluding all direct and indh'ect costs but excluding ..

escalation, is estimated to be $900,940,000 for the grass roots facility.

f

--. 4.5.5.2 Operation and Maintenance Costs

The costs of operation and maintenance includes the expense of maintaining o

plant staff, consumable supplies and equlpmenb outside support services, miscellaneous

items of cash and indirect costs of maintaining the plant working capital.

The direct O&M costs are shown in Table 4.5.16, as the costs estimated for the

VHTR (Reference 1), plus the incremental costs for the water decomposition plant. The

staff costs are based on a 140 person staffing level for the cumblned VHTR and water decom-

position plant at an average cost of $19,300 per man-year. The costs of chemicals and

catalysts are based on thell assumed use rate. An allowance has been included for mlscel-
laneous consumables.

Outside support services are taken to embrace all services obtained other than flora

the normal plant complement during normal working hours. This includes personnel fl'om

other locations, as well as the cost of station personnel working overtime on special tasks

such as refueling and equipment maintenance or repair. Other requirements for outside sup-

port services include such items as film-badge processing, laundering of contaminated cloth-

ing, off-site disposal of wastes, maim equipment overhauls, and consultants to provide var-

ious forms of operational support. An allowance equal to 50 percent of the VHTR casts is
used for these costs attributed to the water decomposition plant.

Miscellaneous O&M costs include ruch items as:

• training new staff personnel,

• requalificatlon of operatms, ,

• ,ant (for properly, equipment, or facilities which ale used at !

occupied in connection with plant opemtlon), _i

• travel, such as to staff conferences at the main c_ffice, o, ta !

pmofossional soclety meetings or other cc_nfe,ences,
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• licenses and fees,

• offlce4upplles, postage, and telephone/telegraph bills, and

• fuel and upkeep of station vehicles.
i

As before, an allowance of 50 percent of the VHTRcosts is usedfor the water decomposition
plant.

An annual premium of $390,000 is assumedfor nuclear liability insurance. This
premiumis in addition to other insurancepremiumsincluded inthe annual charge on capl-
tab as shownin Section4.1.2.

The total direct annual operation andmaintenance cost of $4,944,000 includes a

15 percent G&A assessmenton all costs, except Fornuclear liability insurance.

The indirect O&M costsare shown in Table 4.5.17. Theseare the costsof maintain-

ing the working capital required for continued operation of the plant and is evaluated at a
10 percent annual charge rate. The working capital is madeup of the cash in hand needed

to meet the day to day operating expensesplus the value of materials and supplies in inven-

tory. The average net cash required is calculated at 2.7 percent of the direct O&M costs,
less the nuclear insurance premium. A two monthsupply of consumablesis assumedto be

kept in inventory. To account for pre-payment of nuclear insurance, 50 percent of the pre-
mium is included asworking capital.

The total O&M costs, at a plant capacity factor of 80 percent, are shown in
Table 4.5.18.

4.5.5.3 Fuel Costs

Fuel costsare all expensesassociatedwith the nuclear Fuelcycle of the VHTR.

Theseinclude itemssuchas procurementof all materlalst uraniumenrichment, fuel fabrica-
tion, fuel reprocesslng,credits far materials of value in spentfuel, and carrying changesin

all partsof the fuel cycle. The fuel cycle costs,as reported in Reference It in accordance
with the economicgroundrulesof Section4.1.2, is 24.75¢/GJ (26.1¢/106 Btu).

The planb operating at an 80 percent capacity factor and a rllermal output of
I_': 3220 row, will accumulate a total annual fuel costof S20t071,000.

i 4.5.5.4 Hydrogen ProductionCosts

The hydrogen production cost is madeup of the contdbuHons of capital, opercHion
- andmaintenance, and fuel costs_ Theseare nmmally calculated on an annual b_sis The.

percentage of the plant investment that is charqed a_-juinstproduction each yea_ is a fu,c _-,t_

l
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I TABLE 4.5.17

NUCLEAR WATER DECOMPOSITION

I INDIRECT OPERATION AND MAINIENANCE COSTS

• ! Cos--'L

Average Net Cash Required $ 123,000

Materials and SuppliesIn Inventory

J ConsumableSupplies and Equipment $ 155,000

50% of Nuclear Liability Insurance Premium 195,000
I

J Total Working Capital $ 473,000

! Annual Charge Rate 10%
I

Annual Indirect O & M Cost $ 47,300

TABLE 4.5.18

NUCLEAR WATER DECOMPOSITION

TOTAL ANNUAL O & M COST

(80% Capacity Factor)

Cost

Direct O & M Costs $ 4,944,000

Indirect O & M Costs 47,300

Total $ 4,991,300
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TABLE 4.5.19

NUCLEAR WATER DECOMPOSITION

! HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COST COMPARISON

(80% Capacity Factor)
-'

Annual Costs _ Industrlal

Non-Depreclating Capital $ 100,000 $ 100,000

Depreciating Capital 134,991,000 224,985,000

Operation and Maintenance 4,991,300 4,991,300

"Fuel" 20, 071,000 20, (,71,000

Total Annual Cost $160,153, 000 $ 250,147, 300

3 3
Annual Gas Production 2.96 x 109 std m 2.96 x 109 std m

(1.107 x 1011SCF) (1.107 x 1011SCF)

Production Cost 5.4¢/std m3 8.5¢/std m3

($1.45/MSCF) ($2.26 'MSCF)

$4.22/GJ $6.59 GJ

($4.45/106 Btu) ($6 95 106 Btu)

,I -I ,16
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1
of the type of plant ownershlpt i.e, utility or industrial, and the manner in which the owner

J can do business. As discussedin Section 4.1.2, the annual charge on non_depreclatlng assets,e.g., land, is 10 percent for either type of ownershipwhite the annual charge on depreciating

assetsis 15 percent for utility ownership and 25 percent for industrial ownership. Although

production costsare calculated on both a utility and industrial basis, it is not realistic toconsider that the production of hydrogen_on the scale contemplated and with distribution to
i remote "users", would be an " industrial" enterprise. It is considered that this sort of pro-

J ductlon plant would muchmore readily fit a "regulated utility" type of enterprise - much, like today's natural gas andelectric utilhy operations.

t The cost of hydrogen production, on both bases,is shown in Table 4.5.19. As can be _'

seen, the cost, which is,_equlvalent to a "gate selling price", is 5.49 standard m3 ($1.45/MSCFb
._. or $4.22/GJ ($4.45/I0" Btu) on a uhhty basis. Thecost to the ultimate consumerwould be

i thls producHoncost plus the allocated capital and operaHngcosts of transmissionand dlstrl-
but|on.

4.5.5.5 Senslt!vhy.of HydrogenProductionCoststo Variables

The costof hydrogenproduction from any given plant will vary with the costof

fuel, the type of ownership,and the utilization, i.e., capacity factor, of the facility. For
the basecasecalculation, it wasassumedthat fuel costswere 24.75¢/GJ (26.1¢/10° Btu),

the capacity factor was80 percent, and utility ownershipprevailed.

Figure4.5.16 showsthe effect on hydrogenoroducffon costof variations in the cost

of fuel for both utlHty and industrial ownership,witk. the capacity factor remalning at 80 per-
cent as in the base case. The effect the production cost of hydrogen, if the oxygen was sold
insteadof vented, is shown for one assumedvalue of the oxygen.

Table 4.5.20 indicates the manner in which the capacity factor affects the produc-

tion cost. in this table, all of the cost assumptionsare the sameas the base case with only

the capacHy factor allowed to vary whh_n a range of 40 to 90 percent. As can be seen, the
costof capital remainsconstant regardlessof how the plant is operated. Operation and
maintenance costs are dMded into two part_, i.e., fixed and variable. The fixed costsore

independent of the plant performance and accrue whether or not the plant is operated. The
variable costsare a direct function of the plant operation. Nuclear fuel costsalso have

fixed and variable components.
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oCO PARATlWEVA  TIONOrH DROO N

i PROOOCT,ONPROCLSSES
5.1 GENERAL

I L
The hydrogen production systemsselected for evaluation were water elecholys_s II

coal gasification using Koppers-Totzek and Bi-Gas gaslfiers, and a nuclear driven water

J decomposition system. Each of those systemshas its own unlque operating characteristics,
advantages, and disadvantages that make a definitive comparison between systems, to

determine the "overalJ best", indeed difficult. Some of the systemsare commercially

1 avoi,ab,e today-others require many years of development to achieve technical
viability. The systemsyet to be demonstrated hold the greatest promise for efficient
utilization of natural resources and economic attractiveness.

I
• Since the weighing of individual performance, environmental, and economic

J factors is sublective, no attempt has been made to rank the system from "best" to "worst."Rather, the factors important to a comparative evaluation are presented for interpretation

by any reader. The factors include the technical readiness and development requirements,

I economics, and resource utilization and environmental impact potential.

Although no conclusmns are drawn relative to the "best" hydrogen generation

I system, it is obvious that the potential va!ue of the nuclear water decomposition system,environmental impact potential, and overall
in terms of economics, resource conservahon,

effectiveness warrants continued and expanded definlhon of the processand development

J of the key process steps. Ac.cord,ngly, the ef!ort under Task III of this contract, to be re-
ported separately, wdt consist eta.more detailed conceptual design of the nuclear water
decomposition system and a deflmtmn of the development program, in terms of tasks,

J schedules, and cost, required for full scale demonstration of the process•

J 5•2 COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGICAL READINESS AND DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS . .
With regard to technological readiness, two dishnet categories can be defined:

I 1• Water ele ctrolysls and Koppers-Totzek coat gasification are "here today"
technologies with demonstrated technical viability for hydrogen production.

i : 2. NuclearwaterdecomposltionandBi-Gascoalgaslflcationarepromising

technologies for hydrogen production; both need developmunt work to bli_g

them to the technological maturity enjoyed at present by eluctralysis _,nd

K-T gasification.

a 5.2.1 Water Electro/ys!s

Watel Plectrolysis h_s o broad based tuchnic(fl b(Ickjio_md with comn,'_i_l

units on the market tod(_y. Where the cast of t'h.ctricity is i_.lativ_,ly low (_r_clI_ _11

_'- _1-I
|
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usesof h/d ogcn ex,st, electrolysis is used to p ovJde on-site hydrogen generation.

Commercial units cover a slze range fl'om portable units (<1 liter./mln) to tans of hydra-

gen per day. Recent development work has bach stimulated by related fuel cull techno-

logies which use the reverse electrochemical reaction• The state-of-the-art of electrolysis

has been advanced by the fuel cell work via development of electrodes with low polari-

zation, by low internal resistance cell. design and by reductions in size and weight of

components. Applications of some of the above items to conventional water electrolysis '"

_: systemshave resulted in changes in operating parameters_ reduced power consumptions,

and/or reduced capital costs. Improvements in operating efficiency may be achieved by

use of noble metal catalyzed electrodes or by the use of higher operating temperatures.
----- So far the high costs of catalyzed electrodes offset any advantage gained, but the search

for new low cost catalysts is continuing. For the present, further efficiency improvements

will come from the development and application of low cost, easily fabricated materials
that will allow higher operating temperatures to be used.

With this development background in mind, it should be recalled that water

electrolysis has fundamental thermodynamic limits in its performance potential. One

limit is dictated by the ideal electrochemical reaction energy,_68 kcal/mole. The other

limit is dictated by the overall thermal efficiency of the power plant. Thus, further

technological advances in water electrolysis will be bounded by these constraining limits.

5.2.2 Koppers-Totzek Coal Gasification

Koppers-Totzek gasification is a commercially available process which is

= : adaptable for the production of synthesis gas for hydrogen, ammonia, methanol, methane,

I or gasoline prodactlon, Iow-Btu fuel gas, or substitute natural gas.

The Koppers-Totzek process usesthe entrained concurrent flow principle based

on the partial combustion of pulverized coal in oxygen and steam. In 1948, Kappers-

Essenand Koppers-Pittsburgh, in a joint effort, used this concept in the design of a

one ton per hour pilot plant gasifier. The pilot plant was built for the U.S. Bureau of

Mines, and the first successful run of the gasifier was made more than 25 years ago. The

pilot plant was operated over a period of two years to yield liquid hydrocarbon from the

Koppers-Totzek synthesis gas. The first commercial Kappers-Totzek gasifier was installed

in Finland in 1952 and was followed by plants in various parts of the. world.

The heart of the K-T process is the gasifier. Koppers Company offers both u

two-headed gaslfi_r capable of handling 15000 kg/hr (400 tpd) of coal clad a fou,-headed

gasifler capable of handling 32000 kg/hr (850 tpd). In the rwo-hec:ded gasifleh bt, nt,,

heads are 180 degrees apart; in the four-headed g_lslfler, they are 90 degrees _part. 1he

gaslfier_ shaped like spheroidal cones centrally welded togethe,, hus a doubh'-wulh,d

shell con.qructed of boiler quality plat_. A set of burr_ers is mounted _t the. clpt_×of ,,_ch
gnsifier cone.
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I
The synthesisgas from the gasifier, after cleaning and cooling, is processedin

Jl the mannerconsi._tentwith the desiredend product. For the generation of a hydrogen
product, the processingstepsincludesulfur and acid gasremoval, carbon monoxideshift,
carbon dioxide removal, ond methanation.

Several featuresof the K-T processmake it particularly attractive for hydrogen . :
generationfrom coal. Becauseit is a commerciallysuccessfulsystem,the technologyof

i process,including requirements,operating procedures, performance
the materials and i _

characteristicsare both well knownand predictable. In addition, the downstreampro-

cessingstepsusecommerciallyavailable technologies,catalysts,and predictable per-

and .economics.The also hasconsiderable in the choice of
formance process flexibility

_"_ ' fuel to be gasified.

ii The disadvantagesof the K-T process in capacity operating
involve limits the and

pressureof the gaslflers result-ing in a multiplicity of units for large plantsandaffecting

|I the capital and operating costsof the facility.
There are privately fundedprogramsunderway to overcomethesedisadvantages.

j Larger gasiflersare being developed. A small pressurizedentrained gaslfler, designedfor up to 3040 kPa (30 atm)operation, hasbeentestedand hasindicated that commercial
operation at pressureis feasible.

J 5.2.3 Bi-Gas Coal Gasification

The Bi-Gas processis being developed primarily for productionof high Btupipeline quality gaswlth~95% methanein the final productstream. If usedprimarily
for hydrogenproductlon,the Bi-Gas processmustundergosomemodification from its

I original purpose.

Development work on Bi-Gas by BituminousCoal Research,Inc., has proceeded

I* frombatch-type experiments through continuousflow experimentsin a 5-pound per hourexternal heated reactor, to operation of a processand equipmentdevelopmentunit

(PEDU). Researchhasconfirmedthe basicassumptionthat high yields of methanecould

J beobtained fromcoal at elevated temperaturesand pressures.

With the completion of the PEDUtest program, plans were made to design a

I larger-scale, fully integrated 5-ton per hour gasification pilot plant at HomerCity,Pennsylvania. Bidsfor the detailed engineeringand constructionof the pilot plant were
received andthe constructioncontract wasawardedin 1972. Completionof constructlon

of the pi!ot plant is scheduledfor 1975. The overall objective of the pilot plant is toprovide sufficient designdata for constructionof a commercial plant.

The heart of the B_-Gas processis fi. _wo-stagegaslfier. Pulverized coal isintroducedinto the upper section (Stage 2) ,st /0 to 100atmospheres.Here the coal comes
in contact with a rising streamof hot synthesisgasthat hasbeen producedin the lower

I
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section (Stage I). Ill Stage 2, the coal is partially converted to nlethane (,nd more synthe-

slsgas. The raw gas output fl'om Stage 2 including entrained residual char is senl to waste

heat boilers and char cyclone where tl_e char is separated from the gas and recycled to

Stage 1 of the gasifler. A portion of the synthesis gas is also recycled to both stages of

the gaslfler.

The pilot plant will serve to verify the performance of the two stage gaslfler. ...

Testing with the plant's gasifier should demonstrate that a high pressurel 1200K (1700%)

synthesis gas can indeed be produced and that design and calculatlonal models used

heretofore for the gasifler are adequate. Several other aspects of the process are in the

development stage and will be evaluated during testing of the pilot plant. These areas

include coal feeding, slag removal, char separation, CO shifting, acld gas removal and

methanatlon. Most of the above process items are germane if the process were to be

tailored to produce hydrogen. In addition, as a hydrogen producing plant, additional

development of the process would be required to verify feasibility. Included would be

the steps of cryogenic separation of the methane and hydrogen, with subsequent expansion

of the methane to lower pressure, steam/methane reforming, repressurizatlon of the reform-

ing product steam and feedback of this stream into the CO shift converter.

!

5.2.4 Water Decomposition System '_

The technology of the water decomposition system is the least developed of the

systems being considered for hydrogen production. Work performed to date, and the

information generated from that work, continues to support the fundamental attractiveness

of this hydrogen generation process. Using common, inexpensive chemicals, fire cycle is

capable of decomposing water at high efficlencles under a broad range of operating
conditions. A considerable amount of flexibility exists in the selection of process tem-

perature and pressure without seriously jeopardizing system performance. More importantly,

the cycle consists of chemical reactlons-verlfled by laboratory testing - that proceed
as written and at rates sufficient to insure compact and economical chemical reactors.

The Faragraphs below discuss the status of technology and development require-
mants for the nuclear heat source and the water decomposition system.

5.2.4.1 The VHTR Nuclear Heat Sourc_

The very high temperature nuclear reactor (VHTR) is a glaphite modelated,

helium cooled unit drawing heavily upon the technology demonstr(Ited in tile AI!C/NASA

nuclenr locket program to provide tile capability for the high temperalules nt,_'dL'd to,

tile w_ffer decomposition plant. The Iluclear system also uses the technology dew.,Iop__'d
end demonstrated in the HTGR and other gas cooled leectm pro.qrams to suppolt its dL'si._ln

,. concept. Tile conceptual d_-'sk'jnof th_ VHTR was supper ted by ERDA ufldel

Conhact AT(ll-1)-2445andlepoltedin Reference 1. Theles,'_,ch_._dd*'w'lopmeni

progr_ml ,equired to hriTl._)the VIITR to fhst I_Jrge-sc_J_,d_moflshatiotl w_s _ls_ d_,flnt'd
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in Reference 1 and consisted of an 11.5 year program with total casts, in 1974

dollarst of $240_600_000 excluding the cost of design of the demonstration plant.

t:

5.2.4.2 The Water Decomposition System

i The technologlcal status and development required of the water decomposition

systemcan be categorized into two areas_ i.e., materials and chemical process. The

lj former represents on area within which all processesand developing technolocjies willlive or die - the ability to define materials that will perform their function within the ""

operating environment of the process. The latter represents the availability of inform-

t atlon from which specific designs can be made that perform in accordance wlth predlc- ,"- i tlons. A detailed R&D program recommendation will be pro.sparedas part of the Task Ill
effort under this contract.

l 5.2.4.2.1 Materiels Considerat ions

iJ The materials investlgatlon performed have been limited to the determination ofunique or unusual materials requirements for the systemdescribed in Section 4.5. The cri-

tical problem areas involve the high temperature sulfuric acld !oop shown in Figure 4.5.1.
• • O

J The remainder of the system operates at relahvely low temperatures_ <476K (<400 F) andthus can utilize commercially available components. The high temperatur, acid decomposi-

tion loop1 because of the temperatures and pressures involved, deports significantly from ston-

i dard sulfuric acid handling practice• Appendix A discusses the status of available materials.

5.2.4.2.2 Technological Status of the Water Decompos!ti0n Hydro?en

Ii Generation Process

I The efforts in examining the Westinghouse Sulfur Cycle water decomposition processhave been devoted primarily to the two key processsteps, i.e., the generation of hydrogen by

the electrochemical reaction SO2 + 2 H20 _ H_ + H2SO 4 and the generation of oxy-

I gen by the thermochemlcal reduction of sulfur trioxlae in accordance with the reactionSO3 _ SO2 + 1/2 0 2. Work to date has been of a nature to confirm that the primary

reactions do proceed, to determine the nature and degree of competing reactions to define

I and identify specific subsystemsfor further consideration and evaluation, and to provide a pre-liminary assessmentof processfeasibility.

I information gathered to date continues to support the fundamental attractiveness ofthis hydrogen generation process. Using common_ inexpensive chemicals, the cycle is capable

of decomposing water at high efficlencles under a broad range of operating condltlons. More

I importantly_ the cycle consists of chemical reactions - verified by laboratory testlnq - that
proceed as written and at rates sufficient to insure compact and economical chemical reactors.

I A discussionof pertinent experimental data related to the technology of the Sulfur

Cycle water decomposition system appears in Appendix B.

I
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5.3 ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Tile comparative economic evaluation attempts to treat all four hydrogen systems

in a consistent manner in respect to the major items that constitute the cast of hydrogen

production. These are eapitab operation and maintenance, and energy costs. The

sensitivity of the cost of hydrogen to plant ownership (utility or industrial), _uclear fuel

and coal cash purchased electric power cost, by-product credits, and capacity factor c,e
also evaluated. ""

5.3.1 Capital Costs ¢

The capital costs for the four hydrogen production plants, derived in Section 4,
are summarlzed.in Table 5.3.1.

For water electrolysis, the capital cost reflects a projected price level for a

package consisting of eleetrolyzers, associated equipment, and certain engineering services.

With a large proportion of the direct cost supplied in this fashion, a ten percent contin-

gency was used. Engineering services costs reflect the inclusion, in the direct cost, of

appreciable systems engineering effort by the eleetrolyzer vendor. Interest during con-

struction was based on an assumed overall four year project period wlth a non-llnear rate
of expenditure. The total cost indicated does not include the cost of a dedicated light

water nuclear power station to provide power for the unit. This would add $822,160,000
to the site investment.

The costs of Kopperr. -Totzek and Bi-Gas coal gasification systems were estimated

on o consistent basis. Both systems use downstream processing to produce hydrogen with

only minor amounts of co-products. The Bi-Gas system, ahhough not fully developed,

holds promise of sufficiently higher gasifier output and reduced gasifier cost to more than

compensate for the mare extensive processing to produce high purity hydrogen. Interest

during construction is based on an assumed overall six ),ear project period with _ non-

linear rate of expenditure.

For nuclear water decomposition, the capital cost is shown for both the nuclear

heat source (VHTR) and the water decomposition plant. The VHTR costs were taken flora

WANL-2445-1, "The Very High Temperature Reactor for Process Heat" (Reference I)

with adjustments to reflect:

:_ • Increase in rating from 3000 MWt to 3220 MWt to pleclade the need to,purchased electric power.

i • h_clusion of the equipment needed to h_terf, ce with the w.te. detain-
i. position planb e.g.t inte. medlate loop piplng ,nd ci.cu',_to_s.

• Other modificatlo_s, e.g., use of c,,_olh_,l towel _tL,_d at _ive_ cool h_,q,

i- m_lke-up w_lt_,rsupply tr_nsfened to wate. decomtx'_siHon ph._t.

i b -6
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The water decomposition plant estimate is based on the process flaw sheet
adopted for this part of the study. Changes hi the flow sheet, to be considered in Task III

and as part of other studies, are expected to demonstrate even lower costs than those used
here. Indirect costs were assumed as incremental factors to those used for the VHTR. The

interest during construction consid._rs an overall eight years program.

5.3.2 Comparison of Operating and Maintenance Costs

A summary comparison of annual operating and maintenance costs is _iown in

Table 5.3.2. Direct O&M costs are made up of payroll, consumable supplies and equipment
and outslde support services. Breakdowns and discussion on the various items within the

dlrect O&M costs are shown in Section 4 of this report.

The annual cost of maintaining plant working capital is also part of the O&M

costs, and the basis for the cost of working capital is shown in Table 5.3.3. Average net

cash required was assumed to be 2.7 percent of the dh-ect O&M costs, l,_ssnuclear

liability insurance premiums. An approximately sixty day supply of consumable supplies,
equipment, and coal was assumed to be on hand. The coal storage was evaluated at a

cost of 2.2¢,/kg ($20/ton). The comparable fuel inventory charges for the nuclear fuel is

traditionally considered part of the fuel cost and therefore was not included here.

5.3.3 Camper|son of Fuel Costs

A comparison of the annual fuel costs from the four types of plants is shown h_
Table 5.3.4 for the base case. "Fuel" was defined, in this context, as all sources of

energy needed by the processes.

For the water electrolysis plant, where large quantities of electric power are

required, o large nuclear powerplant whose output is dedicated to the electrolysis plant

would provide the lowest cost electric power. Therefore, electrolysis was based on the

cost of power from a dedicated utility financed nuclear power station. The cost of power

from this plant, as dlscussed in Section 4.2, is 1.28¢,'_-W-hr.

Coal gasification plants purchase power at on industrial rate from an electric

utility at a cost of 2C/KWH. This cost assumes that the power comes fron a mix of nuclea,

and fossil sources and includes the cost of transmission as well as generation. Base coal

costs of 2.2¢/Kg (S20,/ton) were assumed, which are representaHw, of today's cost of deep
nlin__.dcoal.

The nuclear fuel costs from the VHTR ale assumed to be 24.75¢/GJ (26.1c/106 BhJl,

as reported in Reference 1. Thls cost does not represent an optimized fuel cost nor dries it

reflect the fuel ,eptocessh_j cost savings that are possible with the teal desi._n described in

that reference. This cost can be compared with the 19.98c'GJ (21c,'106 Btu) which leple-

sents fuel costs in today's lltjht wc_ter reactors.
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I'

5.3.4 Comparisonof Hydrogenproduction Costs

The bose case hydrogen production costsare shown in Table 5.3.5. For the b:lse

case, the plants are assumedto be opgratlng at an 80 percent capacity Factor. The size

of the plants is large enough to justlfy the centralized, or utility ownershlp, of the
facility with the product distributed to any number of "consumers." The production costs,

I calculated on an annual basis, include a 10 percent charge on nan-depreclating capital
(land) and 15 p_rcent annual charge on depreciating assets. The production cost includes

profit, taxes, amortization, and other costsof businessso that, in reality, the production
cost is a "gate price" - the price at which hydrogen can be sold exclusive of the costsof

transmissionand dlstributinn. The production costs indicated do not include any allow-
ance for the sale of by-products, e.g., oxygen. If, for example, oxygen were sold instead
of vented, then the costof hydrogen would be reduced by about 1.7_/std m3 (42¢/103 SCF)

if the oxygen credit were 2.2¢/Kg ($20/ton).

The hydrogen production costs are plotted parametrically in Figure 5.3.1 to demon-
strate visually the effects of fuel or coal cost on the gate price of hydrogen. Since neither i
the water electrolysis nor water decompositioncostsdependdirectly on the costof coal, they

appear as horizontal lines in the figure. A range of nuclear fuel costsis included, however,
to representthe changesin the economicsof nuclear fuel in the future. From this comped-

son, it appearsthat the hydrogenfroma water decompositionsystem,althoughhigher in
purity than that from coal gasification units, showsa competitive edge for coal coststhat

are frequently predicted for the near future. For example, the rangeof breakeven coal
costsgo from99¢/GJ ($1.0/106 Btuor about $24/ton) for the basecase nuclear water de-

composHionplant to about $1.3/GJ ($1.38/106 Btu, about $33/ton) for a case with the
nuclear fuel costsabout twice as high as the basecase. If an oxygen credit is assumed,
then the break even coal cost reducessubstantially.

Wh|le the base case comparisonof production costswaspredicated on an 80 per-

cent capacity factor, it is important to recognize that capacity factor has a significant effect
on the total economicsof production. Figure 5.3.2 illustrates this effect. As can be seen,

the shapeof the curve dependsupon the proportion of fixed and variable costsassociated
with production.

5-12
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5°4 COMPARISON OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT POTENTIAL

The four hydrogen production plocesses can be comp._red on their relative utili-

zation of resources and their relative potential for imp_ctlng the environment. These

comparisons are made on a quantitative basis supplemented by inevitable subjective

judgments.
J ,

Some perspective can be gained regarding the relative performance of the pro-
b e ' " /.... cesses y ex mmmg the total energy inputs and outputs. This is dane in Table 5.4.1.

The process efficlencie_ are compared by converting inputs and outputs into equivalenl

heat unHs. For water electrolysis, the thermal energy required to generate the electrical

requirements of the process is included and reduces the overall efficiency of water electro-

lysis to 28 percent. The efficiencles of the other systems are comparable and frill in the

46 to 49 percent range. It is emphasized that the 47 percent efficiency for the nuclear

water decomposition process is a conservative figure based on the non-optimlzed flow

diagram used _n preparing the preliminary conceptual design and cost estimate.

In addition to energy inputs and outputs, it is instructive to examine, on an

- overall basis, the annual consumption of resources for each process. This comparison is

shown in Table 5.4.2. The large water consumption for the electrolysis process comes from

the _ncluslon of the evaporative _ossof the cooling water far the nuclear reactors chosen

to generate the power required for electrolysis. If a more efficient power generation cycle

were assumed, the water consumption would reduce. The amount of uranium oxide required

for power and/or process heat is also compared for all systems, assuming that nuclear power,

using light water reactor for water electrolysis and coal gasification and the VHTR for water

decomposition is used for all electric generation. Here again electrolysis requirements

are greatest because of its relatively poor overall efficiency.

The water electrolysis and nuclear water decomposition processes produce oxygen

as a by-product and a small amount of solid waste (resin, filtration residue, catalyst in the

case of the nuclear water decomposlt_on process, etc.) The coal processes yield carbon

dioxide and a substantial amount of solid waste (ash, catalysts, sulfur, flue gas cleanup

wastes, etc.) Differences in the coal processesare due to the use of a somewhat different

coal for each process.

Considering the quality of the p_oduct hydrogen, _ cemp_Hson of purity is show_

in Table 5.4.3. The water electrolysis and nuclear water decomposition p_ocessesp.oducu

very high purity hydrogen. The use of 98 percent oxygen in the Koppurs-Tatzek p;ocess

gives o lower quality hydrogen, but, b_,'cause it contains 1.4 pc. cent methcmu, il has tt_

highest heating value. Bi-Gas hydrogen is purer than the Koppers-TatTek gas hucclusL'of

the use of purer oxygen end process modificotlons mod_ to _efo_tn "_h_,_nl_,)t"I.Hnout'tto_

methane formed in she gaslfier.
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As part of the comparative evaJuatJon_an assessmentof envlronmentaJ areas of

concern was made. The major areas of potential impact included: air quality, water
quality, solid waste, land use, water use, fuel use, noise, aesthetics, and socio economic

Factors. It was assumedthat all four processescould be engineered to meet applicable

federal and state regulations and standards. After quantifying the environmental impact

potential for the four processes_it was concluded that all should have an acceptable level
of impact on the environment.

In evaluating the potential impact of processeson air and water quality and use,

designing to meet applicable standards dictates that the impact will be felt ultimately on

the economics of the plant rather than on the environment. Thus designing plants with

--- cooling towers, flue gas cleanup devices, etc. will increase plant complexity while
avoiding environmental deterioration.

With respect to production of solid wastes, an analogy is seen with present

generation electric power plants - nuclear and fossil. While coal fired plants require

provision for disposal of solid products of combustion, e. g. ash, nuclear plants involve a

long range consideration of radioactive waste disposal. (Both types of plants are presently

inherent in our utility baseload structure). Again it was assumedthat all four types of
plants can be engineered to meet applicable regulations and standards.

Any change in the physical or social environment has an effect (impact) on that
environment even if the impact is acceptable. Even when standards are met, emissions

and discharges can contribute to mankind's accumulative impact on his environment and

can be rated in terms of their magnltuae. An impact may be good or bad depending on

viewpoint and location. For example, a new industry in a location with a labor surplus

or housing surplus would have a beneficial sociocultural impact. If located in a very

small communlty_ the resulting influx of workers and their families would put stresson

public services which would be viewed by mostan an adverse impact.

Comparing processes is simple when there is a commondenominator such as the

number of emplayes, but if there is no commondenominator it be_,¢mesa value judgment.

Primary impacts in this case are those which are regulated by law or are effected by local

or notional policies. These have been recognized as important to enough people that

political action has been taken. Secondary impacts are extremely local and effect only
a few people as a result of the location of the proposed production. The choice of

i "Middletown," population 250,000, as a site negates sociocultural impacts which might be
expected in a smaller community.

In view of the designs and assumptionsmade in this study, the processeswere

compared in terms of each potential impact and ranked. A rating of 0 denotes r_a imp:Jet,
•-1 denotes a slightly adverse impact and a -10 denotes a large impact potential while
still meeting standard guidelines. The ranklngs are summarized in Table 5.4.4, "Environ-

mental Impact Potential."
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j TABLE5.4.4
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT POTENTIAL

J Nuclear Water

Electrolysis K - T Bi-Gas Decomposition

I PrimaryImpacts

i Air quality -2 -4 -3 -1
Water quality -2 -3 -2 -1

I Soildwaste -5 -7 -6 -4

I Land use -4 -1 -1 -2
Water use -5 -2 -2 -2

I Fuel use -5 -3 -2 -1

I SubTotal -23 -20 -16 -11

SecondaryImpacts

I Noise -1 -3 -3 -2

I Aesthetics -1 -3 -3 -2

Sub Total -2 -6 -6 -4

I

i

I

I

I

I
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In terms of all' quality, the coal gasificalion processes rated lowest due to

emissions of the products of the combustion of coal. The K-T process was lower because it

consumes more coal than thc_"BJ-Gas process.

Water vapor emissions, due to heat dissipation requh'ements, account for electro-

lysls being rated lower than nuclear water decomposition, in respect to water quallty,

because it involved a larger reactor and about twice as much heat dissipation. The large ..

cooling system needed for the electrolysis power plant also increases the potential for water
quality impacts through increased blowdown and entrainment of organisms at the intake.

Coal storage and handling facilities involve potential water quallty hazards through runoff

and sludge. The potential impact is assigned to the coal gasification processes in relation
to their relative coal consumption.

SoJid wastes generated by the processes are assumed to be disposed of by environ-

mentally sound means and therefore their impact is in indirect relation to their quantity.

Land use represents another dh'ect relationship between requirement and impact.

The rankings for land use shown inTable 5.4.4 were based on estimates of land required
by the plants.

Middletown, the site basis for the assessment1has an ample supply of water and
fuel. Therefore the _onsumption of these resources is more of a national concern than a

local concern. The actual chemical use of water is in all cases relatively small. The use

of water for cooling is large and in direct relation to heat dissipated because all plants use

cooling towers. Therefore, electrolysis, which is only half as efficient, is by far the largest

consumer of water and fuel. The coal gasification processes are penalized because alter-
native uses of coal increase its value as a resource.

Noise and aesthetics favor electrolysis because it has a low profile an:t a large

exclusion area. Nuclear water decomposition also has the benefit of an exclusion zone.

The coal gasification processes receive lower ratings in this area because they do not huve

exclusion zones and involve multi-story facilities, the noise of coal handling, and on-site
coal storage.

Nucleal water decomposition was ranked best in terms of minimum potential
environmental impact. The K-T Process was ,anked slightly b_flow the Bi-Gas P_ocessdue

mostly to its greater coal consumption. The majol drawk_ck to _.'l_'cholysis w_ls the inhe'lt'nt

weakness in its overall process efficiency. It should be .qress(.d that these i_mkin_s ale

subjectiveand lelative and do no; imply that any oF the' ptoce_s_'s cc_nnot m_.et the. _'11_ilo_-
mental standalds theft _lle [olseefl _"orthe future'.
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6.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

I The scope of work cal!ed for in Tasks I and II of the "Studies of the Use of Heat From

High Temperature Nuclear Sources for Hydrogen Production Processes", reported herein, re-

I quires the:

• A projection be made of the potential market for hydrogen as a Fuel and

I feedstock through the year 2000.
I,

J Processes for the production of hydrogen be selected from among water

I electrolysis, fossilbased (steam hydrocarbon), and thermochemica( water
' ' decomposition systems and be evaluated in terms of relative performance,

economics, resource requirements, and technology sta_'us.

I The results of the Task I and II effort are summarized below.

J 6.1 HYDROGEN MARKET PROJECTION

The study considered both the total potential market for hydrogen and the part of that

J market that might be captured by nuclear driven thermochemlca# water plants.
decomposlt_on

The latter becomes important in assessing the need for, and justification for, the development

j of high temperature nuclear heat sources and thermoehemlca', hydrogen production processes.

The United States currently usesabout 8 x 1010 standard cubic mete_ (3 x 1012 SCF)

J of hydrogen per year, Production is growing today at a rate of 6 percent per year, and is ex-
pected to grow even more rapidly in the future. The proiectlon made here predicts abase case

hydrogen requirement, to the year 2000, of 1.3 x 1012 std m3 per year (4.8 x 1013 SCF per

J year). The range of hydrogen consumption, about the base, goes from a low estimate of
6.4 x 1011 stdm 3per year toahlghof 1.7 x 1012stdm3/year. Predictions by others

range from 3.5 x 1011 to 1.7 x 1012 std m3/year. It should be noted that if the market

J continues to at its six tke 2000 demand fc,r hydrogen
grow present percent per year, year

would be about 4 x 1011 std m3/year (1.5 x 1013 SCF/year).

I The largest potential market foreseen for hydrogen is in the production of substitute

natural gas (SNG) and synthetic oils from coal. The markets for hydrogen use in all refin-

I and chemical ammonia and fertilizer production, is smaller k,ut still
eries processes, e.g.,

J significantly large. The demand for hydrogen for dlrect-reductlon ironmmaking is seen to be

relatively small, primarily because of the slow growth projected for the United States steel

industry. Hydrogen for use as a fuel will be but a limited market. Its application to aircraft

appears to have real promise and will constitute the bulk of the hydrogen fisel m_,'ket. Othm
direct fuel needs are expected to be met, in the main, by nuclear, coal, and s_nthetlc funs.

g This last requires_ at course_ hydrogen as a
feedstock.

..- I
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The ability of nuclear wate_ decomposlhon' systems to participate in the growing
hydrogen market is dependent upon when these systems are available and whether theh'

economics permits reasonable penetration of tile available malkat. A base case estimate

considers that the very high temperature nuclear heat source_ and tile hydrogen production

processt are both commercially available in 1995. It is further assumed tllat, upon introduc-

tion, the nuclear hydrogen system can penetrate the newly committed production capability

at a rate of 10 percent per year for all markets except hydrogen fuel and five percent per

year for the direct fuel market. With these assumptions, there would be required1 by the year '

2000_ approximately 15-30 nuclear hydrogen ge,_eratlng systems with nominal ratings of
9.6 x 106 std cubic meters per day (360 x 10" SCFD-} each.

- 6.2 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION PROCESSES

The hydrogen production processes selected for evaluation were:

• Water electrolys_s, using the Teledyne HP eleetrolyzer modules

• Coal gas_flcation, using the Bi-Gas twostage pressurized gasifier to

represent developlng coal gcslflcation technology

• Coal gasification, using the Koppers-Totzek atmospheric gasifier to

represent commercially available coal gasification technology.

• Water decomposition, using the Westinghouse Sulfur Cycle thermochemlcal

hydrogen production process in combination with a very high temperature
nuclear reactor (VHTR) heat source

6.2ol Water Electro!ysls

The technology of water electrolysis is well known. Water elecholyzers are avail
able commercially gem many manufacturers. The preliminary conceptual design used for

evaluation purposes_ based on the use of Teledyne HP electrolyzer modules, was a complete

hydrogen generation facility producing 9.4 x 106 std cubic meters/day (351 x 106 SCFDI

of 99.9% pure hydrogen at a delivery pressure of 6895 kPa (1000 psi). Tile thermal efficiency
of the electrolysis plant is 81 percent, not including tile efficiency of producing the electric

power required for the process. When the electric generation efficiency is included at 34 pel-
cenb typical of the light water nuclear reactor powerplants capable of producinq the In,vest

cost electric power currently _. _ilablet the combined overall plocess efficiency d_ops to
28 percent. Tile cost of producing hydrogen gem this plant, hosed on utility owneJshin _Jnd

costs in effect in mid-1974, is estimated to be approximately 8.47C std m3 ($2.27 M_CFI _.,h_,n

ot_eratln,q at an 80 _ercent cul_acity factor and _uf_plied with t_ov..e_gem on udj_cef_t nucle_t
power statlonwitha fuel cost of 19.9c. GJ (2tc 106Btu)_ osshown in Fi_nte6 2.1

t', - j_
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Capacity Factor 80%

PurchasedPower 2c/KWH
15 4.0 -

Utility Ownership

14 No 0 2 Credit

13 - 3.5

12
3.0

I1

t ._ 2.5 Foe,Co_,: 37.9_,GJ_4o_,,_B,_'_E 9 _ Water Electrolysis

J _ 8 _ _ Fuel Cost : 19.9¢/GJ (21¢/106 Btu)

_ 7

J ._'_/ Fuel Cost '_7.4¢/GJ 150¢/106 Btu)

6 1.5-- // Water Decomposition

J 5 _ Fuel Cost 24.75¢/GJ (26.1¢/106 Btu)

J 4 - 1.0--
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!
2 0.S--
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I Coal Cost
Figure 6.2.1 Comparative H2 Production Cost
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6°2°2 Bi-Gas Coal Gasification
I

The B]-Gas gaslflor is a two stage pressurized system which represents developln.cj

technology in coal gasification. A pilot plant using this type of gaslfler is scheduled for

initial operation in 1975. The pilot plant should canfirm the characte,'istlcs of the gasifier

and lead to commercialization of the system. The B]-Gas system, operating at a pressure of

6895 kPa (1000 psi)_ tends to favor the production of methane• For the evaluation, therefore, "

downstream processing was incorporated to separate the methane from the hydrogen, reform

the methane to hydrogen and carbon monoxide, shift the carbon monoxide to hydrogen and

carbon dlo_de, and remove the carbon dioxide. In this manner, a single product stream of
9..65 x 10 std m3/day (360 x 106 SCFD) of 99°3 percent pure hydrogen couldbe produced.

The overall thermal efficiency of the plant, relating the h_gher heating value of the p_oduct

gas to the total energy input to the plant, was calculated to be 46 percent. The cost of the

production facility included, as in all the processes, equipment and facilities, such as cooling
towers and flue gas cleanup systems, to assure that the plants would meet the appropriate

environmental standards and regulations. The cost of producing hydrogen from this plant,

under base case economic conditions, is 4.46¢/std m3 ($1.20/MSCF). The base case consid-

ered utility ownership, told-1974 capital cos% an 80 percent capacity factor and coal at

2.2¢,,"kg ($20/ton). The sensitivity of hydrogen production cost to the cost of coal is shown

in Figure 6.2.1.

6.2.3 Koppers-Totzek Coal Gasification

Koppers-Totzek gasification is a commercially available process. Gasification

plants using these gaslfiers are in existence around the world. The gasifier which operates

at approximately atmospheric pressure, can handle any kind of coal and, with appropriate

downstream processing, produce a hydrogen product stream. The plant design considered for
the evaluation used ten four headed gasifiers to produce a synthesis gas that was further pro-

cessed by acid gas removal, carbon mcnoxlde6shlft conversion, carbon dioxide removal, and
pohshlng methanat,on to produce 9.56 x 10 std m3/day (357 x 106 SCFD) of a gas con-

taining 95.4 percent hydrogen by volume. Compression stages were included in the processin_j

steps to result in the product gas being available at a pressure of 6895 kPa (1000 psi) for off-
site distribution° The overall thermal efficiency of the process, hlcluding the energy con-

sumed in gas compt esslon and other plant services, is evaluated to be 49 percent, The base

economic evaluation, using told-1974 costs, utility ownershipt an 80 percent capacfiy facto,',

and a dellvered coal cost of 2.2¢/I._g ($20'ton)t resulted tn a hydrogen product,on cost of
5¢/std m° (S1.34/MSCF). Figure 6.2.1 shows the sensitivity of the cost of n,od_Jdng hyd,o,:len
to the cost of coal.

62.4 N ucleor Water OecomposHion

The water decomposlt on system used far evaluation is the Westin_fl_,_,s_,_'_ulfl:rC.cl_'

two-step the,mochemlcal process. In this process, hyrhogen nncl ,._Ifutlc a_:id nl_ pr.',dac_'d

il electlolytlcally by the reaction of sulfur dloxi_le ar,d v.,ate,. The _,r_,cessis com_l_tr.d b_

6 -,_.
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vaporlzlng the sulfuric acid and thermally reduclng_ at higher temperaturos_ tile resultant
_ulfur trloxlde Into sulfur dioxide and oxygen. Following separation, sulfur dloxT6e Jsrecycled

:o the electrolyzer and oxygen is either vented or sold.

As in conventional water electrolysis, hydrogen is produced at the electrolyzer cath-

ode. Unlike water electrolysis, sulfuric acid, rather than oxy.qent is produced at the anode.

Operation {n this fashion reduces the theoretical power required per unit of hydrogen produc-

tion by more than 85 percent over that required in water electrolysis. This is partially off- ,.

set, however, by the need to add thermal energy to the process in the acid vaporizer and the
sulfur trioxide reduction reactor. Even sol by avoiding the high overvoltages at the oxygen

electrode of a conventional etectrolyzer_ as well as the inefficiencies associated with power

generafion_ this hydrogen generation process provides overall thermal efflclencles approxi-

mately double those attainable by conventional electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen production

technology.

The energy source for the water decomposition systemis a very high temperature

nuclear reactor (VHTR) producing both electric power and a high temperature helium stream

to the process. The VHTR is a graphite moderated helium cooled nuclear unit thar is pre-

dicated on the integration of the technologies from the NERVA nuclear rocket engine program

and land based gas cooled reactor programs into an advanced very high temperature nuclear

heat and power source.

The integrated plant requlres_ for the processflow sheet adopted for thls initial

iteration of the conceptual design_a VHTR rated at 32.20 MW(t) to result in the production
of 10=1 x 106 standard cubic meters/'day (379 x 10b SCFD) of 99.9 percent pure hydrogen.

The VHTR provides all of the energy - heat and electricity - required for the operation of the

water decomposition plant and for the auxiliary power requirements of the nuclear system. The

overall thermal efficiency of the integrated processis calculated, for the present processco.-

figuration, to be 47 percent for the system producing hydrogen for off-site consumption at a

pressure of 6895 kPa (1000 psi).

The nuclear system and the water decomposition systemboth require a significant

development effort to reach first large scale demonstration. The recommended program for
the VHTR was determined as part of the VHTR effort supported by ERDA and reported in

Reference 1. The development effort on the water decomposition systemhas_ to date, been

privately funded and has verlfied_ by laboratory testing, that the electrolytic and chemical

reactions proceed as written and at rotes sufficient to insure an efficient and economic hydro-

gen production plant. The overall development program leading to commercialization of tt_e

process will be defined as part of the Task III effort.

Using the costs of the VHTR as determined in the ERDA sponsored pro?_romtadi_sted
to interface with the water decomposition plant requirements as deveto:_ed in this .qudy, in

conjunction wTth the ousts of the hydrogen production plant _esultln_! frnrn the stud_, tF,c__-_-

i jected cost of hydrogen from a nuclear water decomposition plant was determined F_orthe

a 6-5
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base economic case, i.e._ 80 percent capacity factob told-1974 cost hasls,utillty own_ls!dp_
nuclear fuel costsof 24.75¢/GJ (26.1¢/106 Btu), and no.c.ad,t for tt_eoxygen produced .n
the process,the hydrogen production cost, asshownIn Figure 6.2.1, is 5.4¢/std m3 /
($1.45/MSCF). The effects of varying fuel costsare also shown in the fi,qure.

6,,3 CONCLUSIONS

There is a market for hydrogen that exlsts rode," that is being met prlmarily by ._
fossil basedhydrogen generation processes. This markel expected to grow substantially ,_

over the next several decades. Simultaneously, the growing unavailability and/or escalat-
ing costsof the fossil feedstocks used in today's hydrogen production makesimperative the

development of alternative hydrogen generation systems. Thesesystemsmust make useof
our most plentiful resources, i.e., they mustbe nuclear or ceal basedsystems.

The evaluation of the nuclear water decompositionsystem,using the Sulfur Cycle,

indicates that it is superior to water electrolysis in both thermal efficiency and cost of hydro-
gen produced regardlessof whether the water electrolysis plant is powered by nuclear-electrlc
or fossil-electrlc plants. Nuclear water decomposition is on a par wlth coal gasification

systemsin respect to thermal efficiency and holds great promise of lower hydrogen production
costsas reasonableextrapolations of future nuclear and coal costsare made. The nuclear

water decoh_.oosltlonsystemhas a lower potential environmental impact than other systems.
It also provides the opportunity for more effective resource management,such as making

possible the utillza.!on of all the carbon in coal for its chemical value, asopposed to con-
verting it to carbon diox;de while extracting only its thermal value.

It is concluded that the nuclear water decomposition systemshowssufficient tech-

nological and economic promise to warrant aggressive development of the process,and further
definition of the conceptual design.

6-6
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APPENDIX A

i
MATERIALS FOR THE SULFURCYCLE WATER DECOMPOSITION SYSTEM

A materials investigation hasbeen performedto determine unique or unusual mater-
ials requirements for the Sulfur Cycle water decomposition system. It hasbeen determined that

j the critical problemareas involve the high temperaturesulfuric acid loop showninoFigure 1.The remainder of the systemoperatesat relatively low temperatures,<476K (<400 F) and thus

can utilize commercially available components.Thehigh temperatureacid decompositionloop,

j becauseof the temperaturesand pressuresinvoJved, departs significantly from standardsulfuric 'i acid handling practice.

j The acid decompositionprocessis carried out in the four successivestepsinvolvingfour heat exchangersshownin Figure 1. Sulfuric acid at a concentration of 80 percent by
weight is regeneratively heated from433 to 725K (320 to 845%) in E-1 andAV-1. In the

i remaining two units, AV-2 and DR-I_, the processstreamis heated by externally suppliedheat from725 to 1144K (845 to 1600VF). SO3 is thermally decomposedto SO2 andoxygen,
with the aid of a catalyst, in DR-1. In each step, a severe burdenis placed on structural

j materials. As indicated in the processflow diagram, sulfuric acid, 80 percent by weight, isconverted into the gaseousstateby boiling. The systempressureof 2069 kPa (300 psla)
• • • • O • •

raisesthe boiling point to 593K (608 F). The mostseverecorrosionpotenhal is expected to

exist at the liquid - gas interface under both boiling and condensingconditions. Boiling isexpected to occur in the acid vaporizer AV-1 where water is driven off assteamand the

remaining acid increases in concentration to 100 percent before vaporizing to 725K (845%).

I In the reduction reactor_DR-l, only gaseousproductsand reactants are present, consistingr'superheatedsteam,SO3, SO2 andoxygen. In the returnor secondarysideof AV-1, heat is
extracted reducing the product gas temperaturefrom1144 to 630K (1600 to 675°F). In this

a temperature range H2SO4 begins to condenseat a concentration near 100 percent by weight.In the economlzer_E--l, rhore heat is removedresulting in further condensationand dilution

of sulfuric acid. Productsemergingfromthe economizer,E-l, are sulfuric acid at 80 per-

I cent concentration, superheatedsteam, SO2 andoxygen.

i M__aterlalConsiderations
The compatibility of the mostcommonstructuralmaterials for sulfuric acid service

is summarizedin Table 1. The data are given for variousacid concentration with uppertem-perature limits noted. In thosecaseswhere the boiling point is indicated, it is assumedto

be one atmosphere. Of the materialswhich appear in the table, only a few are suitable fol

i usewith acid at concentrationsabove 80 percent• Temperature limitations reduce the num-ber of candidate materials even further. The materials with the highest probability of surviv-
ing the conditions encountered in the sulfur cycle water decomposition cycle are listed

i below, along with commentsconcerning suhabillty with respect to requlremenls listed pre-viously.

._, A-I
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i TABLE 1
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR SULFUMC ACID AND

I OLEUM HANDLING (REFERENCE39)

75-90% 90-98% J.

H2SO4 H2SO4
0-10% 10-50% 50-60% 60-7._% (includes (includ_ 98_100%

I MATERIALS H2504 H2504 H2SO4 H2SO4 60° acid) 660 ocid) H2SO4
Cost iron to 175°F to 225°F

I Platinum, gold or
gold-pJolinum to b.p. to b.p. to b.p. to b.p. Io b.p. Io b.p. tg b.p.

Leador lead lining tg b.p. to 400°F to 400oF to 400°F to 85%# 3-SO'_F;' to 96%,
to 90%, 250°F 140°F

I High sll icon
_asl iron (Duriron) to b.p. to b.p. to b.p. to b.p. Io b.p. to b.p. to b.p.

DURIMET 20 Io b.p. to 176°F to 176°F Io 150°F Io I50°F Io 176°F to 176gF

I CHLORIMET 2 to b.p. 2 to b.P.6 2 Io b.p ' 2 to 250°F 2 to 250°F 2 to 250°F 2 to 250°F
2or3 3tob.p. 3to200 F 3to200"6F 3tolTS°F 3to175°F 3to225°F 3to250°F

l ;JossI}n_dsteel
_voldthermalshock to 500°F Io 500°F to 500°F to 500°F to 500°F tg 176°F to 500°F

"IASTELLOY

_.LLOYS 8-C-D-F Bto b.p. B to b.p. 8 to b.p. B Io 250°F B Io 250°F B to 300°F Bto 300°F

I C to b.p. C to 200°F C to 200°F C to 175°F C to 175°F C to 200°F C to 200OFD to b.p O Io b.pb D to b.p Dto b.p. D to b.p. D to b.p. D to b.p.
F to 1506F F Io 150 F F Io 150bF F not F not F not F not i

recommended recommet_Jed recommended re_o,'n/lle nde d j

I to b,p. Io Io to to 93% to to

175nF 150nF/¢ORIHIT_: 140nF 140_-F 175°F

15°°F t98% to
175°F

I _talnlesssteel to 5% i1
yFe 316 _nd317 bel%w ]

150-F _

I :.,p,,.,., ,o ]

_talnless below

ocb-3 ....................... ,

I ,
1

I i
I

e
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TABLE 1

MATERIALSOF CONSTRUCTION FOR SULFURICACID AND

OLEUM HANDLING (CONTINUED)

i75 -90% 90 -98%

H2SO4 H2SO4 , 0"

0-10% 10-50% 50-60,% 60--7.5% (inciudel (includet 98-10(3%

h_TERIALS H2SO4 H2SO4 H2SO4 H2SO 4 60° acid) 66° ocid) H2SO 4

Rubber or neoprene

ined steel to 1S0°F to 150°F

Speclolhardrub-
bet lined steel I_ 200°F to 200°F

i ......

Butyl rubber
lined steel Io 200°F to 200°F to 150°F

Carbon and to 96%t

graFbile Io 340°F to 340°F to 340°F to 340°F Io 340°F 340°F

MONEL, copper, to 200°F to 200°F to 200°F

10% alum. bronze _n ot:_ence in absence in obsence

of oxygen of oxygen of oxygen

'antalum

ovoid fluorlr;e con- to b.p. to b.p. Io b,p, 1o b,p. Io 375°F to 375°F to 375°F

laminaled acid)

IHERESIT[ to b.p. to b.p. up to 150°F Io 1S0°F to 150°F Io 15Oaf to 150°F
to 35%

1o 150°F

over 35%

!Fluoropolymers

(Teflon, Kyna_) to 400°F to 400°F Io 400°F to 400°F to 4O0°F to 400°F to 400°F

J ...............
KOROSEAL to 140°F to 140OF

Cypres)or | !

redwood i )o 190°F _ i
HAVEG 41 1" 1o 300°F to 300°F to 240°F to 20S°F I Io 1,50°F

I

ILLIUM O, 98 and R G to b.p. G to 195°F G 1o 195°F G to 140OF O for 75- O Io 19S°F G to 19501

98 to b.p. olxave 40%, 98 1o b.p. 98 to 19sOF 80% to 98 Io 225°F 98 )o 225aF i

B Io b.p. to b.p. R to b.p. R to 180°F 140°F, for RIo I80°F R to l_0°f q

below 40";,; 80-85%, lo

98 )o b.p.; 195°F; 98 to I

195°F; R to !R to b.p. I
lgO°F i

" Acid Proof Brick Io 600°F to 600°f to 600°f to O00°F Io _'_}O°f to bOO°f to b0Ouf

I
RI_R(ll)UCIIFlI,I'[Y ()1" 'rill,;

ORIGlb;AI, I)AGI'_IS POOR
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I
PreciousMetals

i Gold, platinum and their alloys are notedfor their resistanceto acid attack to
very hlgh temperatures(Reference40). Their cost restricts their use to thin clads an less

i expensive substrates. Theuseof preciousmetals in the water decompositionsystemis notconsideredbecauseof the associatedeconomicburden.

I Tantalumand ItsAlloys

i The useof this refractory metal in acid service is increasing. At acid concentrationsbelow 80 percent and temperaturesbelow 464K (375°F), the excellent corrosionresistances
more thanoffset the relatively high costof this material. However, at acid concentrations

I above 80 percent tantalum hasa tendency to becomeembrlttled due to hydrogen pickup. Tan-talum also reacts with SO3 and0 2 temperaturesabove 472K (400°F), limiting its useto lower
temperatures.

!
Alloys with High Si_con Content

i Metolllc alloys with high sillcon content_such as Hastelloy D, Duriron, Durlmet,
and Chlorlmet, are the standardstructural materialsusedin the sulfuric acid industrytoday

J (References39, 4!). Thesematerials are pr;:narily casting alloys which are brittle, notreadily joined by welding and are also notch sensitive. Consequently thesematerials are
not normally utilized in a structural load-bearing capacity.

I The effect of silicon content on the corrosionresistance of iron and steel is illus-

traded in Figures2 and 3. In Figure 2, the corrosionrate of steel is shownas a function of

I acid concentrationfor a numberof temperatures. In Figure 3, the corrosionbehavior ofDurlron, a cast iron with approximately1.5percentsilicon, is shownat the boiling tempera-

ture as a function of acid concentration. A corrosionrate of 0.127 mm(5 mils)per year is

I indicated at the boiling point for concentrationsabove80 percent. Thiscorrosion rate islowest for any non-preclous metal. The effect of higher temperaturesdue to higher system
pressureand the resulting increase in bailing point of the acid must be investigated.

I Glassand GlassLined Steel

I Glassor glasslined steel is commonlyusedfor handling a_'id in the chemical in-dustry. Thebehavior of glassin contact with sulfuric acid at variousconcentrationsis shown

in Figure 4 as a function of temperature(Reference43). Above 80 percent concentration,

I glassIs not resistant to attack at the acid boiling point. The reasonfor thisbehavior is
shownin Figure5 which showsthe effect of superheatedwater on the corrosionof Pyrex
glass. As the temperature increasesabove422K (400°F), the silica in the glassbecomes

J hydrated formlngt H2SIO3, which is soluble in superheatedwater. Thus, the _ncompatlbillty
is nat with sulfuric acid_but with water, a decomposition product. Pyrex, according to

I
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Corning, is their most corrosion resistant glass. As indicated by the_curve ,gure 5, the

corrosion rate approaches 0.76 cm per year (0.3 inch per year) as the ternt ..ature nears
• O • e . •

478K (400 F/and presumably continues to increase above 478K (400 F). This corros on

rate is unacceptable far long time applications.

Fluoropo)ymers (Teflon, K;/nar)

Polymers such as Teflon exhibit excellent resistance to acid attack at all concen-

trations uo to 478K (400°F) where thermal decomposition begins to occur. Polymers are used
as liners on structural materials where loads are encountered, Reference 42.

Acid Proof Brick

Acid proof brick is the most widely used non-metalllc material for construction

of sulfuric acid plants (Reference 42). The bricks are used to line carbon steel shells.

The lining serve to reduce temperatures at the surface of the metallic vessel. The brick

linings are usually backed-up by a polymer or asphaltic mastic to protect the metallic
liner from acid seepage through the brick-work. Recent advances in mortars have helped

in overcoming swelling, a problem encountered in mist acid conditions or where frequent

filling and emptying occurs• Special construction techniques have been used to overcome

the swelling problem. Acid proof bricks have been used at temperatures as high as 589K

(600°F). With proper construction techniques higher temperatures are possible.

The pertinent characteristics of available materials with known compatibility
with sulfuric acid is summarized in Table 2. Precious metals meet all the prerequisites, how-

ever their very high cost for this application is prohibitive. High silicon containing alloys,

such as Duriron have acceptable corrosion rates up to the boiling paint under normal atmos-

pheric pressures. Corrosion rates at higher pressures must be determined. Methods for join-

ing the cast material to provide leak tight joints must be developed. Glass, because of its

poor compatibility with superheated water, must be restricted to use at temperatures below

422K (300°F). Polymers are restricted because of their thermal instability at temperatures

above 478K (400°F). Acid proof brick, because of its insulating properties, makes an

excellent liner or barrier material for reducing temperatures between the process stream

and the pressure vessel wall.

Materials For Use In The High Temperature - Superheated Steam Environment

In the reduction reactor, DR-l, the process stream which consists p, imarily of

gaseous water and SO3 is heated from 725 to 1144K (845 to 1600%) and the SO3 is
reduced to SO2 and 02 by catcfiytic c_ction. Compatibilltyduta for structural male, ials

exposed under these conditions clre non,.xi_hmt. Sonic:walk however, has been dane ta

investigate the behavior of a number of alloys in superheut_d steam at comp'.,uble tem-

peratules. The most extensiv(: ,e_e_l ch into th(_ pL'rfolmCmc(.' of tTt(}|( _1;(tJs ;rl hi.oh t(_mp_.,mu_u
steam hcls been conducted by the ASME Resuc,ch Committu{. an Hi_lh T-mpe,c_h,_' St_,(,m
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Generation (Reference 44). Test results indicated that highly alloyed superalloys, such as

, Inconel 600, Incoloy 800, Hastelloy ×, etc., promise a high degree of probability of meeHng

the requirements impo_ed by the operating conditions in DR-1. Allays high in chromium

which exhibit excellent oxidation resistance in air, also hold up well in superheated steam•

.. The introduction of S03, S02 and 02 into the superheated steam introduce another degree ;:

of complexity. Thermodynamic analysis indicates that under the expected oxidizing _i
condltions, sulfidlzatlon corrosion of nickel will not be a problem. Experimental data under
DR-1 operating conditions will be required to verify material corrosion behavior. '-

RecommendedPrograms

• • Because of the difficulties expected in determinir_g the acceptab[llty of

.... materials for appllcation in the system under the operating condition

specified in Section 4.5, a revised set of operating conditions is being

specified for the systemconceptual design to be performed in Task III.
These revisions include a reduction in pressure, and hence saturation

temperature, of the sulfuric acid decomposition system and a change in

the configuration of heat exchangers in the system. These revisions are
discussed in Section 4.5.2.4.

s

• The corrosion behavior of Duriron, cast iron containing 15 percent silicon,

in contact with boiling sulfuric acid over the concentration range of 80 to

100 percent under pressuresup to 2069 kPa (300 psi) must be determined
for an extended period of time, e.g., :>10,000 hours.

• Investigate the sulfuric acid corrosion resistance of steel substrates coated

with chemlcal-vapor-deposited silicon. Recent advances in coating

technology have made it possible to produce complex geometrical shapes
with a uniform adherent coati.lgs. Steel which has been fabricated to a

final shape can be sillconized by deposition of a layer of silicon of an

appropriate thickness followed by a heat treatment to diffuse the silicon

into the substrate. The resulting structure has a surface with a high silicon

content which is highly resistant to sulfuric acid corrosion. The corrosion

behavior of such a structure under boiling acid conditions must be
determined.

• Ceramics such as silicon carbide, silicon nltride, and cermets (77 Cr-23
AL203) possessexcellent resistance to sulfuric acid corrosion at ambient

temperature and at low acid concentration. These materials have excellent

thermal conductivity, can be fabricated into tubing of limited lengths, and
can be joined by brazing. They possesssufficient potential to warrant fur-
tiler characterization.

L
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TECHNOLOGY STATUS OF THE SULFURCYCLE WATER DECOMPOSITION SYSTEM

ElectrochemicalHydrogenGeneration

The WestinghouseSulfurCycle water,splittlng process_basedon the oxidation of

SO2 to SO_ with subsequentthermal reductionof SO3, requiresthat a meansbe foundto ,.-
carry out rife following reactions:

SO2 + 2H20 _ H2 + H2SO 4 (1) '

Although this reaction is not spontaneousandcannot be thermallydriven, it maybe

accomplishedelectrochemically in an acid electrolyte by couplingthe following half-cell
reactlons:

Anode: H2 SO3(aq) �H20.q_-_SO4"2(aq)4 4H+(aq) �2eE° _ -0. 17 V

Cathode: 2H¢ (aq) ¢ 2e_H 2 (g) E° 0.00 V

It shouldbe noted that sulfur dioxide_ SO2_dissolvesin an aqueousstrongacid to

yield sulfurousacid_ H2SO3.

Fromthe above_it may be concluded mat, under standardconditlons_the minimum

driving voltage for the reaction

H2 SO3(aq ) + H20 _ H2(g) + 2H+(aq) + SO4-2(aq) (2)

is 0.17 volts_which comparesvery favorably with the correspondingvalue of 1.23 volts for

the electrolysis of water_ i.e._

H20 _ H2(g) _ 1/2 0 2 (g) (3)

Earlier work at Westinghouseconfirmed that Reaction 2 proceedssubstantially as

written by operation of an electrolytic cell with platinized platinum electrodes in 50 w/o
sulfuric acid at room temperature. However, with the anode and cathode compartmentssepa-

rated only by a sintered glass frlb the formation of a whitesolid simultaneous with the evolu-

tion of hydrogenwas observed. Thiswhite powder was later identified assulfur.
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1
Examinationof Table 1, which lists the standardr_:luctlon potentials of sulfur-

J containing speciesin acid solutions,revealsthat sulfurousacid will depolarlze the ca'hode
reaction (seehalf--cell Reaction2). If enoughH_SO3 is suppliedto the cathode, no hydrogen
will be evolved. Furthermore,sulfur formed by this reaction can also act as a cathode depol-

.I arizer, also inhibiting hydrogenevolution (seehaif-c,_i. Reaction4). Sulfur deposiHonis ;'t

therefore to be expected if sulfurousacid is not excluded from the catholyte.
o

1 Juda and Moulton (Reference45) did not report sulfur depositionwhen they used
sulfurdioxide as an anodlc depolarizer in an electrolysiscell operating at 368K in 30 w/o

sulfuric acid. The importantdifference between their work and the prehmtnary Westinghouse

+ wod_ that Jude and Moulton employeda flaw-through electrode, i.e., the sulfurousacid
was

solution was forced through a platlnum-catalyzed porouscarbon electrode under current, so
• + • • • e

that the solution was depleted of H2SO_ by the hme It reached the interelectrad electrolyte.|,

|. Under thesecircumstances,sulfur deposltron at the cathode could not
occur.

Two other papers(References46, 47) which discussthe electrocatolytic oxidation of

! sulfurous make the at the cathodesof their
acid no commenton processesoccurring systems.

Dasand Roy(Reference 46), who usedan experirt.ental apparatus similar to that used by
Westinghouse,must have observedsulfur deposition but reported only on the anode polariza-

I tions. W_esener(Reference 47) did similarly.

Sulfurous acid migration from the catholyte to the anolyte was fully inhibited by

I. the simpleand elegant experimental proceduredevisedby Bowmanand Onstott (Reference48).
The useof a membraneand slight overpressurlngof the catholyte resulted in the total avoid-

ance of sulfur deposition at the cathode, and thus 100 percent current efficiency for hydrogen

I production.

i In contrast to the complexsituation existing at the cathode, only one reaction, i.e.,the electro.oxidatlon of suit irousacid, occursat the anode. The extent to which sulfurous
acid depolarizes the anode (oxygen-evolutlon electrode) in an electrolysis cell is shown in

i Figure 1, whlch is taken from the work of Juda and Moulton (Reference45). The depolar-ized cell operates at 0.8 V below the voltages required for water electrolysis.

j The effect of temperatureon the polarization characteristicsof platin_zed platinumelectrodes in the anodlc oxidation of sulfurousacid in about 25 percent H2SO4 is shownin
Figure2. Dasand Roy(Reference46) employeda saturatedcalomel electrode (SCE) in their

i experimentation. Usinga value of 0.263 V for the SCEversusthe hydrogenelectrode innormal sulfuric acid (Reference 49), an approximate scale for the electrode polarization

versusthe normal hydrogen electrode is provided for purposesof comparison. Increasing

I temperature resultsin a lowering of the electrode polarization - the effect amounting to125 mV at 100 mA cm"2 on going from 303K to 353K (30°C to 80°C).

I WiesenePs(Reference47) data for 27 w/o H2SO4 at 333K (60°C) are shown inFigure 3. The best performing electrode consistedof air-, steam-, or carbon dioxide-

activated carbon, catalyzed by platinum and a mixed oxide, V20 5 3 AI20 3. An

t
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TABLE 1

STANDARD REDUCTION POTENTIALSOF SULFUR-CONTAII'41NG
SPECIESAT 298K IN__O SOLUTION

Potential, Votts
Reaction

1. $206 "2 + 4H+ + 2e _" 2H2SO3 0,57

2. H2SO3 �4H++ 4e _ S �3H200, 45 1

-2 + 4H+ +2e _'H2SO 3 t�–�0.173. SO4

4. S + 2H+ + 2e _ H2S 0.141

-2 0.09

5. $406 -2 + 2e _ 2S203

6. 2H_Z" H2(g) 0.00

._ -0.08

7. 2H2SO3 + H + 2e 4-_HS20 4" + 2H20

8. 2SO4°2 + 4H¢ 4 2e _ $206 -2 _ H20 -0.22
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Figure 2. Polarization Characteristics of SO2 Oxidation on Platlnlzed Platinum

E_ectrodes in 6N H2 SO4 at Different Temperatures (After Dosand Roy_
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1

I
opproxlmatoscale, to allow polarization values to be road in mV versusthe normal hydrogen

I electrode, wasconstructedby the useof data (Reference50) for the cell, H2/H2S04,
Hg2SO4/Hg, at 60°C_ ul'td is included in Figure 3.

i A summaryof the relevant resultsof Dasand Royand Wiesener is presentedin
I Table 2. Platlnlzod platinum is not as effective an anodic electrocatalyst as platinum

._' black. Wiesener'sbest performingelectrode comparesvery favorably with the platinum .^

i black electrodesof Desand Roy. Electrolytic cell voltagesof 0.7 V or lessat 100 mAcm z ,."
shouldbe achievable with thls electrode, if the cell is operated at temperaturesof 333K
(60°C) or greater with a plotinized platinum hydrogen-evolutlonelectrode ( _ ~ 0.07 V at

100 mAcm-z) and an interelectrode spacingof 5 mmor less(p (H2 SO4)~1 _ -am at 333K).

The result_of Bowmanand Onstott (Reference 48) for cells operating in SO2-saturated

I 2M H2 SO, is shownin Figure 4. The pronouncedeffect of temperatureon the cell voltage
is obvrous. Thecell voltage at 100 mA/cm2 decreasedfrom900 mV to 750 mV when the

temperatureof operation is increasedfrom 295K (22°C) to 353K (80°C). The data of Desand

I Roy(Reference46), presentedabove, indicate that the voltage decreaseis mainly due to a
reduction of the a,'_ivatlon polarization at the anode.

I The main thrust of the experimental work funded andperformedby Westinghouse
to date has been to demonstratetechnical feasibility, i.e., cell operationfor extendedper-

iodswlth little or no sulfurdeposition (current effieiencles in excessof 99 percent) andwlth

I effieiencles at current densities (cell voltage< 0.6 V at
acceptable voltage practical
200 mA/em2). The " nsuggeshos of Bowmanand Onstolt (Reference48) regarding the use of

a membraneto separatethe catholyte andanalyte, as well as catholyte overpressure,were

i incorporated experimental apparatus.
into the

Figure 5 summarizesand puts into perspective the current denslty-voltage relation-

I observedin the work date. The dotted llneships Westinghouse to upper repre_nts typical

roomtemperature (22 to 30°C) observations of other investigators in 17-27 w/o H2SO4,
while the lower dotted llne indlcatos the best of the high temperature data in other work.

I two upper represent early in 50 w/o H2 SO4 at
The .solid lines data observed 303K (30°C)
with the Westinghousecell design. The break at approximately 100 mA//cm2 indicates the
onsetof a limiting current densityphenomenadue to the failure to maintain adequate actl-

I vlty of sulfurousacld at the anode. When due attention waspald to anode placementand
the methodof onolvto saturation wHh SO2_the lowestsolid |ne data set wasobservedat
about303K (30oc) in 50 w/o H2 SO4. With the assuranceof an approximately150 mV

I • • . Odrop in cell voltage on rinsing the temperatureto 363K (90 C), cell voltagesof <0.65 V

i at current dens_tlesof 200 mA/cm2 are seento be achievable.1

il I In summary,electrolytic cell operation, without sulfur deposition at the cathode

and with about 100 percent current efficiency for hydrogen production hasbeen success-

I fully conductedover extended periods. Thus, the technlcal feasibility of SO2 depolarized
I electrolyzers has beendemonstrated.
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Sulfur Trioxide Reduction /

A substantial portion of the thermal energy entering the hydrogen generation process

is introduced in file sulfur trioxide thermal reduction reactor.. Consequently, the thermal i

reduction reactor is simultaneously a chemical reactor as well as a process heat exchanger. L
The desTgnof such a piece of equipment is sens;tive to both the heat and masstransfer charac-

teristics of the system. The employment of large tubes and low overall temperature differences /

leads to a situation where the rate at which the endothermic chemical reaction proceeds is ....l

limited by the heat transfer rate. Similarly, the use of very small tubes and large temperature

differences produces a design in which the masstransfer and chemical reaction rates, rather I r

than the rate of heat transfer, influences the vessel size. Designing under heat transfer limited I
conditions leads to larger, more bulky equipment, whereas design under masstransfer limited

conditions leads to poorer heat economy and more fragile equipment. The proper design in- J
volves an optimization with regard to both the heat and masstransfer characteristics of the I
system.

I

In order to define the range of gas residence time of technical interest, as well as i

to provide a basis for initiating design of the heat exchanger, preliminary concentration and

axial temperature profiles along the exchanger/reactor were calculated for a near optimal ]
design. These computations assumeda tube and shell exchanger using the same heat tranfer I

coefficient calculated for the helium to helium intermediate heat exchanger in the nuclear

heat source (VHTR) system. The chemical reaction was taken to be in equilibrium and the J !

maximum allowable space velocity (or minimum residence time) consistent with equilibrium I
conversions at various temperatures was determined.

!

The design showed that for minimum catalyst activity, the catalyst mustbe capable ' J

i

of achieving equilibrium conversions along the entire length of the thermal reduction reactor

at space velocities between 3500 and 6000 hr -I and at temperatures between 773 and 1173K J

(500 and 900°C)o For more compact reactorst the catalyst must be capable of achieving |

equilibrium conversionsby the time the processgas has reached the end of the reactor

(temperatures about 1173K for space velocities between 30,000 and 60,000 hr-1). J
i I

The purpose of the sulfur trioxide decomposition program is to identify a catalyst with I

sufficient activity and llfe for use in the SO3 thermal reduction reactor. Accordingly, West- !
inghouse constructed an experimental apparatus for investigating the kinetics of the thermal

reduction of sulfur trioxide. |
!

The first experiments run on this apparatus have been to determine the de.qrec of

reaction reversal to be expected upon quenching the high temperature gas mixture expected !
from the thermal reducer. This information is vital to an interpretation of the the_m_fl reduc- i
tion rate data taken later. Even more important, howeveb is the fact that if significant fe-

oxidation of SO2 would occur fallowing the thermal reduction reactor, the enthe process I
concept would be rendered either uselessel highly inefficient. I

[
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I
The degree of reaction reversal to be expected was estimated by passing SO,at a

constant rate through the reactor w_th N2 and air carrmr gases at various rates. Both'hot

and cold tests were performed• Under hot conditions, the mixture spent approxlmately two
minutes flowing through the furnace (500 - 1000 C) and an additional two "_inutes in flow-
. O • •

i .ng from the 500 C furnace end to the analyhcal tram. Under cold condi _ns_the gasmixtures traversed the systemat room temperature. Residence times lower than four minutes

were obtained by increasing the carrier flow while maintaining constant the SO2 rate.

I f q"
A statistical analysis of the resultant data indicated identical SO2 rates into the

analytic train for the SO2/N 2 hot runsand the SO_/alr cold runs. No effect upon residence

i time - up to four minutes - was observed in the SO_/a_r hot runs. Additionally, the SO2 'rate into the analytic train for the hot runs with air at all residence times was identical with

that for the cold runs and the inert runs. Since over 100 determlnatlons of SO2 rate were

i made during this period - none of which showed any significant statistical departure from the
delivery rate - it is certain that SO2 reoxldafion during quench wi)l not be a problem so long
as contact catalysts are not present.

II

I The kinetics of two catalysts have also been investigated in the experimental appara-

tus. These catalysts, by reason of their proprietary noturet are designated as WX-1 and WX-2.

I For each catalyst, the reaction order was determined by testing integrated massbalance andreaction rate equations against the integral reactor data obtained in the system. Once the

reaction order is known, the rate constant can be expressed as a function of a reaction group.

• | This group contains a complex function of infflal and final sulfur trioxide concentrations and
II varies with reaction order.

Plots of the reaction group versus 1/T correspond to plotting the rate constant versus1/T. Figure 6 showsthe curves obtained by plotting the data for catalyst WX-1. The agree-

ment between predicted and experimental results is shown in Figure 7.

I Figure 8 illustrates the expected conversions to be obtained with this catalyst at

various temperatures and space velocities. The region of interest for the process heat exchan-

I ger is encompassed by space velocities between 3000 and 8000 hr -1. As this clearly shows,
WX-1 is a poor catalyst in this range at temperatures below 1233K (950°C). Similarly, based

upon the data to date there is no reason to expect it to be an effective catalyst below 1073K

J (800°C), even at low velocities•
very space

J Data for the WX-2 catalyst is summarized in Figures 9 through 13. This catalyst was
studied at space veloc'_tles of 1000, 10,000, 30_000, and 60°000 hr"1. Figure 9 plots the data
obtained at 60_000 hr " according to the proposgd rate equation. As predicted, the data

t yields a straight llne. Figure 10, for 30,000 hr "l, also shows a straight llne which is parallel
to the obtained at 60,000 hr-|. The graphs at 1000 and 10,000 hr -1, Figure 11, are different.

Data plotted according to the model for these space velocities yield two superimposedcurves.

The fact that identical data was obtained at two different space velocities suggested that the
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reaction was at equilibrium over the entire temperature range of interest for the 91venspace

velocities. A calculated equiHbrlum curve superimposesover the curves in Figure 12, sup- I
porting this hypothesis. A 1000 hour llfe test was conducted using the WX-2 catalyst. As
Figure 13 indicates, the catalyst maintained its initial activity throughout the llfe test.

The data from both catalysts support the kinetic model. So far_ only the WX-2
O t .......

e talys showssufficient act, v,ty and life for use ,n the SO._thermal reduction reactor.
Accordlnglyt these catalyst results are being employed in tile reactor design being con- ..
ducted in Task III.

l'

1

I

1
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